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Preface

Even though a multi-agent system (MAS) developer can count on development
environments, frameworks, languages, and methodologies, it is unrealistic to
think everything is done. Elementary activities in software engineering, such
as testing the developed MAS and ensuring an MAS specification meets the ini-
tial requirements, have been barely studied in the agent community, compared
with other aspects of development, such as design or implementation. Such gaps
need to be identified and filled in properly.

Answers will come via a transfer of knowledge from different areas, not only
from software engineering. Mathematics, psychology, sociology, artificial intelli-
gence, to mention a few, can supply the theories and results that characterize
an MAS as something different from other pieces of software. Such a mixture
of disciplines necessarily needs a glue that puts them together into a body of
knowledge, and this glue is agent-oriented software engineering.

As suggested by its name, Agent-Oriented Software Engineering Workshop is
a forum for works with a strong engineering component. With this bias, the scope
of the workshop is still sufficiently general to host different kinds of contributions,
from which we would like to highlight on two: MAS specification languages and
development processes.

The AOSE community has invested effort in producing MAS specification
languages. A MAS specification, written with one of these languages, uses agent
related concepts to describe a problem and its solution. The elements of these
specification languages are inspired in agent research, being BDI works the most
frequently cited.

While agent specification languages embody the research concepts, the de-
velopment processes capture the development experience. They identify which
are the necessary steps to produce an MAS. This implies generating a MAS
specification and indicating how, from this specification, a software product, the
actual MAS, can be obtained. A development process suggests ways to organize
the development. It contains activities (each one with their inputs, outputs, and
software support tools), descriptions of products to obtain, and development
roles.

In a sense, both specification languages and development processes have
served to move on from laboratory-scale developments to a scope of applica-
bility closer to the standard practices of software engineering. Now, it is possible
to address every research result and put it in the context of a development by
means of these two elements.

Continuing with this endeavor, the 9th International Workshop on Agent-
Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE 2009) took place in Budapest in May 2009
as part of the 8th International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and
Multi-Agent Systems (AAMAS 2009). It received 30 submitted papers, which
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reflects the continuing interest in the area. All papers were reviewed by at least
three reviewers from an international Program Committee of 43 members and
6 auxiliary reviewers, and, as a result, 11 papers were selected to appear in this
proceedings volume.

As a novel contribution, this volume includes five additional surveys address-
ing key areas in development: agent-oriented modelling languages, implementa-
tion of MAS, testing of MAS, software processes, and formal methods for the
development of MAS. They permit analysis of the current state in the generation
of specifications of MAS, the way these specifications can be implemented, how
they can be validated, and what steps are necessary to do so.

In structuring this volume, we have organized the papers into four sections.
The first deals with multi-agent organizations, which provides a valuable ab-
straction for agents whose integration in a development method is not trivial.
The second section addresses concrete development techniques that enable the
transition from specification to code or that validate a concrete implementation.
The third section moves one step higher, going beyond the concrete technique
and proposing a development method for designing concrete types of systems.
The last section introduces the surveys elaborated for this volume. They can be
used as an introduction to relevant areas of agent-oriented Software Engineering
and as an indicator of the work remaining to be done.

1 Organizations

The first section begins with a paper by Oyenan et al. where a conceptual frame-
work for designing reusable multi-agent organizations is proposed. The frame-
work combines component-oriented and service-oriented principles. Components
are autonomous multi-agent organizations that provide or use services as defined
by generic interfaces. The composition of these services is possible, leading to
reusable components that can be composed to build larger organizations.

The second paper, written by Aldewereld et al., focuses on the structural
adaptation to context changes using the OperA organizational model. The pa-
per contributes with a formal representation of organizations and a formal in-
terpretation of the adaptation process. The chosen formalism is an extension of
computational tree logic (CTL), called LAO.

The section concludes with a paper by Argente et al. The work proposes a
guideline focused on service-oriented open MAS for desiging virtual organiza-
tions. The guideline suggests activities along the analysis and design stages of a
development based on the organization theory and the service-oriented develop-
ment approach.

2 Development Techniques

The section starts with a paper by Garcia-Magariño et al. This work introduces a
technique for producing model transformations automatically using examples of
the expected output of the transformation for some example input models. The
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technique is known as model transformation based on examples (MBTE). Its use
in the context of an MAS development is illustrated using INGENIAS as a devel-
opment methodology. As a result, different relevant applications are identified,
such as producing preliminary definitions of an agent skill or interactions.

The section continues with a paper on automated testing by Zhang et al.
The paper describes an approach to unit testing of plan-based systems, with
a focus on automated generation and execution of test cases. The contribution
provides an automated process for test case generation and requirements for
an environment where the unit tests can be executed. The paper includes a
discussion of the implemented system and some results from its use.

The last paper is a contribution from Sudeikat and Renz. The work intro-
duces a systemic modelling level which can complement established modelling
approaches. Its purpose is to anticipate the collective system behavior from a
collection of designs of autonomous actors. As an application of the approach,
the authors introduce the Marsworld case study, where a set of mining activities
in a distant planet are addressed.

3 Development Method Proposals

The first work in this section presents Koko-ASM, by Sollenberger and Singh,
which is a guideline for building affective applications developed by Sollenberger
et al. Koko-ASM identifies what pieces of information are necessary for the
instantiation of the Koko architecture, a middle-ware that reduces the burden
of incorporating affect into applications. The approach is validated with the
development of an application for promoting positive physical behavior in young
adults.

Following, Hahn et al. present a mechanism for the generation of agent in-
teraction protocols. The mechanisms are based on a domain-specific modelling
language for MAS called DSML4MAS. With DSML4MAS, protocols are spec-
ified, and then transformed into executable code. As an example, the authors
explain how a contract-net protocol is translated into programming instructions
for the Jack agent platform.

The next work is a paper by Nunes et al. focused on multi-agent system
product lines. It proposes a domain engineering process for development of this
kind of system. Original contributions of this process are the possibility of docu-
menting agent variabilities and tracing agent features. The process is represented
using the OMG’s software process engineering model and illustrated with the
development of a Web application.

The last paper in this section by Bogdanovych et al. is about virtual heritage
application construction. It proposes a development process based on the concept
of virtual worlds in the Second Life platform and Virtual Institutions technology.
As an application example, the paper introduces the City of Uruk project, which
intends to recreate the ambience of the city Uruk, situated in Iraq, from the
period around 3000 B.C., in the Virtual World of Second Life.
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4 State-of-the-Art Survey

The first survey concerns modelling approaches, by Argente et al. The adoption
of meta-models by the different agent-oriented methodologies has led to a variety
of modelling languages, not always supported by meta-modelling languages. This
survey studies these languages addressing issues such as the maturity of the
modelling language or its expressive capability.

If modelling is important for specifying the system, the next activity one
thinks of is implementing the specification. That is the focus of the second sur-
vey, written by Nunes et al. This survey encompasses different implementation
approaches, from transformation of specifications to manually coding the spec-
ification with conventional methods. The interest of this part is to guide new-
comers to the different ways a specification can be realized using agent-oriented
approaches.

Lately, there is growing concern on the importance of testing activities in
agent-oriented development. Nguyen et. al study this less regarded aspect of
development, indicating emergent approaches for testing agent systems and what
support a developer can find.

All activities in development necessarily have to be considered within a de-
velopment process. Method engineering, the topic of the survey by Cossentino
et al., has studied these activities and how they can be interleaved to produce a
new development process. This survey will be useful for those wanting to know
what elements an agent-oriented methodology should regard and how a new
methodology can be built using fragments from existing methodologies.

To conclude, the last survey, from El Fallah-Seghrouchni et al., aims to
capture the current state of formal method approaches in agent-oriented soft-
ware engineering research. Some formal methods propose their own develop-
ment approaches, but others could be reused or integrated within other non-
formal approaches. El Fallah-Seghrouchni et al. review briefly a selection of these
methods, trying to illustrate how they can help in development and what tool
support exists.

September 2010 Marie-Pierre Gleizes
Jorge J. Gomez-Sanz
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Exploiting Reusable Organizations to Reduce
Complexity in Multiagent System Design�

Walamitien H. Oyenan, Scott A. DeLoach, and Gurdip Singh

Multiagent and Cooperative Robotics Laboratory,
Kansas State University 234 Nichols Halls, Manhattan Kansas, USA

{oyenan,sdeloach,gurdip}@k-state.edu

Abstract. Organization-based Multiagent Systems are a promising way
to develop complex multiagent systems. However, it is still difficult to
create large multiagent organizations from scratch. Multiagent organiza-
tions created using current AOSE methodologies tend to produce ad-hoc
designs that work well for small applications but are not easily reused.
In this paper, we provide a conceptual framework for designing reusable
multiagent organizations. It allows us to simplify multiagent organization
designs and facilitate their reuse. We formalize the concepts required to
design reusable organization-based multiagent services and show how we
can compose those services to create larger, more complex multiagent
systems. We demonstrate the validity of our approach by designing an
application from the cooperative robotics field.

Keywords: Multiagent Organizations, Design Methodologies, Cooper-
ative Robotics.

1 Introduction

Multiagent Systems (MAS) have been seen as a new paradigm to cope with the
increasing need for dynamic applications that adapt to unpredictable situations.
Large MAS are often composed of several autonomous agents engaging in
complex interactions with each other and their environment. Consequently,
providing a correct and effective design for such systems is a difficult task. To
reduce this complexity, Organization-based Multiagent Systems (OMAS) have
been introduced and they are viewed as an effective paradigm for addressing the
design challenges of large and complex MAS [9, 25]. In OMAS, the organizational
perspective is the main abstraction, which provides a clear separation between
agents and system, allowing a reduction in the complexity of the system. To
support the design of OMAS, several methodologies have been proposed [8].

Nonetheless, one of the major problems with the wide-scale adoption of OMAS
for the development of large-scale applications is that, so far, the methodologies
proposed work well for small systems, but are not well suited for developing

� This work was supported by grants from the US National Science Foundation
(0347545) and the US Air Force Office of Scientific Research (FA9550-06-1-0058).

M.-P. Gleizes and J.J. Gomez-Sanz (Eds.): AOSE 2009, LNCS 6038, pp. 3–17, 2011.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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large and complex applications. Designers generally handle complexity based on
intuition and experience, leading to ad-hoc designs that are difficult to maintain.

Therefore, we propose employing reusable multiagent organizations designed
using both component-oriented and service-oriented principles. These two
well-established software engineering approaches allow us to decompose large
multiagent organizations into smaller organizations that can be developed
separately and composed later, thus allowing designers to design large and
complex OMAS more easily. Herein we assume that organizations are populated
by cooperative agents that always attempt to achieve their assigned goals.

In our approach, services are the key concept allowing us to compose
OMAS components into larger, more complex systems. OMAS components are
autonomous multiagent organizations that provide or use services as defined by
generic interfaces called connection points. OMAS components are composed
such that required services match provided services. The composition process
ensures the consistency of all the bindings and results into a valid composite
organization.

Our contribution is two-fold. First, we rigorously specify the key concepts
used in our framework and describe the mechanisms that allow the design of
reusable OMAS components. Second, we formally define the composition process
through which reusable OMAS components can be composed to build larger
organizations.

We present related work in Section 2 followed by an overview of our
organizational model in Section 3. Section 4 defines the key concepts of
composable organizations while Section 5 describes our composition process.
Finally, we illustrate our approach with an example followed by conclusions and
future work.

2 Related Work

Several frameworks for multiagent systems have been proposed to deal with
the complexity of large software systems [9, 10, 18, 25], while decomposition
has long been suggested as a mechanism to deal with complex systems [14].
While current agent-oriented methodologies suggest decomposing organizations,
they fail to provide guidance or a rigorous composition process. For instance,
Ferber et al. propose partitioning a multiagent system into groups [9] that
interact via a gatekeeper agent participating in multiple groups. Unfortunately,
they provide no prescription for actually aggregating those groups into a
coherent system. Cossentino et al. also propose developing OMAS with a
hierarchical structure based on holons [3]. While they divide the system into
loosely coupled sub-organizations (holons), there is no guidance on how to
recombine them. In general, in order to recombine the organizations, the designer
must understand the internal behavior of each sub-organization. Our approach
proposes the rigorous specification of interfaces required for composition, thus
supporting reusability and maintainability of complex OMAS. Organizations can
be developed by different designers and combined later.
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Others have proposed compositional approaches for building MAS. DESIRE
[1] supports the compositional design of MAS in which components represent
agents that can be composed of subcomponents. However, like other
component-based frameworks, DESIRE is agent-centric and does not support
OMAS.

Few agent-oriented approaches explicitly use service-oriented principles.
Most of the unifying work between services and agents concern agent-based
service-oriented systems, where agents simply wrap services [12, 13]. However,
Cao et. al. propose a methodology called Organization and Service Oriented
Analysis and Design (OSOAD) [2], which combines organizational modeling,
agent-based design and service-oriented computing to build complex OMAS.
Their approach is similar to ours in the sense that complex OMAS are built using
service concepts. However, OSOAD services are offered only at the agent level.
Our approach permits entire organizations to act as service providers (while still
allowing agent-level services), thus allowing us to develop cooperative services
that cannot be provided by individual agents. In addition, we specify standard
interfaces that allow OMAS components to be composed without requiring
internal design knowledge.

3 Organizational Model

Our work is based on the Organization Model for Computational Adaptive
Systems (OMACS) [7]. OMACS is a formal framework for describing OMAS
and is supported by the O-MaSE process framework [10]. OMACS defines
an organization as a set of goals (G) that the organization is attempting to
accomplish, a set of roles (R) that must be played to achieve those goals, a set
of capabilities (C) required to play those roles and a set of agents (A) who are
assigned to roles in order to achieve organizational goals. While an agent may
play an assigned role in any way it wishes, OMACS does assume the agent will
adhere to some minimal expected behavior (e.g. working toward its assigned
goal). (There are more entities defined in OMACS that are not relevant for this
paper and the reader is referred to [7] for the complete model). In this paper, we
use a generalization of the OMACS model and only consider the goals, roles and
the relationship that exists between them. Those entities represent the persistent
part of the organization, the organization structure [9], which can be populated
later with heterogonous agents to produce a concrete organization. There are
many other organizational models for OMAS [8] and the approach proposed in
this paper could well be adapted to any of them.

In a typical multiagent organization, organizational goals and roles are
organized in a goal tree [11, 22, 24] and a role model [15, 24, 25] respectively.
We choose to organize our goals using a Goal Model for Dynamic Systems
(GMoDS) [6]. In a GMoDS goal model, goals are organized in a goal tree such
that each goal is decomposed into a set of subgoals using an OR-decomposition
or an AND-decomposition. In addition, the GMoDS goal model contains two
time-based relationships between goals: the precedes and triggers functions.
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We say goal g1 precedes goal g2 if g1 must be satisfied before g2 can be
pursued by the organization. Moreover, during the pursuit of specific goals,
events may occur that cause the instantiation of new goals. Instantiated goals
may be parameterized to capture a context sensitive meaning. If an event
e can occur during the pursuit of goal g1 that instantiates goal g2, we say
g1 triggers g2 based on e. GMoDS defines a goal model GM as a tuple
〈G, Ev, parent, precedes, triggers, root〉 where:

• G: set of organizational goals (where the set GL represent the leaf goals).
• Ev: set of events.
• parent: G → G ; defines the parent goal of a given goal.
• precedes: G → 2G ; indicates all the goals preceded by a given goal.
• triggers: Ev → 2G×G; 〈g1, g2〉 ∈ triggers(e) iff g1 triggers g2 based on e.
• root ∈ G; the root of the goal model.

We organize our roles using a role model that connects the various roles by
protocols. There are two types of roles: internal roles and external roles. Internal
roles are the typical roles defined inside the organization. External roles are
placeholders for roles from an external organization; they represent unknown
roles with which the organization must interface. Eventually external roles will
be replaced by concrete roles (internal roles) from other organizations. We define
our role model RM as a tuple 〈R, P, participants〉 where:

• R: set of internal and external roles
• P: set of protocols
• participants:P → 2R×R; indicates the set of role pairs connected by a protocol

Finally, we define a multiagent organization org as a tuple 〈GM, RM,
achieves, INCP, OUTCP 〉 where:

• GM: Goal Model
• RM: Role Model
• achieves: R → 2GL ; indicates the set of leaf goals achieved by given a role.
• INCP: the set of entry connection points exposed by the organization (see

Section 4.3).
• OUTCP: the set of exit connection points exposed by the organization (see

Section 4.3)

4 Service Model

In our framework, services are common functionalities encapsulated in
OMAS components. Once designed, OMAS components can be used by other
organizations to build larger systems. Fig. 1 shows our metamodel, comprising
the service and organizational entities along with their relationships. The central
concept is that of Service. Services offer one or more operations. Each operation
possesses a connector that is used to connect connection points exposed by
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Fig. 1. Organizational Service Metamodel

organizations. Connection points are goals and roles that can be bound together
by events and protocols from connectors. Service providers and service consumers
are both autonomous organizations who respectively provide and use operations
from services. These entities are discussed in detail in the following subsections.

4.1 Services

A service is a logical entity that represents a coarse-grained multiagent
functionality. This coarse-grained functionality is made of a set of fine-grained
functionalities, called operations. Each service possesses an XML-based speci-
fication that contains a description of what the service proposes and provides
a specification of each operation provided. To be functional, a service must be
implemented by at least one provider. Services facilitate reuse in that they allow
consumers to request operations based solely on the service specification.

4.2 Operations and Connectors

An operation represents an implementation of a functionality declared in a
service. From an organizational standpoint, we view an operation as a set of
application-specific organizational goals that an organization needs to achieve
in order to reach a desired state. Operations can result in computations (e.g.
computing an optimal path for a swarm of UAVs) or actions (e.g. neutralizing
an enemy target).

Each operation has a set of preconditions and postconditions, an interaction
protocol, and a request event. The request event is used to invoke the operation
and includes the parameters passed to the operation at initialization. Once the
operation is instantiated, the interaction occurs via the interaction protocol,
which specifies the legal interactions between consumers and providers. The
interaction protocol and the request event form a connector, which provides
the ”glue” that binds consumers and providers together.
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4.3 Connection Points

A connection point is a logical construct associated with an operation. It is
composed of a goal-role pair. There are two types of connection points: entry
and exit connection points. An entry connection point guarantees a proper
execution of the operation it provides. Its goal and role components are called
the entry goal and entry role respectively. The set of entry connection points
of an organization is denoted by INCP. We say that an entry connection point
provides an operation if its entry goal is instantiated based on the occurrence of
the request event of that operation and its entry role engages with an external
role in the interaction protocol defined for that operation. An exit connection
point guarantees a proper request of the operation it uses. Its goal and role
components are called the exit goal and exit role respectively. The set of exit
connection points of an organization is denoted by OUTCP. We say that an
exit connection point uses an operation if its exit goal generates a goal trigger
based on the request event of that operation and if its exit role engages with
an external role in the interaction protocol defined for that operation (Fig. 2).
Hence, a connection point role is an organizational role that would need to be
played by an agent in order to achieve the corresponding connection point goal.

4.4 Service Providers

A service provider is an organization (OMAS component) that provides all the
operations of a particular service. We say that an organization provides a service
if, for all operations of the service, it exposes a unique entry connection point
providing that operation. In addition, a service provider needs to be designed
such that whenever an operation is requested and its preconditions are met, it
pursues a set of its goals whose achievement satisfies the postconditions of that
operation. As for any goal failures in OMACS, operation failures result in an
autonomous reorganization in an attempt to overcome the failure [17].

4.5 Service Consumer

A service consumer is an organization (OMAS component) that uses one or
more operations from various services. To use an operation, an organization
needs to exposes at least one exit connection point using that operation. For
each operation used, service consumers can expose multiple connection points.
Designers of service consumers choose the operations they need based on the
service specification that describes what each of its operation is suppose to do.

5 Composition of Services

Composition is a design-time process that binds a consumer organization with
a provider in order to create a single composite organization. This process is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Basically, given an operation, the composition process
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Fig. 2. Composition of Organizations through connection points and connectors

connects the exit connection point of a consumer to the entry connection point
of a provider using the operation’s connector. This interconnection ensures that
the consumer organization can invoke the operation via the request event and
that both organizations can interact via the interaction protocol. Formally, the
composition of organizations org1 with org2 over a connection point cp1 requiring
an operation op is defined whenever cp1 is an exit connection point from org1
using op and org2 exposes a connection point cp2 providing op. This composition
is denoted org1 �cp1,op org2.

Sometimes, designers may want to compose all exit connection points using
the same operation from only one provider. Thus, we define the composition of
two organizations over an operation as their successive compositions over all the
exit connection points requiring that operation. Hence, for all connection points
cpi from org1 using an operation op, we have:

org1 �op org2 = (...((org1 �cp1,op org2) �cp2,op org2) �... ... �cpn,op org2).

The composition process is iterative and continues until the resulting
composite organization requires no more operations. The result is a standalone
application that uses no external services. Having a single organization
simplifies reorganization tasks by allowing us to reuse existing work concerning
reorganization of single organizations [20, 21, 26].

Next, we formally define the composition process through which reusable
OMAS components can be composed to build larger organizations. We have
a proof sketch that shows this composition will always be correct under certain
conditions, but space would not permit us to put any details in the paper.

Given two organizations org1 = 〈GM1, RM1, achieves1, INCP1, OUTCP1〉,
org2 = 〈GM2, RM2, achieves2, INCP2, OUTCP2〉 , an operation op and two
connection points cp1 from org1 and cp2 from org2 such that cp1 uses op and
cp2 provides op. Given that org3 = 〈GM, RM, achieves, INCP, OUTCP 〉, such
that org3 = org1 �cp1,op org2, we define the composite organization org3 in the
next subsections.
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5.1 Goal Model Composition

Without loss of generality, we assume that all goal models have the same
root, which is an AND-decomposed goal called the generic root (GR).
Moreover, we consider that two goals are equal if they are identical and
their parents are identical. This definition of equality of goals ensures that
the union of two goal trees is a tree instead of a graph. Given two goal
models GM1 = 〈G1, Ev1, parent1, precedes1, triggers1, GR〉, and GM2 =
〈G2, Ev2, parent2, precedes2, triggers2, GR〉, we define the composite goal model
GM = 〈G, Ev, parent, precedes, triggers, root〉 such that:

root = GR, G = G1 ∪ G2, Ev = Ev1 ∪ Ev2,
parent: ∀g ∈ G, parent(g) = parent1(g) ∪ parent2(g),
precedes: ∀g ∈ G, precedes(g) = precedes1(g) ∪ precedes2(g),
triggers: ∀e ∈ Ev, triggers(e)=

=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

triggers1(e) ∪ triggers2(e) if e 	= op.event,
triggers1(e) ∪ triggers2(e) ∪ {(cp1.goal, cp2.goal)}

−{(cp1.goal, ∅), (∅, cp2.goal)} if e = op.event.

Note that cp1.goal is an exit goal in GM1 and cp2.goal is an entry goal in GM2.
The composition is illustrated in Fig. 3a, where g2 is an exit goal and g6 is an
entry goal.

5.2 Role Model Composition

Given RM1 = 〈R1, P1, participants1〉, RM2 = 〈R2, P2, participants2〉 , let e1
and e2 be two external roles such that (cp1.role, e1) ∈ participants1(op.protocol)
and (e2, cp2.role) ∈ participants2(op.protocol), where cp1.role is an exit role in
RM1 and cp2.role is an entry role in RM2. We define RM = 〈R, P, participants〉
such that:

R = R1 ∪ R2 − {e1, e2}, P = P1 ∪ P2,
participants: ∀p ∈ P , participants(p)=

=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

participants1(p) ∪ participants2(p) if p �= op.protocol,
participants1(p) ∪ participants2(p) ∪ {(cp1.role, cp2.role)}

−{(cp1.role, e1), (e2, cp2.role)} if p = op.protocol.
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The composition of role models we have just described is illustrated in Fig. 3b.
In this figure, role r2 is an exit role and role r3 is an entry role.

5.3 Organization Composition

Finally, to complete org3, we need to define the achieves function along with the
connection points. The achieves function is defined as:

achieves(r) = achieves1(r) ∪ achieves2(r), ∀r ∈ R.

The sets of entry and exit connection points exposed by org3 are:
INCP = INCP1 ∪ INCP2 − {cp2}.
OUTCP =OUTCP1 ∪ OUTCP2 − {cp1}.

6 Case Study

To demonstrate the validity of our framework for designing OMAS, we design
an application called Cooperative Robotic for Airport Management (CRAM).
In this application, a team of heterogeneous robots is in charge of handling some
aspects of the airport management task. Essentially, the team needs to clean the
building and perform cargos inspections. Suspicious cargos are sent to another
location for further inspection.

In our framework, OMAS components can be present in a repository or come
from the decomposition of the current problem. For this example, we develop
one service, the cleaning service, and explain how it can be used to develop our
CRAM application.

In the organization models presented in this example (Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and
Fig. 6), goals are shown as ovals, internal roles as rectangles, external roles as
round rectangles, precedes and triggers functions as open-head arrows, protocols
as full-head arrows and achieves functions as dashed lines. Conjunctive goals
are connected to their subgoals by diamond-shaped links and disjunctive goals
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by triangle-shaped links. Entry goals are identified by being the destination
of a trigger that has no source. Exit goals are always the leaf goals achieved
by exit roles. In the role models, agent capabilities [7] are identified by the
keyword ’requires’. Entry roles specify operations provided by using the keyword
’provides’ while exit roles specify operations required by the keyword ’uses’. Due
to space limits, we do not discuss aspects of the organization irrelevant to our
approach.

6.1 The Cleaning Service

Cooperative cleaning is a common problem in cooperative robotics and several
works have been published regarding the use of robots for cleaning [16, 19, 23].
Here, we propose a Cleaning Service whose main operation is to clean a given
area. We design the Cooperative Cleaning Organization, shown in Fig. 4, which
involves a team of robots coordinating their actions to clean an area. Hence, this
OMAS component provides the Cleaning Service. The entry connection point
providing the clean operation is made of the goal Divide Area and the role
Leader. The Divide Area goal is in charge of dividing an area into smaller areas
that can be handled by individual robots. Once the area to be cleaned has been
divided, the Clean goal is triggered. The Clean goal is decomposed into two
disjunctive goals. Hence, it offers two ways of cleaning; the organization can
decide to either do a deep clean (Deep Clean goal) or just vacuum (Vacuum
goal). The Deep Clean goal is further decomposed into two conjunctive goals:
Sweep and Mop.

6.2 The Cooperative Robotic for Airport Management Organization

Next, we build the CRAM organization that uses the Cleaning Service. Its design
is presented in Fig. 5. The main goal of the system, Manage Airport, has two
conjunctive subgoals that represent the two main tasks of our system: Per-
form Cargo Inspection, Operate Sanitary Maintenance. Those goals are in turn
further decomposed into conjunctive leaf goals. For each leaf goal in the CRAM
organization, we design a role that can achieve it. Moreover, we identify that
the Janitor role can use the Cleaning Service for the achievement of the Clean
Floor goal. Thereby, the organization created contains the exit connection point
(identified as goal-role pair): 〈CleanF loor, Janitor〉.

6.3 The Composition Process

In this section, we compose the CRAM application with the cleaning component
in order to obtain a single composite organization. The CRAM uses the clean
operation from the Cleaning Service that is provided by the Cooperative Cleaning
organization. Let cram and cleaning be the CRAM and Cooperative Cleaning
organizations respectively and let cp Janit and cp Lead be the connection
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points 〈CleanF loor, Janitor〉 from cram and 〈DivideArea, Leader〉 from clean-
ing respectively. We have:

cleaning = 〈gm svc, rm svc, achieves svc, incp svc, outcp svc〉 ,
where goal model gm svc, role model rm svc and achieves function achieves svc
are defined as described in Fig. 4, entry connection points set incp svc =
{cp Lead}, and exit connection points set outcp svc = {}.

cram = 〈gm app, rm app, achieves app, incp app, outcp app〉,
where goal model gm app, role model rm app and achieves function achieves app
are defined as described in Fig. 5, entry connection points set incp app = {},
and exit connection points set outcp app = {cp Janit}.
By composing cram with cleaning over operation clean, we have:

cram �clean cleaning = cram �cp Janit,clean cleaning = cram clean,
such that cram clean = 〈gm, rm, achieves, incp, outcp〉 , where:

gm, rm, achieves are defined as described in Fig. 6,
incp = incp app ∪ incp svc − {cp Lead} = {},
outcp = outcp app ∪ outcp svc − {cp Janit} = {}.

Hence, by composing the cram and cleaning organizations (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) over
the clean operation specified in the Cleaning Service, we obtain the composed
organization cram clean modeled in Fig. 6.

6.4 Implementation Overview

In this section, we give a brief overview of how the composite organization
is implemented. Our implementation is based on design models obtained
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from the Organization-based Multiagent System Engineering (O-MaSE) process
framework [10], which allows designers to create custom agent-oriented
development processes. The implementation of the CRAM organization is based
on several design models: the goal model and role model obtained from the
composition process as shown in Fig. 6, and an agent model, a capability model,
a protocol model and a plan model. However, depending on the actual process
used, some of those models are optional [10]. The Capability Model identifies
the capabilities and specifies their actions on the environment as state machines.
The Agent Model captures agent types, along with the capabilities they posses.
The Protocol Model specifies all the protocols that will be executed by agents
enacting their assigned roles. Finally, the Plan Model provides a plan that agents
execute in order to play a certain role. Plans are expressed as state machines.

At runtime, four main components allow the system to be autonomous and
adapt to its environment. Those components are part of the Control Component
of an agent (Fig. 7). The Goal Reasoning takes the goal model as input and
tells the system which goals are active and can be pursued by the organization.
Details about this component can be found in [6]. The Organization Model stores
all the knowledge about the structure of the organization [5]. The Reorganization
Algorithm takes as input a set of active goals and returns a set of assignments
[26]. An assignment assigns an agent to play a role in order to achieve a particular
goal. Assignments are made based on the capability possessed by agents and
some utilities functions. Once an agent has been assigned to play a role, it
follows the role’s plan in order to achieve its goal. Further details about how
assignments are made can be found in [7]. The Goal Reasoning component and
the Reorganization algorithm can be implemented in a centralized or distributed
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way. In a centralized version, only one agent is in charge of the organization. In
a distributed version, all agents participate in the organization decision process.
Finally, the Reasoning Algorithm interacts with the other components in order to
make decisions about the next state of the organization [5]. All decisions taken at
the Control Component level are passed on to the Execution Component that is
in charge of executing the appropriate roles while using the required capabilities
(Fig. 7).

For brevity, we only describe partially the runtime of the model shown in
Fig. 6. Detailed implementations of similar OMACS-based systems have been
presented in our previous work [7, 17]. During the execution, the goal Clean
Floor eventually becomes active. A reorganization then occurs which results in
the assignment of an agent (say the Maintenance agent) to play the Janitor role
to achieve the newly created Clean Floor goal. During the enactment of the Jan-
itor role, the event clean event (cf. Fig. 6) occurs whenever an area that needs to
be cleaned is detected. This event results in the creation of the goal Divide Area,
which is the entry point of the clean service. Hence, the trigger acts as a request
for the clean service. After reorganization, the Divide Area goal is assigned to
an agent (say Clean Manager agent) playing the Leader role. The Clean Man-
ager agent plays its role by dividing the area to be cleaned into subareas. Each
subarea will be eventually assigned to an agent and when all agents complete, the
area is clean. The Manager agent (part of the Service Provider organization) can
then notify the Maintenance agent (part of the Service Consumer organization)
through the protocol clean protocol (cf. Fig. 6). At the same time, the Main-
tenance agent can continue looking for other areas to clean and request the
cleaning service as often as necessary.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an approach to support the development of complex OMAS
by developing reusable OMAS components. While many current approaches use
decomposition to support separation of concerns at design, they lack effective
support for the composition process to recombine the sub-organizations. Our
approach defines a composition framework that allows MAS designers to reuse
predefined OMAS modeled as components. We described how to design OMAS
components so they expose the necessary interfaces to potential consumers so they
can request the desired operations. Moreover, we presented a composition process
that combines multiple multiagent organizations into a single organization.
Finally, we illustrated our approach by composing a Cooperative Robotic Airport
Management application with a multiagent cleaning service to produce a single
complete system design.

A significant advantage of our approach is the ability to compose multiagent
organizations to develop a wide variety of complex applications. In addition,
independent OMAS components are easily modifiable, offer a better approach
to reusability of design models, help reduce development time and provide better
structuring of large and complex MAS. Designers have more flexibility as service
providers can easily be replaced with little or no change in the core organization.
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We are currently working on extending the O-MaSE process framework [10]
and the agentTool (aT3) development environment [4] to support the systematic
design of OMAS by using our compositional approach. We are also interested in
offline exploration of alternative designs created using different service providers
and verifying them for robustness, flexibility and efficiency. Having predictive
data on the quality of alternate designs will help designers choose the best service
providers for their applications.
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Abstract. Agent organizations are a good means to guarantee certain system ob-
jectives in the context of autonomous, self adapting agents. However, in highly
dynamic environments such as in crisis management where different organiza-
tions have to cooperate flexibly and efficiently, the organizational structure itself
should also be adaptable to the circumstances. In this paper we distinguish differ-
ent types of context changes and the way organizations can adapt to such changes.
We give a formal description —of both organizations and the changes— which
facilitates proving that certain features remain stable throughout the life cycle of
the organization or are justifiable changes.

1 Introduction

Software system development for complex applications requires approaches that take
into account organizational and social issues, such as control, dependencies and struc-
tural changes. Often, the agent paradigm is proposed for these situations [2,18,11,15].
Nevertheless, typical agent-oriented software engineering approaches are often not well
suited to deal with organizational changes and the resulting need for adaptation. Adap-
tation issues are often ignored, only treated implicitly, or require complete (offline) sys-
tem redesign. In particular, only a few methodologies have considered organizational
and social abstractions as key architectural and coordination requirements for multi-
agent systems (MAS), e.g., see [2,18,15].

Following the idea of autonomic computing publicized by IBM [8,12], recent soft-
ware engineering approaches have focused on the design of single (agent-based) sys-
tems with the ability to cope with context changes. However, in complex domains,
adaptation can be easier and better studied and handled at an organizational level of ab-
straction [10]. In this paper, we propose ways to deal with the challenge of adaptation
at the organizational level within a software development framework.

The work reported in this paper is part of the general development framework within
the European FP7 project ALIVE. As illustration, we adopt a simplified version from
the Crisis Management case studied in ALIVE. Due to the high variability of social
dependencies and responsibilities among roles, these scenarios are very suitable to study
adaptation to context changes.

We use the OperA framework [2,14] that provides social abstractions to study and
design organizations of agent societies. The OperA model includes three components:

M.-P. Gleizes and J.J. Gomez-Sanz (Eds.): AOSE 2009, LNCS 6038, pp. 18–31, 2011.
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the organizational model, the social model, and the interaction model. This paper fo-
cuses on structural adaptation to context changes, using the OperA organizational model
as basis for analysis and design. We provide a formal interpretation of the adaptation
process for organizations, based on the Logic for Agent Organizations (LAO) [3,5].

The aim of our work is modeling context changes that affect organizational struc-
tures and agents’ social and intentional relationships. The formal specification of or-
ganizations enables the description and analysis of adaptation which contributes to the
(automatic) redesign of structures.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the basic notions of the for-
mal specification for agent organizations adopted in our design framework, and gives an
overview about the OperA methodology, applying it to a crisis management scenario.
Section 3 discusses different forms of adaptation that may affect organization struc-
tures. Section 4 defines the adaptation of organization structures by the use of a formal
specification. In Section 5 some related work is given. Finally, Section 6 gives some
conclusions and points out main future work directions.

2 Background

2.1 The ALIVE Project

Currently, there is a general feeling that networked applications based on the notion
of software services will make it possible to radically create new types of software
systems. However, the deployment of such applications will require profound changes
in the way in which software systems are designed, deployed and managed.

The ALIVE project [1] aims to contribute to this development by the application of
strategies used today to organize the vastly complex interdependencies found in hu-
man social, economic behaviour to the structuring and design of future service-based
software systems. More specifically, the project aims to combine coordination and or-
ganisational mechanisms and Model Driven Design to create a framework for software
and service engineering for “live” open systems of active services.

The project extends current trends in service-oriented engineering by adding three
extra levels (see Figure 1).

– The Service level augments and extends existing service models with semantic de-
scriptions to make components aware of their social context and of engagement
rules with other services.

– The Coordination level provides the means to specify, at a high level, interaction
patterns between services, using a variety of powerful coordination techniques from
recent European research in the area.

– The Organisation level provides context for the other levels – specifying the or-
ganizational rules that govern interactions and using recent developments in orga-
nizational dynamics to allow the structural adaptation of distributed systems over
time.
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2.2 A Formal Model for Organizations

As basis for the specification of organizational adaptation, we use the formal modal
Logic for Agent Organizations – LAO [3]. LAO provides a formal definition of organi-
zations, based on the main concepts of structure, environment and agent [17]. In LAO,
agents are seen as actors that make possible the achievement of organizational objec-
tives1. LAO is an extension of the well known branching time temporal logic CTL [7].
It includes the CTL modalities � (‘always in the future’), ♦ (‘eventually in the future’),◦ (‘in the next state’) extended with modalities for agent ability, capability, attempt and
activity which we discuss below.

Given a world w ∈ W that represents a possible state of affairs, an organization Ow

is defined as

Ow = {Aw
O,≤w

O, Dw
O, Sw

O}
where AO is a set of agents, ≤O a partial order relation on AO reflecting the social
dependencies among actors of the organization, DO is a set of objectives (states of
affairs to achieve), and SO is the set of current assets and characteristics of O, e.g.,
capabilities, activities, responsibilities, etc.

Given a set of atomic propositions Φ, for each agent a we partition Φ in two classes:
the set of atomic propositions that agent a is capable of realizing, Ca (⊆ Φ), and the
set of atomic propositions that a cannot realize, C̄a, C̄a = Φ \ Ca. The composition
of atomic propositions of an agent a ∈ AO , i.e., the set of its complex propositions, is
called Σa.

1 Even though organizational structures are typical defined in terms of roles, specifying and
distributing responsibilities and objectives among roles, for simplicity sake [3] abstracts from
the role concept, only considering role enacting agent, an agent that plays one role.
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Definition 1. (Agent Capability)
Given formula ϕ in the language and an agent a ∈ AO , agent a is capable of ϕ,
represented by Caϕ iff � ϕ and ∃ψ ∈ Σa, such that |= ψ → ϕ.

Intuitively, Caϕ means that a can control ϕ, which means that a is able (under certain
conditions) to make it the case that ϕ. Note that, the notion of capability gives only a
static description of an agent’s ability, namely, the necessary condition to realize ϕ. At
any given moment, only the combination of the capability plus the opportunity (e.g.,
preconditions) leads to the agent’s ability, represented by Gaϕ. The opportunity is rep-
resented in the semantics by a set of all transitions in which a takes part (influences the
result) Taw.

Moreover, while the agent ability (Gaϕ) allows the agent to achieve ϕ in a next
state, it does not express that the agent will act to achieve ϕ. The latter is named agent
attempt, represented by Haϕ. Finally, we introduce the definition of agent activity, stit
(see to it that). Formally,

Definition 2 (Agent Ability, Attempt and Activity). Given an agent a ∈ A, agent
ability, Gaϕ, agent attempt, Haϕ, agent control, ICaϕ, and agent activity, Eaϕ, are
defined as:

Ga: w |= Gaϕ iff w |= Caϕ and ∃(w, w′) ∈ Taw : w′ |= ϕ
Ha: w |= Haϕ iff w |= Gaϕ and ∀(w, w′) ∈ Taw : w′ |= ϕ
ICa: w |= ICa iff ∀w′ : (w, w′) ∈ R ⇒ (w, w′) ∈ Taw

Ea: w |= Eaϕ iff w |= Haϕ ∧ ICa

Agent activity is represented by Eaϕ. Intuitively, Eaϕ represents the actual action of
bringing ϕ about, namely, agent a can ‘cause’ ϕ to be true in all the next states from the
current one. The formalization of Eaϕ is based on the stit operator, originally defined
in [16].

Another important aspect to be considered is the way organizations deal with com-
plex objectives (which are often not achievable by any single agent) that require the
coordination of different agents according to their skills and responsibilities. In the def-
inition of organization above, the dependency between two agents (a and b), represented
by a ≤O b, indicates that a is able to delegate some state of affairs to agent b. The de-
pendency relation also allows an agent for delegation of responsibility, as follows.

Definition 3. (Agent Responsibility)
Given an organization O = {AO,≤O, DO, SO} and an agent a ∈ AO , the responsi-
bility Raϕ is defined as: Raϕ ≡ ♦Haϕ ∨ ♦HaRbϕ, for some b ∈ AO.

Informally, Raϕ means that a has to make sure that a certain state of affair is (eventu-
ally) achieved, either by realizing it itself or by delegating that result to others. Notice
that, responsibility does not guarantee the achievement of the underlying state of affair.
From the above considerations, the structural dependency (CaRbϕ) is straightforward:
if(a ≤O b) then CaRbϕ, namely, a is capable to delegate ϕ to b.

Finally, we consider the formal specification of structural changes. Re-organization
activities imply changes within the organizational structure, such as modifications over
objectives, agents, and structural dependencies. Within the formal model, these modifi-
cations are represented as follows [5].
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Fig. 2. Social Structure diagram: Fire Station organization (O) example

Definition 4. In the following reorganization operations in O = {AO,≤O, DO, SO}
are presented:

– Staffing: Changes on the set of agents: adding new agents, or deleting agents from
the set. Corresponding to personnel activities in human organizations (hiring, firing
and training). Represented by staff+(O, a) and staff−(O, a).

– Structuring: Changes on the ordering structure of the organization. Corresponding
to infrastructural changes in human organizations: e.g. changes in composition of
departments or positions. Represented by struct+(O, a ≤ b) and struct−(O, a ≤
b).

– Strategy: Changes on the objectives of the organization: adding or deleting de-
sired states. Corresponding to strategic (or second-order) changes in human or-
ganizations: modifications on the mission, vision, or charter of the organization.
Represented by strateg+(O, d) and strateg−(O, d).

– Duty: Changes the responsibilities in the organization in correspondence to
duty assignments in human relations. Represented by duty+(Oi, a, ϕ) and
duty−(Oi, a, ϕ)

– Learn: Changes the knowledge (state of affairs) of the organization in correspon-
dence to the change of experiences, knowledge and learning in human organiza-
tions Represented by learn+(Oi, ϕ) and learn−(Oi, ϕ)

2.3 A Methodological Context

Using an example taken from the Dutch procedures for crisis management, we elaborate
how changes in the environment affect organizations. The modelling phase is conducted
according to the OperA methodology [2] using the OperettA tool [14] for the depicted
diagrams. We describe how, due to the changes in the environment, the organization
is forced to reorganize and what changes to its norms are required. The organizational
and social structure diagram of Figure 2 represents the crisis management organization.
This diagram shows the responsibilities and commitments of each participant, e.g., in
case of an emergency call, the Fire Station is dependent on Emergency Call Center
to be informed about the disaster location. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that
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Firefighter Team sets up a strategic intervention (to achieve its primary objective ex-
tinguish fire) on the results of two evaluation criteria: damage evaluation and fire eval-
uation. From the former criterion, Firefighter Team checks how many wounded there
are in order to come up with information about the necessity or not to ask for ambu-
lance service. Moreover, the Firefighter Team checks if the damage involves build-
ing structures that may collapse, causing obstacles and risks for drivers on the roads,
e.g., this may also imply police intervention to deviate traffic in safe directions. From
the fire evaluation criterion, Firefighter Team can decide whether it is the case or not
to ask Fire Station for a Firefighting Truck intervention.

Fig. 3. Interaction Structure diagram: Fire Station example

The social structure in figure 2 describes organizational objectives and social respon-
sibilities between organizational roles, but it gives no indication of how organizational
goals can be achieved and interactions planned. This is represented in the interaction
structure diagrams, which provide a partial order on how to fulfil responsibilities and to
achieve objectives as depicted in Figure 3. The sequence of scenes depicted indicates
how to cope with an emergency call, e.g., the Fire Station’s responsibility to build up
a fire brigade each time an emergency call occurs (scene SetUpFiremanTeam) and
the Firefighter Team’s responsibility of reporting on and taking decisions about the
running accident (scene EvaluateImpact). OperA enables designers to further detail
each scene in terms of involved organizational roles along their objectives and respon-
sibilities, norms that have to be considered to correctly achieve objectives, and expected
results at the end of the scene execution.

3 Forms of Organizational Structure Adaptation

In order to keep effective, organizations must strive to maintain a good fit in a changing
environment. Changes in the environment lead to alterations on the effectiveness of the
organization and therefore to the need to reorganize, or in the least, to the need to con-
sider the consequences of that change to the organization’s effectiveness and efficiency.
On the other hand, organizations are active entities, capable not only of adapting to
the environment but also of changing that environment. This means that organizations
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are in state of, to a certain degree, altering environment conditions to meet their aims
and requirements, which leads to the question of how and why reorganization decisions
should be reached. The flexibility of an organization is defined as the combination of
the changeability of an organizational characteristic (structure, technology, culture) and
the capabilities of management to change that characteristic [9].

In Organizational Theory, the concept of adaptation can mean different things, rang-
ing from strategic choice to environmental determinism. Strategic choice refers to the
planned pursuit of ends based on a rational assessment of available means and condi-
tions, resulting on a explicit decision to change the organization. Deterministic views on
adaptation, on the other hand, explain organizational change as (involuntary) response
to environmental requirements. In this paper, we treat adaptation as a design issue that
requires an (explicit) action resulting in the modification of some organizational char-
acteristics. Such decisions can be of two kinds: proactive, preparing the organization in
advance for an expected future, and reactive, making adjustments after the environment
has changed [4].

In terms of the formal model of organizations introduced in the following section,
changes are represented as (temporal) transitions between two different worlds. Given a
world w ∈ W , many different events may happen that change some proposition in that
world resulting in a different world (the relation T between two worlds represents this).
Because not all parameters in w are controllable by the organization, the current state
of the organization is not necessarily, and in fact in most cases not, completely con-
trolled by the organization itself. That is, changes are not always an effect of (planned)
organizational activity. We distinguish between exogenous and endogenous change. In
the exogenous situation, changes occur outside the control, and independently of the
actions, of the agents in the organization, whereas that in the endogenous case, changes
that are result of activity explicitly taken by agents in the organization.

Contingency theory [6] states that there is no one best way to organize or structure
the organization, but not all structures are equally effective, that is, organizational struc-
ture is one determinant of organizational performance. Performance of the organization
can be seen as the measure to which its objectives are achieved at a certain moment.
Because environments evolve, performance will vary. Many organizational studies are
therefore concerned with the evaluation of performance, identifying triggers for change
and determine the influence of environment change in the organizational performance
and indicating directions to improve performance.

In summary, reorganization consists basically of two activities. Firstly, the formal
representation and evaluation of current organizational state and its ‘distance’ to de-
sired state, and, secondly, the formalization of reorganization strategies, that is, the pur-
poseful change of organizational constituents (structure, agent population, objectives)
in order to make a path to desired state possible and efficient.

4 Towards a Formal Interpretation

A formal model of adaptation enables the (offline) analysis of organization models in
terms of performance and utility, and can also be used to provide (runtime) decision-
making support. In the following, we describe the main aspects of this formal model.
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The section 4.1 the basic organization model is introduced and in section 4.2 this model
is extended to deal with reorganization issues.

4.1 Formal Organization Model

Based on the formal model [3,5], outlined in Section 2.2, we provide a set of formal
ingredients required to define a formal interpretation for the adaptation of organizational
structures, as informally described in previous sections.

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider that each of the roles of the fire station
organization (O), that is, Fire Station (fs), Firefighter Team (ft),
Emergency Call Centre (ecc), Firefighting Truck (fft), Police Station (ps), and
First Aid Station (fas), is played by a single actor, or role enacting agent. Moreover,
we assume that the organization has the (main) objectives, handle emergency call
(hec), determine emergency location (el), form a brigade (fb), extinguish fire (ef ),
and sub-objectives reach the place (rp), how to react (hr), level of emergency
(le), deal with big fire (dbf ), deal with traffic (dt), and ask for ambulance service
(as). Therefore,

O = {AO,≤O, DO, S0
O}, where

A = {fs, ft, ecc, fft, ps, fas}
≤O= {fs ≤O ecc, fs ≤O ft, ft ≤O fft, ft ≤O ps, ft ≤O fas}
DO = {hec} = {(el ∧ fb ∧ ef)}
The sets AO, and ≤O provide a formal interpretation of the roles and dependencies
depicted in Figure 2.

DO provides the formal representation of the objectives of the organization. We use
the logical connectives ∧ (and) and ∨ (or) to model sub-objective decomposition, de-
scribing possible ways for objective achievement. Informally, DO means that an emer-
gency call is handled (hec) if location has been identified (el), a rescue team has been
formed (fb) and the fire extinguished (ef ). It is important to stress here that objectives
are not actions, but describe desired states of affairs to be achieved. Objectives can
be further decomposed into sub-objectives, e.g. extinguish fire ef = (rp ∧ le ∧ hr),
namely, the fire brigade has to reach the place (rp), establish the accident severity (le)
and then determine the appropriate reaction (hr). Moreover, (sub)objectives can de-
scribe alternative ways of achievement, e.g. hr = {(ef)∨(as∧dbf)∨(as∧dt∧dbf)},
meaning that appropriate ways for a firefighter team to react to a fire are to extinguish it
itself, to ask for ambulance and fire truck assistance, or to ask for ambulance, fire truck
and traffic coordination assistance.

The initial set S0
O describes the capabilities and responsibilities of agents in AO. For

clarity of reading, we split S0
O into two sub-sets S1 and S2 for capabilities and respon-

sibilities, respectively.

S0
O = (S1 ∪ S2), where:

S1 = {Ceccel, Cfsfb, Cftrp, Cftef, Cfthr, Cftle, Cfftdbf, Cpsdt, Cfasas}
S2 = {Rfshec}
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Given this initial state of affairs, different strategies to realize the organizational objec-
tive handle emergency call (hec) are possible, for example:

s0: Rfshec (organizational fact)
s1: Reccel ∧ Rfsfb (properties of R and fs ≤O ecc)
s2: Rftrp ∧ Rftle ∧ RftRfftdbf (properties of R and fs ≤O ft)
si: ...
sj : Eftle ∧ ... (capabilities of ft)
s3: ...
sn: le ∧ fb ∧ ef → hec

That is, agent fs that enacts the role Fire Station is, by the definition of the organiza-
tion, responsible for the organization objective handle emergency call (hec), and has
delegation power over the agents enacting organizational roles Fire Station (fs) and
Emergency Call Centre (ecc) as depicted in Figure 3 and formalized by the relation
≤O above. Hence, it can transfer the responsibility for organizational sub-objectives
to these agents (cf. state s1). In the same way fs can transfer responsibility for sub-
objectives to ft. Finally, agents can act on their capabilities so that the organizational
objective is achieved.

The formal interpretation above describes the intended meaning defined in the Social
Dependency diagram of Figure 2 and the model annotations provided for each scene.
As discussed before, social structure models do not contain information about ordering
of actions, which is described in interaction structure models. The formal interpreta-
tion of interaction structure information requires the use of branching time logics. For
simplicity sake, we do not consider here the interpretation of the Interaction Structure
diagram of Figure 3.

It is worth noticing that the provided formal model reflects the main idea of the
OperA methodology about the desire to preserve a good trade-off between the organi-
zational specification and the service system flexibility. In other words, despite agents
having to adhere to the organizational specification, these agents still have enough au-
tonomy to achieve organizational objectives in convenient ways. In fact, the formal
specification reflects the same aim, namely, an organizational structure may bring about
different strategies (e.g., s1 and s2), while guaranteeing the achievement of the same
set of objectives. According to each of the causes of context change described by the
examples in the previous sections, we provide a formal interpretation of the required
adaptation process that should be followed by the organization.

4.2 Reorganization Analysis

In the following, we describe the formalization of the different reorganization possibil-
ities discussed in section 3. The reorganization activities described below are depicted
in Figure 4.

Adaptation by re-considering the needs of the context. Imagine that the accident
described in section 2.3 increases in severity. As a consequence, there is a need to
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change the coordination and responsibility functions. As the accident involves several
(autonomous) teams of firefighters, the responsibility of calling ambulance services is
placed with the Fire Station because the Fire Station can better coordinate these ser-
vices over different accident locations.

This context change is modeled by the creation of a dependency between Fire
Station and First Aid Station, as depicted in Figure 4 and removing the current de-
pendency between Firefighter Team and First Aid Station. The formal reorganization
steps that are required for the organization to adapt its structure are the following:

– Rfsstruct−(O, ft ≤O fas), to eliminate the old dependency;
– Rfsstruct+(O, fs ≤O fas), to add the new dependency;

Adaptation by sensing the environment. Let’s now consider that while Firefighter
Team is en route to the accident location (L), a huge traffic jam blocks the quickest
access route and no alternative routes are possible; hence, the objective extinguish fire
is in jeopardy. Moreover, no other cars and trucks are available but there is a helicopter
available and ready for take off.

This change in the environment (symptom) could cause a failure of the objective ex-
tinguish fire if no counter measures (enforcement mechanisms) have been considered
in advance. When no other alternatives are available, the enforcement has to trigger a
new objective, namely, asking for the authority to use the helicopter. Figure 4 shows a
possible modification to adapt to the change, in this case, Firefighter Team collabo-
rates with a new role Helicopter Firefighting Team.

This is the case where environmental changes may lead to potential service system
failures. Hence, the model should include countermeasures, which imply changes in the
initial organizational structure, as illustrated in Figure 4. Formally, the steps required
for the organization to adapt its structure are the following:
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– Rfsstaff+(O, hft), add a new agent able to enact the role
Helicopter Firefighter Team (hft), this also introduces the responsibility for the
Fire Station to make a helicopter available, e.g., during emergency conditions;

– Rfsstruct+(O, ft ≤O hft), this defines the possibility for the Firefighter Team
to call on Helicopter Firefighter Team (but only during emergency conditions).

– Rftstrateg+(O, atj), where atj is the objective avoid traffic jam, and atj =
((symptom1 ∧ symptom2) → ah). This formalizes the presence of emergency
conditions, namely, the possibility for the agent ft to ask agent hft for help (ah -
ask for help) but only if the two environment symptoms occur.

Adaptation by supervising system services invocation. Finally, assume that Fire
Station has to supervise Firefighter Team movements. Thanks to a GPS locator
system, Fire Station knows whether the Firefighter Team’s achievement of the ob-
jective evaluate fire respects the rule specifying that the accident evaluation must
be done after arriving at the accident location. Therefore, a faulty request from the
Firefighter Team for having support from Firefighting Truck can be suppressed. Or-
ganizational knowledge has a key role in the whole framework, where role and ob-
jective concepts need to be properly grounded in specific system functionalities (e.g.,
agent capabilities). The software agent (or service system) that enacts the role of Fire-
fighter Team has to adhere to the organizational norms, which regulate the service
invocation. These norms have been provided by the designer as a part of the organi-
zational model. Nevertheless, the model should provide an organizational actor with
the responsibility to supervise other actor activities, namely, in Figure 4, Fire Station
supervises the fulfillment of objective deal with big fires.

Service system level should take into account policies specified at the organizational
level. Fire Station agent should be able to supervise the agent Firefighter Team, in
particular when it invokes the service that brings about the objective deal with big fire
(dbf ) achievement. In fact, this may be the cause of failure at the service level, e.g.,
due to a wrong pre-condition in service invocation. Therefore, within our formal spec-
ification, we need to define the agent’s ability to supervise specific activities of others
agents, as follows.

Definition 5 (Supervising Ability). Given an organization O = {AO,≤O, DO, SO}
and two agents a, b ∈ AO , the supervising ability of an agent a with respect to another
agent b to realize ϕ is defined as:

SA(a,b)ϕ ≡ RaHbϕ → ♦((Hbϕ∧◦¬ϕ) → Raϕ).

This means that agent a is responsible that agent b attempts to realize ϕ. However,
agent a is directly responsible for the achievement of ϕ every time b’s attempt to realize
ϕ fails. Notice that, contrary to other context changes where the change depends on a
variable that models some domain entities, here, the change depends on how the activity
of another agent is fulfilled. Turning to our example, to effectively deal with the context
change, we need a modification within the initial state S2, adding the new state:
SA(fs,ft)ef , where ef = (rp ∧ le ∧ hr) is the previous objective extinguish fire.

This modification guarantees Fire Station (fs) to be informed every time Fire-
fighter Team (ft) tries to deal with le or hr before achieving reach the place (rp).
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Notice that, as given by Definition 5, Fire Station becomes directly responsible of ef
in the case Firefighter Team does not succeed to achieve ef . Hence, due to the defini-
tion of responsibility given in Section 2.2, fs can attempt itself to deal with ef or can
attempt to make ft responsible of ef . In the latter case, ft can attempt to realize ef
again.

5 Related Work

A-LTL [19] is an extension of the well known LTL logic. Their approach seems very
suitable (at requirements level) to describe the expected program behavior of an adap-
tive program (e.g., a software agent) in order to enable for checking consistency in
temporal logic specification. We share their idea that the use of temporal logic is a good
way to allow for model checking or other formal verification in the context of adaptive
systems. However, [19] considers (adaptive) programs as state machines, characteriz-
ing the adaptation as a program behavior change during its execution. Our work allows
a more fine-grained requirements specification for agents involved in an organization.
That is, we formalize adaptation (by the use of CTL temporal logic) as changes in the
organization structures in terms of modifications between agent relationships and re-
sponsibilities, as it actually happens in human organizations.

There exist many different agent-oriented software engineering methodologies [11].
Only a few of them (e.g., see [18,15]) have emphasized the importance of organiza-
tional and social abstractions to shape and drive the system architectural and functional
requirements. In [15,13], the Tropos methodology has been enriched to effectively deal
with the development of adaptive systems, allowing designers to endow agents with
adaptation abilities/features without focusing on agents societies. Our proposed frame-
work thus complements the Tropos extension very nicely.

In [10] a good survey about self-organizing mechanisms inspired by social behav-
iors have been described. The authors refer to several kinds of self-organizing behav-
iors, which come from studies of insects and human societies as well as business and
economic organizations, as an important source of inspiration for the development of
adaptive systems. In the same line as the OperA methodology, the authors claim the
need of socially inspired computing metaphors as a new paradigm for adaptive systems
development.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have studied forms of organizational adaptation to cope with differ-
ent types of context change. The contribution of this paper is twofold: on one side, we
studied and described adaptation within organizational structures by exploiting the Op-
erettA design tool to produce the related diagrams. On the other side, we provided a
well defined formal model based on the CTL temporal logic to characterize the adap-
tation process also from a dynamic dimension. Moreover, the paper shows that these
two forms of requirements specification complement one another. Worth noticing, the
formal specification gives the possibility to model different degrees of uncertainty re-
garding the way an agent has for achieving an objective (state of affair); hence, this
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specification better reflects the behavior of (human) organizational roles that an agent
from time to time may enact. The ideas of this paper have been illustrated by examples,
within a simplified crisis management scenario suitable to emphasize design issues of
organizations that operate in a real dynamic complex environment.

As future work, we will extend the OperA design methodology to allow designers
to evaluate different organizational structures with respect to context changes. More-
over, the CTL formal specification allows us to envisage forms of analysis of formal
properties (e.g., model checking).
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Abstract. An Organizational-Oriented Methodological Guideline for
designing Virtual Organizations, focused on Service-Oriented Open
Multi-Agent Systems, is presented in this paper. This guideline covers the
requirement analysis, the structure design and the organization-dynamics
design steps, in which software designers mainly specify the services that
the system under study is requested to offer, the internal structure of
this system and the norms that control its behavior, taking into account
the specific features of open multi-agent systems.

Keywords: virtual organizations, multi-agent systems, methodology.

1 Introduction

In the last years, there have appeared different methods for designing open multi-
agent systems, in which heterogeneous agents with interested or selfish behaviors
might participate inside. These methods take an Organization-Centered Multi-
Agent Systems (OCMAS) [18] approach, so then developers focus on the orga-
nizational aspects of the society of agents, guiding the process of the system
development by means of organizations, norms, roles, etc. Relevant examples
of these methods are Agent-Group-Role (AGR) [18], Tropos [9], MOISE [22],
OMNI [37] (based on the E-Institutions [17] approach), PASSI [10], SODA [30]
and INGENIAS [35].

A key concept in OCMAS methodologies is the Virtual Organization (VO),
which represents a set of single entities and institutions that need to coordinate
resources and services across institutional boundaries [12, 3]. Thus, they are
open systems formed by the grouping and collaboration of heterogeneous entities
(that may be designed by different teams) and there is a separation between
form and function that requires defining how a behavior will take place. They
have been successfully employed as a paradigm for developing agent systems [4,
10]. Organizations allow modeling systems at a high level of abstraction. They
include the integration of organizational and individual perspectives and also
the dynamic adaptation of models to organizational and environmental changes
[7] by forming groups with visibility boundaries [10].

M.-P. Gleizes and J.J. Gomez-Sanz (Eds.): AOSE 2009, LNCS 6038, pp. 32–47, 2011.
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From an analysis of these OCMAS methodologies [4], several critical needs
have been identified: (i) a clear characterization of the VO focused not only on
describing its structure by means of roles and groups, but also on how this orga-
nization its related with its environment and how external entities are promoted
to enter inside and offer their services or make use of the organization services;
(ii) the employment of several design patterns of different types of organizational
structures, which describe the intrinsic relationships between the system entities
and can be lately reused in different problems; (iii) a normative regulation of the
employment of services that also promotes agents to work in a cooperative way;
and (iv) different guidelines for integrating the current OCMAS methodologies
in a complete MAS development process.

Regarding services, both Multi-Agent Systems and Service-Oriented Com-
puting Techniques1 try to deal with the same kind of environments formed by
loose-coupled, flexible, persistent and distributed tasks [28]. Web services might
be a valid solution when point-to-point integration of static-bound services is
needed, but they are clearly not good enough for working in a changing envi-
ronment, in which new services appear, have to be discovered and composed or
adapted to different ontologies. The nature of agents, as intelligent and flexible
entities with auto-organizational capabilities, facilitates automatic service dis-
covery and composition. By integrating these two technologies it is possible to
model autonomous and heterogeneous computational entities in dynamic and
open environments [27].

Following this integrating approach, the THOMAS proposal [8] provides a
multi-agent framework for the development of VOs with a service-oriented style.
THOMAS [8] is an open agent platform that employs a service-based approach
as the basic building blocks for creating a suitable platform for intelligent agents
grouped in VOs. It feeds on the FIPA architecture but extends its main compo-
nents (i.e. AMS and DF) into an Organization Management System (OMS) and
a Service Facilitator (SF), respectively. The SF [36] is a service manager that
registers services provided by external entities and facilitates service discovery
for potential clients. The OMS [13] is responsible for the management of VOs,
taking control of their underlying structure, the roles played by the agents inside
the organization and the norms that rule the system behavior.

An OCMAS method should be employed to facilitate the identification of
VOs and services of a specific problem to be implemented organization-oriented
platforms like THOMAS. In this paper, a methodological guideline for MAS
designing based on the Organization Theory [14,19] and the Service-Oriented
approach [16] has been defined, named GORMAS, which allows detailing all
services offered and required by a Virtual Organization, its internal structure,
functionality, normative restrictions and its environment.

Next, GORMAS, the organization-centered MAS methodological guideline
defined in this work is presented. In section 3, a brief discussion of the related
work is shown. Finally, conclusions are included in section 4.

1 http://www.oasis-open.org
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2 GORMAS

GORMAS (Guidelines for ORganizational Multi-Agent Systems) defines a set
of activities for the analysis and design of Virtual Organizations, including the
design of their organizational structure and their dynamics. With this method,
all services offered and required by the Virtual Organization are clearly defined,
as well as its internal structure and the norms that govern its behavior.

GORMAS is based on a specific method for designing human organizations
[31,32], which consists of diverse phases for analysis and design. These phases
have been appropriately transformed to the MAS field, this way to catch all
the requirements of the design of an organization from the agents’ perspective.
Thus, the methodological guidelines proposed in GORMAS cover the typical re-
quirement analysis, architectural and detailed designs of many relevant OOMAS
methodologies, but it also includes a deeper analysis of the system as an open
organization that provides and offers services to its environment.

The proposed guideline allows being integrated into a development process
of complete software, which may include the phases of analysis, design, imple-
mentation, installation and maintenance of MAS. In this paper, we mainly focus
on the analysis and design processes (Figure 1a), which are split into: mission
and service analysis steps (analysis phase); and organizational and organization-
dynamics design steps (design phase). Implementation is carried out in the
THOMAS framework [8] which mostly covers the organization software com-
ponents that are required, such as organizational unit life-cycle management,
service searching and composition and norm management.

GORMAS adopts a Virtual Organization Model [11], formalized in a set of six
models [5]: (i) organizational, which describes the entities of the system (agents,
organizational units, roles, norms, resources, applications) and how they are re-
lated between them (social relationships); (ii) activity, which details the specific
functionality of the system, on the basis of services, tasks and goals; (iii) in-
teraction, which defines the interactions of the system, activated by the pursuit
of goals and the execution of services; (iv) environment, which describes the
resources and applications of the system, the agent perceptions and actions on
their environment and the invocation of services through their ports; (v) agent,
which describes the concrete agents and their responsibilities; and (vi) norma-
tive, which details the norms of the organization and the normative goals that
agents must follow, including sanctions and rewards.

This Virtual Organization Model employs the Organizational Unit (OU) con-
cept to represent an agent organization. An OU is composed of a group of entities
(agents or OUs) that carry out some specific and differentiated tasks, following a
pattern of cooperation and communication controlled by norms[6,5]. The OU is
seen as a single entity at analysis and design phases, thus it can pursue goals, of-
fer and request services, publish its requirements of services for allowing external
agents to enter inside, and even play a specific role inside other units.

Due to lack of space, a general view of the different activities that integrate
the proposed methodological guideline is only described in this paper. These
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Fig. 1. a) GORMAS Activity Diagram; b) GORMAS Activity Detail Diagram

activities are defined with SPEM 2.02, which is an OMG standard meta-model
for formally defining software and system development processes. Moreover,
GORMAS activities include several supporting documents and templates for
enabling the identification and description of the elements of the system [1],
such as templates for identifying the system functionality and describing ser-
vice conditions, consumer/producer goals and quality requirements. Figure 1b
details all specific guidances, models and work products that each activity needs
or produces.

2.1 Mission Analysis

This first activity (Figure 2a) implies the analysis of the system requirements,
identifying the use cases, the stakeholders and the global goals of the system.
More concretely, it is defined:

– The global goals of the system (mission).
– The services and products that the system provides to other entities.
– The stakeholders with whom the system contacts (clients or suppliers of

resources/services), describing their needs and requirements.
– The conditions of the environment or context in which the organization exists

(i.e. complexity, diversity, etc.).

As a result, a diagram of the organizational model is drawn, detailing the prod-
ucts and services offered by the system, the global goals (mission) pursued, the
stakeholders and the existing links between them, the system results as well as
the resources or services needed.
2 http://www.omg.org/spc/SPEM/2.0/PDF
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Fig. 2. Activity Diagrams of: a)Mission Analysis step; b) Service Analysis step

2.2 Service Analysis

In this activity (Figure 2b), the services offered by the organization to its clients
are specified, as well as how these services behave (inputs/outputs description
and internal tasks) and which are the relationships (interdependencies) between
these services. Furthermore, goals associated with services are detailed. More
specifically, it is specified:

– The type of products and services that the system offers to or consumes from
its stakeholders.

– The tasks related to the production of the products and services, defining the
steps necessary for obtaining them, their relationships and interdependences
between the different services and tasks.

– The goals related with the achievement of these products and services.
– The resources and applications needed for offering the system functionality.
– The roles related with the stakeholders, on the basis of the type of services

or tasks that they provide or consume.

Taking the Organization Theory [14,19] as a basis, the three existing types of
technology are considered [26]: (i) the Core Technology, which refers to the
whole organization; (ii) the Work Unit or Departmental Technology, which con-
templates the diversity and complexity of the different organizational tasks,
identifying the existing workflows; and (iii) Work Flow and Technological In-
terdependence, that defines the interdependent relations originated as a result of
the workflow between the units of the organization.

Thus, in the Core Technology Analysis activity, the type of products and ser-
vices that the system offers to or consumes from its stakeholdres are determined,
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as well as in which measure does any client have influence in the process of pro-
duction and the final aspect of the product; on in which measure services are
related between them and with regard to clients. In the Work Unit Technology
Analysis activity, an instance of the activity model for each service is generated,
detailing its profile (service inputs, outputs, preconditions and postconditions).
In addition, a first decomposition of services in sequence of steps or tasks is
carried out. Finally, in the Work Flow and Technological Interdependes activity,
the existing relations between the units of the organization are specified in order
to reach the organizational goals. In this way, the flows of tasks that turn out
to be totally independent between them are firstly analyzed. Thus, these tasks
that are not directly related between them and, therefore, they will be able to
be executed simultaneously are specified. Next, the sequence of steps needed
between the dependent tasks is also identified.

It should be pointed out that typical business workflows which represent or-
ganization dynamics are modeled in GORMAS by means of services. Thus, a
service can be defined as a composition of tasks, similarly to a workflow in
INGENIAS[25], where a workflow is considered as a chain of tasks, connected
with WFConnects relationships.

In the Analysis of the goals of the organization activity, the mission is de-
composed into functional goals, which are related to the system entities and
identified services. The functional goals [26,38] or soft-goals [23] represent the
specific actions of the units of the organization and their expected results. Nor-
mally they are based on some of the following types of goals: satisfaction of the
client and/or of other groups of interest; continuous improvement of the pro-
cesses, products and services of the organization; cooperation between all the
members, active participation, commitment with their tasks, etc.

As a result of this phase, the diagrams of the organizational and the activ-
ity models are generated. More concretely, in the organizational model, both
resources and applications of the system are identified, and also the entities rep-
resenting the clients or providers of the system that are required to participate
inside. Moreover, the services required and offered by the system are identified,
as well as the roles that provide or make use of these services. For each service,
a diagram of the activity model is generated, detailing its profile and its tasks.
Finally, in the activity model, the mission is split into functional goals, which are
related to the system entities and their services.

2.3 Organizational Design

In this development step (Figure 3a), the structure most adapted for the Vir-
tual Organization is selected. This structure will determine the relationships
and pre-established restrictions that exist between the elements of the system,
based on specific dimensions of the organization [29,38], which impose certain
requirements on the types of work, on the structure of the system and on the
interdependences between tasks. These organizational dimensions are:
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– Departmentalization, which details the motivation of work group formation,
i.e. functional (on the basis of knowledge, skills or processes) or divisional (on
the basis of the characteristics of the market, clients, products or services).

– Specialization, which indicates the degree of task dividing, based on the
quantity and diversity of tasks(horizontal job specialization) and the control
exercised on them (vertical job specialization).

– Decision making, that determines the degree of centralization of the organi-
zation, i.e. the degree of concentration of authority and capture of decisions.

– Formalization, which specifies the degree in which the tasks and positions
are standardized, by means of norms and rules of behavior.

– Coordination Mechanism, which indicates how individuals can coordinate
their tasks, minimizing their interactions and maximizing their efficiency,
using mutual adjustment, direct supervision or standardization.

These organizational dimensions are employed for determining the most suitable
structure for the system specifications. Thus, it is carried out:

– The analysis of the organizational dimensions, which allows specifying the
functionality granularity of the service [24], by means of grouping tasks and
services together (defining more complex services) and assigning them to
specific roles; and identifying general restrictions on the coordination and
cooperation behavior of the members of the organization.

– The selection of the structure of organization most interesting for the system.
– The adaption of the selected structure to the problem under study, using

specific design patterns.

For the structure selection, a decision-tree has been elaborated (Figure 3b), that
enables the system designer to identify which is the structure that better adjusts
to the conditions imposed by the organizational dimensions. This decision-tree
can be applied to the system as a whole or to each of its OUs, so then enabling
structure combinations.

A set of design patterns of different structures has been defined which include
simple hierarchy, team, flat structure, bureaucracy, matrix, federation, coalition
and congregation structures [4]. These patterns describe their intrinsic structural
roles, their social relationships, as well as their typical functionality. According
to these design patterns, the diagrams of the organizational and activity models
are updated, integrating these intrinsic roles, relationships and functionality.

2.4 Organization Dynamics Design

In this activity (Figure 4a), the detailed design of the system is carried out,
which implies the following activities: the design of the information-decision
processes; the design of the system dynamics as an open system; the design
of the measuring, evaluation and control methods; the definition of a suitable
reward system; and finally, the design of the system agents, describing them by
means of diagrams of the agent model. These activities are detailed as follows.
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Fig. 3. a) Activity Diagram of the Organizational Design step; b) Organizational Struc-
ture decision-tree

Design of Information-Decision Processes. The flows of information and
adoption of decisions are described in order to determine how the information is
processed and how agents work for obtaining the expected results (Figure 4b).
More concretely:

– The concrete functionality of services is specified, which implies:
• Detailing services and related workflows for providing these services and

splitting these workflows in concrete tasks.
• Identifying the operative goals, that represent the specific and measur-

able results that the members of an OU are expected to achieve. Thus,
functional goals are split into operative goals, which are lately assigned
to tasks.

– The flow of information of the system is specified, which implies:
• Checking the procedures for obtaining information of the environment,

i.e. verifying whether there exists a contact point with the system for
any stakeholder, using resources, applications or representative agents.

• Defining permissions for accessing resources or applications.
• Defining the specific interactions between agents on the basis of services

and their collaboration diagrams, in which agent messages are defined.
• Defining the ontology of the domain, whose concepts will be used in the

interactions, taking into account the service inputs and outputs.

As a result, the diagrams of the interaction model are defined. Moreover, both
environment, organization and activity model diagrams are updated.

Design of Open System Dynamics. In this activity (Figure 5a), the func-
tionality offered by the Virtual Organization as an open system is established,
which includes so much the services that must be advertised as the policies of
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role enactment. In this sense, it is specified which is the functionality that must
be implemented by the internal agents of the system and which must be ad-
vertised in order to enable this functionality to be provided by external agents.
Therefore, it is determined:

– The services that have to be advertised.
– The policies for role enactment, detailing the specific tasks for the Acquire-

Role and LeaveRole services of each OU.
– The identification of the internal and external agents.

All roles that need a control of their behaviors require a registration process
inside the OU in which they take part, so they are associated with external
agents, who must request the AcquireRole service to play this role. On the con-
trary, roles like managers or supervisors are assigned to internal agents, since
their functionality needs of sufficient guarantees of safety and efficiency.

Design of Control Policies. In this activity (Figure 5b), the set of norms and
restrictions needed for applying the normalization dimension is defined. Three
different types of standardization are considered [29]: standardization of work
processes, outputs, and skills.

The standardization of work processes implies specifying rules for control-
ling: (i) invocation and execution order of services; (ii) precedence relationships
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between tasks; (iii) deadline and activation conditions of services; (iv) and service
access to resources or applications.

The standardization of outputs implies specifying norms for controlling the
service products, based on minimum quality requirements, perceived quality and
previous established goals of productivity and performance.

Finally, the standardization of skills is integrated in the role concept, which
indicates the knowledge and skills required for an agent when playing this role.

As a result, the diagrams of the normative model are generated, so the norms
needed for controlling the behaviors of the members of the system are detailed.
These norms can also be defined with a specific normative language [3] that
imposes a deontic control over agents for requesting, providing or publishing
services. In addition, a normative implementation of this normative language
has been developed [12], so as to enable agents to take into consideration the
existence of norms. For instance, in the THOMAS platform, the OMS component
makes use of this normative implementation in order to control how services can
be employed [13], i.e., when and how agents can request, provide or publish their
services and the specific ones provided by the THOMAS platform.

Design of the Reward System. This activity defines the reward system
needed for allowing the members of the Virtual Organization to work towards
the strategy of the organization (Figure 5c). Therefore, designer proceeds to:

– Analyze the types of behavior needed to promote [20]:
• the willingness to join and remain inside the system.
• the performance dependent on role, so that the minimal levels of quality

and quantity of work to execute are achieved.
• the effort on the minimal levels, defining several measures of perfor-

mance, efficiency and productivity.
• the cooperative behaviors with the rest of members of the organization.
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– Select the type of reward system to be used [20]:
• individual rewards, which establish several measures of behavior of unit

member, allowing to promote their efforts on the minimal levels.
• group rewards (competitive or cooperative) [38], that establish several

group measures, rewarding its members based on their specific perfor-
mance inside the group.

• system rewards, which distribute certain gratifications (ex. permissions,
resource accesses) to all members of the system, just by belonging to this
group, trying to promote the participation inside the organization.

– Apply the selected reward system in the specific problem domain.

The methodological guideline enables the selection of the type of incentive system
that should be employed, but it does not detail the concrete mechanisms for
implementing this system. As a result, the diagrams of the normative model are
updated, defining new norms or adding sanctions and rewards to the existing
norms, according to the selected reward system.

As summary, the methodological guide proposed for designing Virtual Or-
ganizations, based on a specific guideline for designing human organizations,
provides an iterative method that consists of: (i) the analysis and design of the
global goals of the organization; (ii) the analysis of its tasks and processes; (iii)
the specification of the organizational dimensions; (iv) the selection of the most
adapted structure for the system; (v) the identification of the processes of infor-
mation and decision; (vi) the analysis of the public functionality that has to be
advertised; (vii) the control of the agent behaviors and (viii) the specification of
sanctions and rewards, for promoting interesting organization behaviors.

3 Related Work

Organization-centered MAS methodologies try to describe, in general, which
are the main goals of the organization, its organizational structure (topology,
hierarchy of roles and interactions), its dynamics (how agents enter/leave the
organization, how they adopt roles, which is the agents’ life-cycle and which are
the social norms) and the environment of the organization. For instance, Gaia
[39] considers that a specific topology for the system will force the use of several
roles that depend on the selected topological pattern. Thus, it suggests employing
organizational patterns in the analysis and design of the system. Tropos [9]
proposes to use generic multi-agent structures based on human organizations,
such as structure-in-five, pyramid, joint venture, etc. During the design phase,
several social agent patterns are assigned to organizational topologies, such as
brokers, matchmakers, mediators. However, social rules are not considered in
Tropos and there is not any model that enables determining global rules to be
applied in the organization as a whole or in multiple organizational roles.

More generally, although OCMAS methodologies are organization-centered,
they normally focus on a rather reduced number of topological structures and do
not take into account the human organizational designs. For example, AGR [18]
only considers groups (set of agents that share common features) as a topological
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structure and it assumes that groups are dynamically created during the execu-
tion of the system. In E-Institutions [17], system structure is organized by means
of interaction scenes and transitions, where a scene is a communicative process
between agents. These scenes are defined after analyzing role relationships, but
without taking into account any human organizational topology. Therefore, it
would be interesting to consider different types of organizational structures, so
scene identification and development process would be easier. In SODA [33],
tasks are related to roles (if they need limited resources and competencies) or
to groups (if they need several competencies and access to different resources).
Later, in the design phase a social model is considered, in which groups are as-
signed to agent societies, designed over specific coordination media that provide
abstractions expressive enough to model the society interaction rules. These co-
ordination models (such as first come/first served or task decomposition) also
appear inside human societies. Therefore, although this methodology does not
specifically take into account human organizational designs, it considers sev-
eral human coordination mechanisms. INGENIAS [35] (based on MESSAGE[7])
specifies an organizational model in which groups, members, work flows and or-
ganizational goals are detailed. Thus, several work flows for each use case are
defined, and also actors (agents and roles) participating in those work flows.
Then these actors are grouped together according to their functionality or avail-
able resources that they need. Therefore, groups are identified but leaving out
of account any other kind of organizational design. Finally, OperA [15] repre-
sents an important approach for modeling open multi-agent systems, since it
describes the desired behavior of the society and its general structure by means
of an organizational model, as well as details organizational dynamics using a so-
cial model and an interaction model, that describes the actual behavior of society
during its execution. However, if the system is composed of several topological
models or substructures, OperA does not offer any guideline to distinguish and
combine these substructures between them. Moreover, OperA only takes into
account three coordination models (market, hierarchy and network), but other
topological systems, such as matrix organizations or chain of values, should also
be taken into account.

The guideline proposed in this paper integrates both the human organization
design, based on the Organization Theory, and some of the most relevant OC-
MAS methodologies, such as Tropos [9], Gaia [39], MOISE [22], INGENIAS [34]
and the E-Institution [17] framework, as well as the Virtual Organization Model
[11]. In this way, GORMAS extends the analysis requirement of Tropos with a
deeper description of the mission of the system. It also includes a goal catego-
rization into mission, functional and operative goals, similar to soft and hard
goals of Tropos, but more related to the human organization design; and the
selection of the organization structure, in this case based on the Organization
Theory, which specifies a set of organizational dimensions that impose certain
requirements on the types of work, on the structure of the system and on the
task interdependences. Moreover, a set of design patterns of different structures
has been defined, similarly as in Tropos or Gaia, but based on the Organization
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Theory. These design patterns include hierarchy, team, bureaucracy, matrix,
federation, coalition and congregation structures [4]. Furthermore, all services
provided by internal entities of the system are identified, as well as all services
offered by external agents which require a strict control of their final behavior. In
this way, the normative features of MOISE, Gaia and E-Institutions have been
integrated into GORMAS and extended with a reward system.

Additionally, GORMAS can be independently used for the analysis and de-
sign of the multiagent system, or it can be integrated in other development
methods, such as INGENIAS or SODA, in order to provide them with an or-
ganizational perspective and an open system behavior. For example, GORMAS
improves SODA with a justification of the MAS, an analysis of the environmen-
tal conditions, an analysis of the functionality of the system based on services, as
well as a mechanism to facilitate the selection of a suitable topology for the sys-
tem, based on the organizational dimensions defined in the Organization Theory.
In addition, both SODA architecture and detailed designs could be reinforced
with GORMAS activities, thereby making easier the description of the agent
interactions, the identification of groups of agents and the description of the sys-
tem rules (including sanctions and rewards). Furthermore, SODA agent societies
present similarities to our Organizational Units since they both can be seen as
a group of agents, but OUs also represent both resources and norms integrated
in the agent society, thus being a more powerful abstraction.

4 Conclusions

This work describes GORMAS, an Organizational-Oriented methodological
guideline for designing Virtual Organizations. Its main advantages are: (i) an
integration of the Organization Theory for detailing the Virtual Organization
Model and defining the normative and reward systems; (ii) a selection process
for a suitable structure of the system organization that makes use of several
design patterns of typical organizational structures; (iii) an iterative method for
generating all diagrams of the Virtual Organization Model; (iv) a specification of
different activities that can be integrated in a complete MAS development pro-
cess; and (v) a description of the system functionality from a Service-Oriented
perspective, defining not only the services offered by the organization, but also
the services required inside the system that are not yet provided by the organi-
zation but have to be supplied by external agents in a regulated and controlled
way. This is the most relevant advantage, since the dynamic evolution of the
open MAS is considered both in analysis and design phases.

GORMAS has been applied into different application examples, such as a
personalized information system [2], a water market system [21] and a tourism
market system [1]; all of them considered as VOs in which external entities
can participate inside and their behavior is controlled by norms. Moreover, a
graphical development tool3, named EMFGormas [21], has been defined. This
tool is based on an unified meta-model for engineering large-scale open systems.
3 http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/ia/sma/tools/EMFgormas/index.html
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EMFGormas helps designers with the diagram model construction of the VO
following GORMAS activities, verifies its consistency and generates final code to
the THOMAS framework, which provides a service-oriented execution framework
for supporting the development of open MAS.
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Abstract. Agent-Oriented Software Engineering is currently deeply in-
fluenced by the techniques and concepts of Model-Driven Development.
In this context, the use of automated transformations to support software
processes is not explored enough. Models are supposed to be created fol-
lowing the activities of a process, which standard transformations could
partially perform. The reduced use of transformations for this purpose is
largely due to the high effort required for their development. To overcome
this limitation, this paper presents an algorithm to generate model trans-
formations by-example. It overcomes two common limitations of these
approaches: the generation of many-to-many transformation between ar-
bitrary graphs of elements; dealing with transformation languages that
do not directly support graphs of elements in their source or target mod-
els. The algorithm has been implemented for the ATLAS transformation
language in the MTGenerator tool. The paper also illustrates how to use
this tool to facilitate the support for a software process, in this case for
the INGENIAS methodology.

Keywords: Model-Driven Development, Model Transformation, Model
Transformation By-Example, Multi-agent System, INGENIAS.

1 Introduction

Model-driven Development (MDD) [11] has a relevant influence on Agent-oriented
Software Engineering (AOSE). Meta-modeling techniques have already helped
formalizing Multi-Agent System (MAS) specifications, and automated transfor-
mations have been proposed for their development. Nevertheless, AOSE can
still take further advantage of MDD practices. One of these potential lines of
research is the use of Model Transformations (MTs) as an integrating part of
AOSE software processes.

The application of MTs requires to use meta-models (a model is the in-
stance of a meta-model) specified with a meta-modeling language supported
by some of the existing Model Transformation Languages (MTLs) [10]. Most
AOSE methodologies are not ready for this setting. For instance, between the
ten methodologies listed in [8] only three have meta-model based tools and con-
sider some kind of transformations: PASSI, which uses UML profiles for defining

M.-P. Gleizes and J.J. Gomez-Sanz (Eds.): AOSE 2009, LNCS 6038, pp. 51–65, 2011.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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its meta-model; INGENIAS and ADELFE, which are based on the ECore lan-
guage [5]. The other methodologies do not strictly follow a MDD approach and
use meta-models, for instance, for documentation and notation. The adoption
of MDD in these methodologies should go beyond declaring the corresponding
meta-models and include the modification of the existing development processes,
use of meta-models by means of modeling tools and generation of artifacts with
MTs. Despite the required conversion effort, there are important benefits on
incorporating transformations to a process. Some of them are:

– Knowledge capture. A transformation is created according to the understand-
ing of the original and transformed models. Hence, the constraints referenced
by the transformation are strongly related to the intended semantics associ-
ated to the model and the development process. For instance, a transforma-
tion can be used for transitions between the different stages of the develop-
ment. This way, the transformation could become the actual specification of
how this transition can happen.

– Reusability. Transformations used for a development can be reused into an-
other project and across different domains.

– Decoupling. Transformations exist independently of the tools, and act on
the produced models. Hence, they can provide additional functionalities to
support a methodology without changing its tools.

Following this line of research, there are already some initial results in the ap-
plication of MTs to support software processes, for instance in the Tropos [4]
and ADELFE [14] methodologies. However, these works do not include tool sup-
port for facilitating the definition of MTs, which makes for designers difficult to
extend its use.

The experience in AOSE with MTs make clear that producing them is not
trivial. It requires learning the syntax, and determining how to express left and
right-hand sides of the transformation rules in terms of the input and output
meta-models. Moreover, there is little support for their development, for instance
debugging is usually a completely manual task. Looking for a more efficient
way to produce transformations, there is research on Model Transformation By-
Example (MTBE) [15]. This technique allows the automated generation of MTs
using pairs of models that are examples of the expected inputs and outputs of
those MTs. MTBE significantly reduces the cost of producing transformations.
However, existent tools of MTBE [16,17] do not consider the generation of many-
to-many transformation rules. These rules transform a network of concepts into
another, whereas most MTBE approaches just transform one element into many.
From our experience [6], the many-to-many rules are necessary in the application
of MDD principles to AOSE.

This work presents several results that address the previous limitations in the
application of MTs in software processes. First, it describes a MTBE algorithm
able to generate MTs that contain many-to-many rules. It shows its implementa-
tion in the MTGenerator1 tool for the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL)
1 Available from the Grasia web http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es

(in “Software”→“MTGenerator”).
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Fig. 1. Relevant elements of the INGENIAS notation

[2]. Second, it uses this algorithm and tool to illustrate how MTs can be used as
an integrating part of software processes. The presentation considers the INGE-
NIAS methodology and its processes [12]. Figure 1 shows some relevant elements
of the INGENIAS notation that are used later. The paper applies MTs to gen-
erate the interactions related with use cases and to define agent skills. More
transformations have been applied in our previous work [6]. These MTs consti-
tute examples of knowledge captured within INGENIAS. With them, the way to
make models evolve is made explicit. Any designer can take advantage of these
MTs in any development and save effort in the definition of the specifications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the
tool and its underlying MTBE algorithm. Section 3 describes in detail the two
proposed examples of MTs to support the INGENIAS software process. Section
4 includes the related work about transformations and AOSE. Finally, Section
5 discusses some conclusions about the work.

2 MTBE in INGENIAS and the MTGenerator Tool

Most of AOSE designers are not used to MTLs, which makes difficult for them
approaching a complete model-driven project. However, they are used to agent-
oriented modeling tools. In a MTBE approach, these tools can produce example
pairs of source and target models to automatically generate MTs that implement
the transformation between them. Hence, MTBE makes the perfect choice for a
preliminary contact with this kind of development.

This paper exemplifies the application of MTBE with INGENIAS modeling.
As explained in the introduction, our research has found that current MTBE
approaches have certain limitations that should be overcome for AOSE. Table 1

Table 1. Comparison with other MTBE approaches

Features of MTBE Varro and
Balogh [16]

Wimmer et
al [17]

Our algorithm
and tool

Mapping of attributes yes yes yes
Propagation of links yes yes yes
Negative examples yes no no
Generation of constraints no yes yes
Explicit allocation of target elements yes no yes
Context analysis yes no yes
Limit number of input elements in rules 1 1 no-limit
Limit number of output elements in rules 1 1 no-limit
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Fig. 2. MTGenerator, the model-transformation generator tool

compares the most relevant features of MTBE in our algorithm and other existing
techniques and tools.

The prototype tool that implements this algorithm is called the MTGenerator.
It generates ATL MTs from INGENIAS models. Its interface can be seen in
Figure 2. The tool provides a Graphical User interface (GUI) where the user can
select the elements required to generate the MT. First, the user must indicate
the input and output meta-models of the MT by selecting their corresponding
location paths in the top-left area of the GUI. These meta-models must be
defined with the ECore language [5] used by ATL [2]. Then, the user can add
the location paths of the prototype pairs of models in the top-right area of the
tool. After the automatic generation, the tool shows some logs in the Logs text
area, confirming that the generation has finished successfully. The bottom text
area shows the generated ATL MT for examination.

Even if the user wants to improve manually the generated transformation, the
tool saves time because it already provides an initial transformation as a basis
for the final one. The next sub-section briefly describes the underlying algorithm
of the MTGenerator tool.

2.1 The MTBE Algorithm

The presented algorithm produces MTs that contain rules transforming a group
of elements into another group of elements. It can be implemented in most of
available MTLs, as it uses common language constructions, i.e. rules from ele-
ments to graphs and constraints. Though some languages support multiple input
patterns, these languages are barely used in the community. The presentation of
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the algorithm uses the notation of the work in [7], which also further describes
some aspects of the algorithm.

A general MT in our algorithm has the following form:

module...
rule < name > {
from < input element > (< constraints >)
to < output elements >
do {actions} }
< other rules >

The MTBE algorithm to generate such MTs corresponds to the function:

function mtbe(mmi, mmo : meta-model; pairs: PMmmi
×Mmmo ):MT

The algorithm takes as input two meta-models, mmi and mmo, and pairs of in-
stances of those meta-models. These pairs belong to PMmmi

×Mmmo , which stands
for the set of sets whose elements are pairs of models instantiating the input
meta-models (i.e. {< mi, mo > |mi is instance of mmi, mo is instance of mmo}).
The elements of a model m are denoted as m.E. The set of root elements of a
model m, which are the enter points to the different graphs of elements in m,
are denoted as m.O and its elements as m.O.e . The information transfer from
the input models to the output models is achieved by means of a dictionary. A
dictionary is a set of tuples < ex, cx >, where ex ∈ E is an element and cx a
constraint expression of the MTL. The output of the algorithm is a MT, whose
words are concatenated with the ⊕ operator.

1: begin
2: dictionary = ∅

3: vars = GenerateVariables(mmo)
4: rules = ∅

5: for each < mi, mo >∈ pairs do
6: main = SelectMainElement(mi.E)
7: UpdateDictionary(dictionary, main, BasicRootConstraint)
8: inCons = GenerateInputConstraints(main)
9: . . . /* Continues later */ . . . ;

The algorithm starts with an empty dictionary, a list of variables, and a pre-
liminary root element of the model. If there are several possible roots, then
anyone is chosen. This root element is traversed with the GenerateInputCon-
straints method until reaching all connected elements by means of reference,
aggregation or attribute relationships. This information is added as constraints
to inCons which represents the input constraints of the current rule.

4: . . .
5: for each < mi, mo >∈ pairs do

. . . /* Continuing main loop */ . . . ;
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9: for each potentialMain ∈ mi.E such that potentialMain is a root
10: potentialMainConstraint = CreateConstraint(potentialMain)
11: UpdateDictionary(dictionary, potentialMain, potentialMainConstraint)
12: inCons = inCons and GenerateInputConstraints(potentialMain)
13: end for
14: . . . /* Continues later */ . . . ;

After a reference point is chosen, which is denoted as the main element, the al-
gorithm studies other possible roots and includes them as constraints in the rule.
These new elements are added to the dictionary and to the input constraints.
So far, all input elements have been taken into account in inCons, and it is the
turn of considering output elements.

4: . . .
5: for each < mi, mo >∈ pairs do

. . . /* Continuing main loop */ . . . ;
14: aggregatedToRootElements = ∅

15: outElems = ∅

16: for each e ∈ mo.O.e do
17: outElems = outElems ⊕ GenerateOutputElement(dictionary, e)

aggregatedToRootElements = aggregatedToRootElements ∪ {e}
18: end for
19: actions = GenerateActions (aggregatedToRootElements)
20: rule = rule main( ⊕ inCons ⊕ ) ⊕ to ⊕ outElems ⊕
21: imperative ⊕ actions ⊕ endrule
22: rules = rules ⊕ rule
23:end for

This part of the algorithm visits all elements which are roots in the output model
(i.e., the elements of mo.O.e). For each of these elements, a set of MTL elements is
generated. There is a set because, from the selected root, all connected elements
are visited. This set contains imperative actions intended to fill in values in the
attributes of generated elements. Rules are chained one to the other with ⊕ to
form the final MT.

24: rootRule = GenerateRootRule()
25:rules = rules ⊕ rootRule
26:mt = header ⊕ vars ⊕
27: begin ⊕ rules⊕ end
28:return mt
29:end

The final transformation includes the variables initially extracted and the rules
obtained for each pair of models. It follows the syntax outlined at the beginning
of this section.
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3 Transformations in the INGENIAS Development
Process

This section considers the application of the MTGenerator tool, which imple-
ments the previous MTBE algorithm, to generate MTs that support an AOSE
software process. Specifically, this paper considers the different ways of instanti-
ating the INGENIAS [12] meta-model to generate MAS specifications and their
artifacts. Here, an artifact stands for a diagram or part of it containing a piece
of information relevant for the development.

Fig. 3. INGENIAS development processes. The arrows indicate the order of artifact
generation, though inverse navigation is also possible. The dotted arrows indicate the
influence of a diagram into another.

As a result of the experience in the development of MAS with INGENIAS, this
work has identified a recurrent order in the generation of the different artifacts.
This dependency graph is shown in Figure 3. In spite of the variety of options, the
INGENIAS modeling usually starts with use cases. The use cases can be refined
either with interactions or organizations. However, both possibilities are focused
on specifying the organization structure. After them, those organizations are re-
fined with the tasks and goals of their agents. This refinement implies declaring
the inputs and outputs of the tasks and their relationships with the goals. The
next step is the simultaneous specification of agents and elements in the environ-
ment. The agents are linked with roles, which are responsible of the execution
of some tasks. The environment contains the internal and external applications,
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which produce events that trigger the execution of certain tasks. Finally, spec-
ifications describe some low-level details of the implementation of both tasks
and applications. INGENIAS makes it with components that associate pieces of
programming code to elements in specifications.

Each of the previous steps between two types of information, i.e. diagrams,
can be assisted with several MTs. For the sake of brevity, the next sub-sections
only present three of these MTs. The reader can find the application of more
MTs generated with the MTGenerator tool in our previous work [6].

3.1 Transformations for Realizing Use Case Behaviors

The realization of use cases in INGENIAS can follow several alternatives. One
of them is to expand the definition of the interactions that realize it. For each
interaction, a protocol has to be defined. In the case of this MT, the specification
of the protocol uses a custom notation of INGENIAS which permits combining
message passing primitives with task execution. Using model transformations
and starting from the initial use case, it is possible to define prototypes for the
resulting concepts and the relationships between them and the original concepts.

The first MT, called UseCase2Interaction, creates the definition of an interac-
tion from a use case. Figure 4 shows its model example prototypes. The MT defines
an interaction that communicates the agents and roles related with a particular
use case. Annex A shows the code of the generated ATL transformation.

Fig. 4. Model Examples for the UseCase2Interaction model transformation
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In the code of Annex A, one can observe that Rule 1 expresses the source
prototype with constraints. For instance, the relationship between a use case
and its goal is represented with a constraint that refers to the UseCasePursues
relationship type. Moreover, each element of the target model prototype is gener-
ated as an output element of the rule, like the AUMLSpecification element. Note
that, according to the INGENIAS metamodel, the relationships are represented
with several elements (for the relationship bodies and their ends). For instance,
the UseCasePursues relationship type has as ends UseCasePursuessource and
UseCasePursuestarget. The MTBE algorithm takes these elements into account
even if the editor of the INGENIAS Development Kit (IDK) tool does not graph-
ically present them, because they are necessary to define correctly the MT.

Fig. 5. Model Examples for the InteractionDefinition2InteractionProtocol model trans-
formation

Another MT, called InteractionDefinition2InteractionProtocol, creates a basic
protocol from an interaction definition. The pairs of models appear in Figure 5.
The resulting protocol includes two interaction units, in which there are a request
and a response. This protocol is only a starting point, and designers must use it
to complete the specification.
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3.2 Transformation for Skill Definition

Defining the skills of an agent is a basic activity in most AOSE methodologies.
A skill can be regarded as the capability to fulfill a goal. In INGENIAS, this
implies: defining a task; declaring that the agent plays a role responsible of the
task execution; and associating the goal to the task. The task can use resources or
additional applications. INGENIAS applications are wrappers that allow agents
to access non-agent software. As a result of task execution, new information is
produced and asserted into the agent mental state.

Using again MTBE, this knowledge can be synthesized into a pair of pro-
totypes and incorporated into a MT. Figure 6 presents these examples. They
correspond to a source agent that acquires a new skill. The skill is represented
in the target model as a goal pursued by the agent and whose satisfaction de-
pends on a task. The relationship between agent and task is indirect through a
new agent’s role that is responsible of the task. The generated MT is applied
to all the agents by default. Designers can apply this MT to only one agent if
necessary, by adding a simple additional constraint with the agent identifer (i.e.
cin.id =< AgentID >).

Fig. 6. Model Examples for the AddSkill model transformation

3.3 Evaluation of the Use of Transformations on an AOSE
Methodology

The experience with INGENIAS allows us to extrapolate and highlight the fol-
lowing facts about the application of MTs in AOSE methodologies:

– Traceability problem. Some inconsistences may occur when modifying models
which were generated from MTs. This problem will be studied in the future.
MDD usually recommends in this cases modifying the affected MTs.
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– Reducing costs. MTs can be applied several times in a MAS specification,
producing many concepts and saving effort to designers. However, the re-
duction of costs must still be quantitatively measured.

– Reusability across domains. The presented MTs are reusable, but this does
not always happen. Examples of potential non-reusable MTs would be those
requiring explicit values in input pairs.

4 Related Work

There are already some examples of the application of MTs to support AOSE
software processes. This section discusses some of the most relevant.

The Tropos [4] methodology applies MTs for different tasks. Tropos conceives
development as an incremental process that adds new elements refining existing
actors, goals and plans. This refinement is organized in five major phases or
disciplines: early requirements, late requirements, architectural design, detailed
design and implementation. Bresciani et al. [4] apply MTs to perform standard
refinements of requirements in the early requirements phase. Perini and Susi [13]
use MTs during design, in what they called synthesis. The synthesis transforms a
model into another of a lower level of abstraction, specifically, it creates elements
in the detailed design model from the architectural design model. One of the main
goals of that work is to keep synchronization when applying MTs. Moreover,
since the detailed design model is expressed with UML activity and sequence
diagrams, that work aims at exploiting the UML 2.0 meta-model and to maintain
the traceability between models with it. The mentioned Tropos-to-UML MT
specifies several one-to-many rules: they transform a plan into an action, several
nodes and several control flows. The group of target elements can vary due to
certain constraints. These Tropos MTs are expressed with the DSTC language
proposal for MOF QVT, and these MTs are executed with a MT engine called
Tefkat2.

Moreover, Amor, Fuentes and Vallecillo [1] apply the Model-Driven Architec-
ture (MDA) [11] principles to the Tropos methodology. In particular, their MTs
receive input from the Platform-Independent Models (PIM), expressed with the
Tropos meta-model, and create a Platform Specific Model (PSM), expressed
with the Malaca MAS language.

In the same line of research, the ADELFE [3] methodology uses a MT to re-
fine PIM into more specific models. In particular, its AMAS-ML is the abstract
language whereas the μADL (micro-Architecture Description Language) [14] is a
platform-specific language that expresses operating mechanisms of agents (simi-
lar to non-functional concerns). These mechanisms are related with the concepts
involved in the creation and maintenance of the agent knowledge, such as per-
ceptions and actions. In this manner, the behavior of cooperative agents, defined
in the AMAS-ML model, is separated from the operating concern.

2 Tefkat is part of the Pegamento project of the DSTC in the University of Queensland
http://www.dstc.edu.au/Research/Projects/Pegamento/tefkat/index.html
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The work in [9] also proposes a language for MAS with a high-level abstraction
language. Models of this language could be successively transformed into others
more specific until code is generated.

All the aforementioned works use MTs to support software processes, but
they typed these without assistance of any tool. In contrast, our approach, which
pursues the same support goal, uses a tool for assisting MAS designers in creating
MTs and automatically generates them.

5 Conclusions

The integration of transformations to support AOSE methodologies still raises
relevant challenges: high development efforts, low level of abstraction when com-
pared with models, and need of adapting methodologies to the principles of
MDD.

INGENIAS has introduced some advances in this line of research for AOSE.
It is an example of methodology that bases its tools in meta-models, and has
reoriented its process to integrate MTs. However, this has required an important
reconversion effort from previous versions of the methodology. For this migration,
the availability of a tool to generate MTs by example has been key, since it has
increased the productivity of engineers. The MTBE algorithm of the proposed
tool overcomes some common limitations of these approaches, specifically that
they cannot generate transformations between arbitrary graphs of elements. The
resulting tool has facilitated the integration of MTs as a relevant and standard
support of the development process. The example transformations introduced in
this paper, as well as the tools that made possible to achieve these results, are
available from the Grasia web.

Other methodologies have chosen to create from scratch new languages or
getting rid of the old tools. However, this work considers that this implies an
important lost of previous work that should be avoided when possible.

Future research of this work includes two lines. The main drawback of the
algorithm is that it cannot specify negative examples, that is, elements that
should not appear in the source model of the prototype pair. This problem has
been already considered in the literature and solutions will be added in extensions
of the algorithm. About methodologies, there is still lack of experience in the
development of processes that consider as an integrating part of their resources
MTs. More work can lead to the definition of libraries of MTs reusable in AOSE
between different methodologies and processes.
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A Generated ATL Transformation for the
Usecase2Interaction Transformation

module a2b_2; -- Module Template
create OUT : MMB from IN : MMA;
-- For the two new built entities and relations
helper def: newEntities: Sequence(MMB!GeneralEntity)=Sequence{};
helper def: newRelations: Sequence(MMB!GeneralRelation)=Sequence{};

----------------------------- Rules for Patterns ----------------------

-- Rule1
rule Rule1 {
from

cin:MMA!UMLDescribesUseCase(
cin._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
cin.UMLDescribesUseCasesource._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
cin.UMLDescribesUseCasesource.entity._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
cin.UMLDescribesUseCasesource.attributeToShow=’0’ and
cin.UMLDescribesUseCasetarget->select(t|

t._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
t.attributeToShow=’0’ and
t.UMLDescribesUseCasetargetInteraction._view_type=’INGENIAS’)

.notEmpty() and MMA!UseCasePursues.allInstances()->select(e|
e._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
e.UseCasePursuessource._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
e.UseCasePursuessource.attributeToShow=’0’ and
e.UseCasePursuessource.UseCasePursuessourceGoal._view_type=’UML’ and
e.UseCasePursuestarget->select(t|

t._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
t.entity._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and
t.attributeToShow=’0’).notEmpty()).notEmpty() and

MMA!Goal.allInstances()->select(e|
e._view_type=’UML’).notEmpty() and

MMA!Interaction.allInstances()->select(e|
e._view_type=’INGENIAS’).notEmpty() and

MMA!INGENIASUseCase.allInstances()->select(e|
e._view_type=’INGENIAS’).notEmpty() )

to
Interaction0xid:MMB!Interaction(

_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-cin.UMLDescribesUseCasetarget->select(t|t._view_type=’INGENIAS’ and

t.attributeToShow=’0’).first().UMLDescribesUseCasetargetInteraction.id,
TransferredInfo<-),

AUMLSpecification0:MMB!AUMLSpecification(
_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-AUMLSpecification0),

GRASIASpecification0:MMB!GRASIASpecification(
_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-GRASIASpecification0),

newid4:MMB!IHasSpecsource(
_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-newid4,
attributeToShow<-0,
IHasSpecsourceInteraction<-Interaction0xid),

newid5:MMB!IHasSpectarget(
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_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-newid5,
entity<-AUMLSpecification0,
attributeToShow<-0),

9:MMB!IHasSpec(
_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-9,
end<-’’,
IHasSpecsource<-newid4,
IHasSpectarget<-newid5),

newid6:MMB!IHasSpecsource(
_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-newid6,
attributeToShow<-0,
IHasSpecsourceInteraction<-Interaction0xid),

newid7:MMB!IHasSpectarget(
_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-newid7,
entity<-GRASIASpecification0,
attributeToShow<-0),

11:MMB!IHasSpec(
_view_type<-INGENIAS,
id<-11,
end<-’’,
IHasSpecsource<-newid6,
IHasSpectarget<-newid7)

do{
thisModule.newEntities<-thisModule.newEntities.append(Interaction0xid);
thisModule.newEntities<-thisModule.newEntities.append(AUMLSpecification0);
thisModule.newEntities<-thisModule.newEntities.append(GRASIASpecification0);
thisModule.newRelations<-thisModule.newRelations.append(9);
thisModule.newRelations<-thisModule.newRelations.append(11);

}
}

------------- Rule for Specification -----------------------------

rule Specification{
from

cin:MMA!Specification
to

cout:MMB!Specification
do{

-- We add the new entities and the new relations
for(e in thisModule.newEntities){

cout.entities<-e;
}
for(r in thisModule.newRelations){

cout.relations<-r;
}

}
}
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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to unit testing of plan based agent
systems, with a focus on automated generation and execution of test cases. Design
artefacts, supplemented with some additional data, provide the basis for specifica-
tion of a comprehensive suite of test cases. Correctness of execution is evaluated
against a design model, and a comprehensive report of errors and warnings is pro-
vided to the user. Given that it is impossible to design test suites which execute
all possible traces of an agent program, it is extremely important to thoroughly
test all units in as wide a variety of situations as possible to ensure acceptable
behaviour. We provide details of the information required in design models or
related data to enable the automated generation and execution of test cases. We
also briefly describe the implemented tool which realises this approach.

1 Introduction

The use of agent technology for building complex systems is increasing, and there are
compelling reasons to use this technology. Benfield [1] showed a productivity gain of
over 300% using a BDI (Belief Desire Intention) agent approach, while Padgham and
Winikoff calculated that a very modest plan and goal structure provides well over a mil-
lion ways to achieve a given goal [2, p.16], providing enormous flexibility in a modular
manner. However the complexity of the systems that can be built using this technology,
does create concerns about how to verify and validate their correctness. In this paper we
describe an approach and tool to assist in comprehensive automated unit testing within a
BDI agent system. While this approach can never guarantee program correctness, com-
prehensive testing certainly increases confidence that there are no major problems. The
fact that we automate both test case generation, as well as execution, greatly increases
the likelihood that the testing will be done in a comprehensive manner.

Given the enormous number of possible executions of even a single goal, it is virtu-
ally impossible to attempt to test all program traces. Once interleaved goals within an
agent, or interactions between agents are considered, comprehensive testing of all exe-
cuting becomes clearly impossible. Instead, we focus on testing of the basic units of the
agent program - the beliefs, plans and events (or messages). Our approach is to ascertain
that no matter what the input variables to an entity, or the environment conditions which
the entity may rely on, the entity behaves “as expected”. Our notion of expectations is
obtained from design artefacts, produced as part of an agent design methodology. We
focus in this paper on the details of how we determine variable values for test cases
to provide comprehensive coverage, and the representations and mechanisms we use
to allow us to automate the process (though also providing mechanisms for user speci-
fied test cases where desired.) We build on our previous work in [3] which described a

M.-P. Gleizes and J.J. Gomez-Sanz (Eds.): AOSE 2009, LNCS 6038, pp. 66–79, 2011.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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basic architecture and approach. However we address in this paper some of the details
necessary to effectively realize that approach.

There are two specific aspects of automated test generation and execution which we
focus on in this paper. The first is how to specify values relevant to a particular unit to
be tested, and how to generate appropriate test cases that adequately cover the space
of value combinations for all relevant variables. Doing this appropriately is critical in
order to be able to have confidence that the testing process was thorough. The second
important aspect is the setting up of the environment such that the unit to be tested
can be executed appropriately. One aspect of this is to ensure that units which are de-
pended on are tested first, and then included in the environment for the unit being tested.
However in many real applications there may be interaction with an external program
within a plan unit (e.g. a query to an external database of a web service). There may
also be interaction with another agent within a testing unit. In these cases we must
ensure that access to the external program is set up prior to testing, and that there is
some mechanism for dealing with necessary interaction with other agents. We note that
most interaction with other agents would not be within a testing unit. Typically an agent
would generate a message in one plan, and handle it another, in which case there is no
need to model the other agent in any way.

In the following sections we first provide an overview of the testing process of our
previous work [3], the framework on which this work is based. In section 3, we de-
scribe the automated process for test case generation. Section 4 then covers the details
needed to provide the environment where the units can be executed, including how to
automatically generate mock agents to simulate interaction if necessary. We provide
in section 5 a brief discussion of the implemented system and some results from its
use, concluding in section 6 with a brief comparison to other work and directions for
ongoing development.

2 Testing Process Overview

In [3], we present a model based framework for unit testing in agent systems, where
the models used are provided by the design diagrams of the Prometheus methodology,
a well established agent development methodology [2]. The Prometheus methodology,
and associated Prometheus Design Tool (PDT) produces graphical models capturing
relationships between basic entities such as goals, plans and beliefs. It also produces
descriptors which collect together a range of design information for each design entity.
The detailed design entities map closely to implementation entities and are utilized for
generation of skeleton code. They can also be used for generation of test cases and
analysis of testing results.

Figure 1 outlines the components of an agent that is developed using the Prometheus
methodology. These components are typical for most systems that follow the Belief De-
sire Intention (BDI) model of agency [4]. An agent contains plans, events and beliefs
and can have capabilities that encapsulate them for modularity. Percepts (external input
to the system), messages (from other agents) and internal events are all considered as
events in agent development tools such as JACK [5] and we use this same generaliza-
tion. In brief, the agent uses its plans to handle events as they occur and may query and
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update its beliefs as needed during this process. Belief changes may automatically gen-
erate events. Given the above components, the units to be tested are the events, plans
and beliefs. This extends the work in [3] which covered only events and plans.

Events are tested with respect to coverage and overlap. Coverage refers to the ex-
pectation that an event will always be handled by at least one plan in any situation.
Overlap refers to the possibility that there may be more than one plan that is applicable
for handling a given event, in some situation. While it is not necessarily an error to have
an event without full coverage, or with overlap, these are common sources of error in
agent programs [6]. Consequently PDT prompts developers to consider and to specify
expected coverage and overlap as part of design of events. Test case results are then
compared against the design specification.

A plan definition includes the type of event which triggers it, a context condition that
determines its applicability in a given situation, and a plan body. The body of a plan
may contain actions (considered atomic) and/or post sub-events (sub-tasks). Plans are
tested for the following:

– Does the plan get triggered by the event that it is supposed to handle? If it does not,
then either some other plan always handles it or there is an inconsistency between
design and implementation.

– Is the context condition valid in some situations? If no context condition is specified
then the plan is always applicable. However, if a context condition is specified
then there must be at least some situation where it is satisfied for the plan to be
applicable. If it is satisfied in any situation that could also indicate an error as it that
is the equivalent of an empty context condition.

– Does the plan post the events that it should? Events are posted from a plan to initiate
sub-tasks (or messages sent to other agents). If some expected events are never
posted, we need to identify them as this may be an error. Here we can only check
if the design matches the code, and can not check, for example, if the internal logic
of the plan is correct/sensible or if the event/message contains the correct data.

– Does the plan complete? It is possible to determine whether the plan executed to
completion. However, we cannot determine whether the plan completed success-
fully as the information required to determine the success of the plan is not cur-
rently contained in an extractable format in the design specification.

If a plan A posts a sub-task (sub-event) that is handled by plan B then the success of
plan A is dependent on plan B, which should in general be tested before A. There may
however be cyclic dependencies. For example, in Figure 2 P0, P2 and P1 are what is
termed a Plan Cycle [3].
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Plan cycles are a special case of testing plans, in that, in addition to testing for the
aspects specific to plans, each plan cycle is considered as a single unit and tested for
the existence and the termination of the cycle at run-time. If the cycle doesn’t terminate
after a maximum number of iterations this generates a warning to the user. If the cycle
never occurs a warning is given as the cycle may have been a deliberate design decision.

While in the general case, events are generated from external input or from within a
plan body, events may also be generated automatically when certain beliefs (conditions)
become true. For example, if a robot agent believes the energy level to be less than 10%
it may generate an event to re-charge. In agent systems like JACK [5] such events are
implemented as database call-backs, other systems may implement them in the form of
active databases, for example [7]. For every belief that generates such events, we test if
the appropriate events get posted in the situations as specified in the design. This aspect
of testing beliefs is an addition to the framework presented in [3].

The testing process consists of a number of steps which we outline briefly below.

1. Determine the order in which the units (events, plans, plan cycles and belief-sets)
are to be tested. If a plan contains sub-tasks the success of the plan is partially
dependent on the plan(s) that satisfy the sub-tasks. For example, in Figure 2 the
success of plan P0 depends on the success of P2 or P3. The order of testing is
therefore bottom-up where a unit is tested before the units that depend on it.

2. Develop test cases with suitable input value combinations as described in section 3.
3. Augment the source code of the system under test with special testing code to

provide appropriate information to the testing system.
4. Execute the test cases, collect and analyze results and produce a detailed report. The

report contains both errors and warnings, where the warnings are things which are
likely to be errors, but which could be intended, or be due to lack of an appropriate
test case (e.g. failure to have a context condition become true in any test, may be
that a new specialized test needs to be added).

All of the above steps are automated and can be performed on a partial implementation
of the system if desired. Figure 3, provides an abstract view of the testing framework
for a plan unit. There are two distinct components: the Test driver and the Subsystem
under test. The former contains the Test Agent, that generates the test cases and executes
the test cases by sending an Activation Message to the Test-Driver Plan. This plan is
embedded into the Subsystem under test during the code augmentation phase, and is

Finished Message

Triggering EventTest−Driver Plan

Results Message

agent

Test Agent

sends

sends

sends

sends

posts

Subsystem under test

Plan−under−Test

Activation Message

Test driver

Fig. 3. Abstract Testing Framework for a Plan
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responsible for setting up the test input and activating the Subsystem under test via a
Triggering Event.

The subsystem contains the units to be tested and other parts of the system required
to activate them. These units under test are able to send Results Messages back to the
Test Agent via testing specific code inserted into them. After all testing is complete the
Test Agent generates the test report.

3 Test Case Generation

Test cases are automatically generated for each unit, by extracting relevant variables
from the design documents and generating variable value combinations. It is important
to ensure that there is comprehensive coverage of the different possible situations the
unit may execute in, so the choice of variable values is very important. At the same
time, it is impossible to test all values, so choices must be made carefully. We also
need to know which variables (in the environment, in the agent’s beliefs, or in the unit
itself) affect the particular unit. This is specified in the design documentation. These
specifications enable automatic extraction of the variables.

Some examples are:

[event-var, book.bookName, string, !=null]
[belief-var, (StockDB, numberInStock), int, >0 ]

Table 1. Example of equivalence classes

name index domain valid minimal normal comprehensive
bookID EC-1 (-∞, 0) no N/A -1 -1

EC-2 [0, +∞) yes 0 0, 1 0, 1
stock EC-1 (-∞, 0) no N/A -1 -1

EC-2 [0, 200] yes 0, 200 0, 1, 199, 200 0, 1, 100, 199, 200
EC-3 (200, +∞) no N/A 201 201

price EC-1 (-∞, 0.0] no 0.0 -0.1, 0.0 -0.1, 0.0
EC-2 (0.0, 90.0] yes 90 0.1, 89.9, 90 0.1, 45.0, 89.9, 90.0
EC-3 (90.0, +∞) no 90.1 90.1 90.1

Having automatically extracted the variables from the design for a particular unit, the
next step in the testing process is to generate values for these variables which will test
the unit. In many cases it is not possible to test all possible values as the domain may be
infinite or very large. We use the standard notions of Equivalence Class Partitioning and
Boundary Value Analysis [8, p.67] to generate a limited set of values for each relevant
variable. An Equivalence Class (EC) is a range of values such that if any value in that
range is processed correctly (or incorrectly) then it can be assumed that all other values
in the range will be processed correctly (or incorrectly). Boundary values mark the
(non-infinity) ends of an EC, and are often values which cause errors. Some approaches
to testing use only valid ECs [9, p.98], while others improve robustness by also using
invalid ECs [9, p.99] [10, p.39] [8, p.67] .

In our approach we allow the user to select from three different levels for choice of
values for variables:
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1. Minimal level is restricted to valid values, and uses boundary values for the valid
ECs.

2. Normal level uses both valid and invalid ECs, selecting boundary values, and values
close to the boundary, for each EC.

3. Comprehensive level also adds a nominal value in the mid-range of each EC.

To illustrate the above let us consider the following variables:

[agent-var, bookID, int, ≥ 0]
[agent-var, stock, int, ≥ 0, ≤ 200]
[agent-var, price, float, >0.0, <= 90.0]

Table 1 gives their ECs, and the choice of values from the three levels. Having chosen
test values for each relevant variable these must be combined in various ways to produce
test cases. Some approaches to testing simply ensure that for each variable, there is at
least one test case with each of the values chosen [9, p.98] [8, p.71] [11, p.55]. A
more thorough approach recognizes that many errors are a result of interactions between
variable values, and takes the cross product of all values for each variable. The problem
is that the latter quickly gives a very large number of test cases. The first approach caps
the number of test cases at the largest number of values for any variable. The second is
the cartesian product of the number of values for each variable, which quickly explodes.
For example if we have five variables, each with five values, it gives over 3,000 test
cases.

A commonly used approach to reduce the number of combinations is combinatorial
design [12]. This approach generates a new set of value combinations that cover all n-
wise (n>=2) interactions among the test parameters and their values in order to reduce
the size of the input data set. We use the Combinatorial Testing Service software library
of Hartman and Raskin1 which implements this approach, in our system. However we
apply this reduction only to test cases involving invalid values. We use all combinations
of valid values, on the assumption that, for agent systems, it is interactions between
valid variable values which will cause different aspects of the code to be activated (most
commonly different plans chosen), and that covering all such interactions is necessary
in order to adequately evaluate if the system is behaving correctly.

As with choice of values we allow the user to choose between different levels of
thoroughness in testing. We provide the following options:

1. Basic level takes the cartesian product of valid values, and then adds one additional
case for each invalid value, based on the assumption that invalid values do not
require so rigorous testing as valid values.

2. Extended level supplements the results with all valid value cartesian products not
in the set obtained using the pairwise reduction of combinatorial design [12].

In addition to the test cases that are auto-generated as described above, the user may
wish to specify additional test cases using his domain and design knowledge. The test-
ing framework accommodates this by means of a Test Case Input window in PDT for a
given unit under test.

1 http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/cts (obtained July 2006, technology
now retired).

http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/cts
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4 Test Case Execution

In order to execute a test case we need to first set up the environment so that it is able
to run. Depending on the unit this may include such things as setting up sockets for
communicating with an external process, setting up a global data structure that will be
accessed, and so on. Then we also need to assign the values we have chosen for the rele-
vant test case, to the appropriate variables, which requires knowing how these variables
are implemented in the code. In this section we describe the details of the execution
process, and the information representation which we require in order for this to be
fully automated.

Initialization Procedures
The testing process tests each individual unit. Prior to executing the test case for that unit
however, it may be necessary to perform some initialization routines such as setting up
connections to external servers, populating databases, initializing global variables and
so on.

In the testing framework we allow these routines to be specified as initialization
procedures for each unit in the Unit Test Descriptor (see Figure 5). The Unit Test De-
scriptor captures testing specific properties of the unit which is in addition to the usual
design descriptor that specifies the properties of the unit. We allow multiple procedures
to be specified where each are in the following format:

<order, owner object, is static, function call, comment>.

Figure 4, is an example of such a specification. In this example, the unit requires the
initBookDB function of the StockAgent to be called as the first initialization proce-
dure. The method is static, hence can be invoked directly from the StockAgent class.
When complete the next method initConnAmazon is executed.

order owner object is static function call comment
1 Stock Agent yes initBookDB() method to populate the books database
2 BuyPlan no initConnAmazon() sets up connection to Amazon.com

Fig. 4. Example specification of initialization procedures

Variable Assignment
In section 3 test cases were defined by generating values for each specified variable of
the unit under test. To execute the test case these values must be assigned to the vari-
ables. The technique for assigning a value to a variable may vary depending on how
the variable is coded in the implementation of the system. For example, a variable that
is private to an object2 needs to be set via the object’s mutator functions. Because the
testing process is fully automated, it is necessary that there be some specification of
an assignment relation to allow appropriate assignment of variable values to the imple-
mentation of the variable in the code.

2 In terms of Object Oriented programming.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of complex variables

This assignment relation is specified in the Unit Test Descriptor of the unit and takes
the following form for each variable:

<variable-name, type, assignment>

where the type is classified as simple, complex, belief or function based on how the
variable is implemented in the source code of the system under test. The assignment
relation depends on these types and we describe them below:

A simple variable is implemented as a public variable, which could be directly set,
or a private variable that is set via a public mutator function. In general, if no assign-
ment relation is specified for a variable, the assumed default is a simple variable that is
publicly accessible.

A complex variable is one that is part of a nested structure, such as an attribute of an
object, which may in turn be part of another object and so on. For example, in Figure
5, the variables Email and Name : are attributes of the attd object of type Attendee
in the triggering event of the plan. The assignment relation for the Email variable is
attd.email as it is a public attribute of that object and can be set directly. The Name :
however, has to be set via the att.setName(String) method.

Belief variables are fields of a particular belief-set. For example:

[belief-var, (StockDB, bookID), int, ==1 ]
[belief-var, (StockDB, inStock), int, >0 , <5]

They do not require an assignment function as the technique for assigning variables
would be the same for any field of the belief. That is, create and insert a record with the
values generated for the belief variables in concern and random values for the rest of the
fields for that record. For example, in Figure 6 the first test case is setup by creating and
inserting a record for the StockDB beliefset with fields bookID and inStock set to 1
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Fig. 6. Illustration of belief variables

and 5 respectively, and creating and inserting a record for the StockOrders beliefset
with fields bookID and required set to set to 1 and 30 respectively3.

Although the automated test cases contain randomly generated values for the belief
fields that are not specified as unit test variables, as with all the test units the user may
specify additional test cases (value combinations) prior to executing the tests.

A special case of belief variables is when historical information is required. For ex-
ample, if the context condition of the plan contains the following:

StockDB.getStockAt(t1) > StockDB.getStockAt(t2)
the design document will contain:
[belief-var, StockDB, numberInStock, int, >0 ].

If we follow the approach above, value combinations will be generated for
numberInStock but only one record will be inserted per test case, which would be in-
sufficient to evaluate that particular context. In the general case, this situation is where
the belief-set is to be populated with multiple rows. There are two alternatives for test-
ing such situations in our testing framework.

The first is for the user to specify a test case manually for this belief. When specifying
a test case manually for a belief, the user is given the option to add as many rows as
desired. This approach however could be tedious if many rows are to be inserted. The
second approach is to provide a method for populating the database as an initialization
procedure of the unit under test.

There may be instances where a variable in the design is realized by a function in
the implementation. We term these variables as function variables. For example, the
variable total order cost which requires some calculation. It is not possible to set the
value of these variables as it depends on the value returned by the function. This value
may depend on a number of other variables, some local to the function others outside.
The current testing framework ignores such variables when generating test cases.

One way in which function variables could be tested is if the user specified all non lo-
cal variables within the function that determine the return value in the design document
and value combinations are generated for these variables. Another approach would be
to augment the system source code to replace the call to the function by another variable
whose values can be set for testing purposes.

3 “SD” and “SO” are the abbreviated names of “StockDB” and “StockOrders” respectively, and
random indicates that the value is a generated randomly.
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Interaction with external entities: Ideally the test cases should be run in a controlled
environment such that any errors may be isolated to the unit under test. As a plan of
an agent executes, it may interact with other entities, external to the agent containing
the units being tested. We deal with two types of such external interactions: interactions
with (i) external systems (e.g. external database server or another agent system) or with
(ii) external agents that are part of the same system.

With respect to external systems, the interface to the agent under test may take var-
ious different forms, hence it is not straightforward to simulate this interaction in a
controlled manner. Also, under the assumption that the external system is ”fixed” (i.e.
it is not under development, or able to be influenced), it is important that the unit under
test respond appropriately to any interaction that happens with regard to such a system.
Therefore the user is expected to ensure that such systems are accessible and function-
ing correctly prior to start of testing. User alerts/notifications to check this are generated
based on design documentation, but can be turned off if desired.

If the interaction is with another agent of the same system, the form of interaction is
known, making it possible to simulate and control this interaction. This is particularly
important as some of these interactee agents (i.e. the external agents that the plan in-
teracts with) may not have been fully implemented or tested. The technique employed
is to replace the interactee agent with a test stub [8, p.148], [13, p.963]. We call such a
test stub as a Mock Agent.

Functionality of a Mock Agent: A mock agent simulates the message send-reply logic
of the interactee agent that it replaces. When a plan is executed during its testing pro-
cess, any message from the plan to an interactee agent will be received by the replace-
ment mock agent. When the mock agent receives a message from the plan-under-test, it
will have one of two possible responses dependent on the design specification: (i) If the
design does not specify a reply to the message received, the mock agent will just log
the message received, and do nothing else; (ii) If the design specifies a reply message
to the message received, the mock agent will log the message received, generate a reply
message and send it to the plan-under-test. The data contained in the reply message in
the current implementation is randomly assigned as the mock agent only simulates the
interactee agent at the interaction level, and does not realise its internal logic4.

Implementing a Mock Agent: The mock agents are automatically created when the
testing framework builds the testing code for a plan. The process for generating the
code of mock agents for a plan is as follows. First, all outgoing messaged are extracted
from the plan under test. For each message, the interactee agent type that receives the
message is identified. For each of the identified interactee agent type, the testing frame-
work generates the code of a mock agent type that replaces this interactee agent type,
following the rules below:

– The mock agent type shares the same type name as its replaced interactee agent
type. Furthermore, if the interactee agent type has been implemented, the mock
agent type also implements the same constructors as the constructors of it.

4 We are in the process of allowing users to define specific responses associated with certain test
cases, in a similar manner to other user defined test case information.
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– For each message received by the interactee agent type, one plan is defined that
handles this message in the mock agent. If this message has a reply specified in the
design, this newly defined plan will create an object of the reply message and send
it back to the agent-under-test. Else, the plan simply logs the message received.

– The code of this mock agent type is embedded into the test implementation to
replace the code of its respective interactee agent type. Any message that is sent to
the interactee agent will be received by this mock agent.

5 Implementation

The testing tool and approach described has been implemented within PDT, relying on
the implemented agent system being in JACK. The implementation which does code
augmentation for testing also relies on the code having a particular structure, and so
requires that code skeletons are generated via PDT. The design descriptors used are
those that are part of the normal design process. However, additional testing descriptors
have been added, in order to map design variables to implementation variables, and to
specify details of initialization that is necessary for execution.

An initial validation of the testing tool has been done using the case study of the
Electronic Bookstore system as described in [14]. The Stock Manager agent was im-
plemented according to the design specified, and then deliberately seeded with a range
of faults, such as failing to post an expected message. For example, the Stock Manager
agent is designed with the plan Out of stock response which posts the subtask Decide
supplier, if the default supplier is out of stock and the number of books ordered is not
greater than 100. The code was modified so that the condition check never returned
true, resulting in the Decide supplier subtask never being posted. Examples of all faults
which the testing system would be expected to recognize, were introduced into the
Stock Manager agent. The testing framework generated 252 test cases using the “Nor-
mal” level of value generation and “Extended” combinations of values, as described in
section 3. As could be expected, all seeded faults were found by the tool.

We are currently in the process of doing a more thorough evaluation, using a number
of programs with design models, developed as part of a class on Agent Programming
and Design. Once this is completed we will be able to comment on the kind of faults
identified and the relationship of these to errors identified during marking the assign-
ments. We have also evaluated the testing system on a demonstration program devel-
oped for teaching purposes. In this program 22 units were tested with 208 automatically
generated test cases. This uncovered 2 errors where messages were not posted as spec-
ified in the design (apparently due to unfinished coding), and one error where invalid
data caused an exception to be thrown. This program was developed as an exemplar
and had been tested by its developer. Consequently the results of this testing process do
indicate that the generation and execution of automated test cases, based on the design
models, was effective in uncovering bugs in the system.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an approach to testing of agent systems, which relies
on unit testing with extensive coverage, and on design models as input to the analysis
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of correct vs faulty behaviour. This work is based on the testing framework described
in our previous work [3], where, we define the units to be tested, the scope of testing
(the type of faults) and outline the testing process, providing some detailed mechanisms
such as the algorithms for determining the order in which the units are to be tested.

In this work we provide the specific details of how variables are specified, extracted
and assigned values to create test cases, and mechanisms for setting up the environment
to execute the test cases automatically.

The approach presented is an unit testing approach to goal-plan based agent systems.
The approach and mechanisms are implemented in PDT and JACK, and hence some
of the examples that we have illustrated are PDT/JACK specific. However, we note
that the approach, concepts, algorithms and processes can be adopted to any goal-plan
based agent system. The design tool should allow for the information required to be
specified and design time and automatically extracted at the testing phase. The code
augmentation and monitoring would need to be implemented in the agent programming
language as we have done in JACK following the algorithms and processes detailed in
this paper and our previous work [3].

Different approaches to model based testing have focused on different kinds of mod-
els, which are then used to generate certain kinds of test cases. For example Apfelbaum
and Doyle [15] describe model based testing focusing on use case scenarios defined by
sequences of actions and paths through the code, which are then used to generate the
test cases. This kind of testing is similar to integration testing or acceptance testing, and
is something we would eventually hope to add to our system. Others (e.g. [16]) focus
on models that specify correct input and output data, but these are not so appropriate
for testing of complex behaviour models.

Binder [13, p.111] has summarized the elements of UML diagrams, exploring how
these elements can be used for test design and how to develop UML models with suffi-
cient information to produce test cases. He developed a range of testability extensions
for each kind of UML diagram where such is needed for test generation. What we have
done is somewhat similar to this for the basic elements of agent systems.

Besides Prometheus, various agent system development methodologies such as Tro-
pos [17], MASE [18] and others, also have well developed structured models that could
be used in a similar way to the PDT models used in this work. Several agent platforms
do already use design models for some level of assistance in generation of test cases.

For example, the eCAT system associated with Tropos [19,20,21,22] is a testing
tool that applies a goal oriented testing approach, which is based on the goal model of
an agent based system. Such a goal model specifies the goal hierarchy of the system,
describing how goals are decomposed to elementary goals. It is supplemented with
ontology information for the purpose of automated test input generation [22], Positive
test cases and negative test cases are then derived from the goal model to respectively
verify the fulfillment (or not) of every elementary goal. However, the eCAT system does
not explore internal components within an agent such as events and plans and does not
verify if they work as expected.

Knublauch [23] introduces a set of APIs that are extended from the JUNIT testing
framework [24], and explores an approach to test agent systems based on the design
model of the Gaia methodology using these APIs. Human developers can use these
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APIs to develop test cases that are automatically executed. However, test cases are still
required to be manually generated. Also, this approach does not explore agents’ internal
units.

Other agent development systems also have their testing support subsystems. Coelho
et.al [25] develop the JAT framework for testing the agents developed by the JADE [26]
platform. They have defined a fault model that specifies a set of fault types relevant
to general agent features. The testing framework provides skeleton code for human
developer to manually develop test cases based on the fault model. A tester agent is
used in the testing framework to automate the execution of test cases. Tiryaki develops
the SUNIT [27] testing framework, which tests the agent systems developed by the
Seagent platform [28]. SUNIT, which is also on top of JUNIT, specifies a set of APIs
for human developers to manually generate test cases based on the SEAGENT model
of an agent system. The SUNIT framework also explores internal features of an agent,
such as the plan-level structure hierarchy of an agent and actions performed by plans.

To our knowledge, our testing tool is the only agent testing system which focuses on
unit testing internal components of an agent, and also fully automates the generation of
test cases as well as the running of them.

We believe that comprehensive automated unit testing is a critical first step in thor-
ough testing of agent systems. However it is limited in what it tests for. Yet, the fact that
the tool managed to find errors in a carefully developed and manually tested system, is
an indication that the approach followed is already valuable.

In future work we expect to add testing related to the satisfactory following of sce-
narios as specified during requirements, as well as testing of agent interactions. We
would expect to be able to adapt the debugging work of [6] using protocol specifica-
tions for the agent interaction testing and also refer to other research on interactions in
agent systems (such as [29]).
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Abstract. The design of agent-based software applications is supported
by modeling approaches that focus on the design of individual agents as
well as their arrangement in organizational structures. However, it is a
challenging task to deduce the collective system behavior from the sum
of designs of the autonomous, pro-active actors and their collaboration
can lead to surprising effects. Therefore, developers of agent collectives
require tools to plan for the effects of agent coaction. Here, we propose
a systemic modeling level that supplements established agent-oriented
modeling approaches and utilizes System Science modeling concepts to
support qualitative examinations of the system-wide dynamics that can
result from agent coaction. We discuss the systematic derivation of sys-
temic MAS abstractions from established design notations and exemplify
systemic modeling of MAS in a case study where the interdependencies
of agent activites and their consequences are identified at design-time
and compared to run-time effects.

1 Introduction

The development of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is supported by sophisticated
modeling approaches and development methodologies [1] that facilitate the de-
sign of software systems as sets of autonomous, pro-active agents. These tools
typically focus on the conception of agent types and agent societies. The col-
laboration and interaction of agents establish the intended system functionality
and the effective coordination of agents is a crucial development effort.

However, the consideration of collective effects in agent-based application de-
signs is largely unexplored in methodical development procedures. In the nat-
ural sciences it has been noticed that more is different [2], i.e. that increasing
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the quantity of equal system elements can lead to qualitatively different system
behaviors. Examples are self-organized and emergent phenomena where global
structures arise from the local interactions of individuals (e.g. particles, cells,
etc.). Similar effects have been observed in distributed software systems [3] and
the structural affinity between complex systems and MAS has been discussed
[4] and observed [5]. Due to this affinity, it can make a qualitative difference
whether agents (inter-)act in small or large populations and small redesigns of
agent models can have unforeseen consequences.

Therefore, it is not sufficient for methodical development practices to check
whether system elements behave as specified, but it is also necessary to check if
the coaction of the conceived elements is able to meet application requirements.
While the latter typically requires macroscopic system simulations (cf. section
5), here we discuss the examination of dynamic system properties at design-time.
Particularly, we show how a systemic modeling level, that takes inspiration from
System Dynamics [6], can be applied to anticipate the qualitative, macroscopic
behavior of MAS. The systematic derivation of these models from MAS designs
allows developers to inspect the causal structure of the application designs and
facilitates examining the dynamic properties, e.g. the presence of oscillations and
fixed points.

This paper is structured as follows. In the coming section, the systemic mod-
eling of MAS is discussed. In section 3, a procedure is presented that guides the
analysis of the dynamic properties of MAS designs. The systematic derivation of
systemic MAS models as well as their examination are discussed and exemplified
in section 4. Finally, we conclude and give prospects for future work.

2 Systemic Modeling of Collective Agent Behavior

System Dynamics provides an interdisciplinary approach to model dynamical
systems [6] and anticipate their timely behavior. At any given time-point the
system state is given by a set of accumulative values of system variables. These
variables influence each other mutually, i.e. causal relations denote the additive
(positive) or subtractive (negative) rates of changes of these properties. Circular
structures form feedback loops that are either balancing (-) and damp variable
fluctuations or reinforcing (+) and amplify perturbations of system variables.
An established formalism is the Causal Loop Diagram (CLD), a graph-based
notation which denotes system properties as linked nodes [6].

System dynamics and agent-based modeling provide contradicting approaches
to understand and simulate systems (e.g. cf. [7]). However, it has been found that
the explicit modeling of (causal) feedback structures within MAS is applicable
to describe the requirements on adaptive MAS [8], organizational dynamics [9]
and decentral coordination schemes [10]. This modeling level is applicable when
the causal interdependencies among agent types are known at design time. It
can be used to examine collective effects that originate from non-linear agent
interactons as well as MAS where multiple agent types can exhibits the same
behaviors/roles.
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Here, we outline a MAS-specific refinement of CLD variable and link types
that has been given in [11] to facilitate the unambiguous modeling of MAS (see
[12] for a discussion of complications). Methodology and agent-architecture inde-
pendent descriptions of macroscopic MAS states are utilizing the generic role and
group concepts. Roles characterize agent activities, i.e. commitments to norma-
tive agent behaviors, and groups provide the context of roles by partitioning MAS
organizations into sets of individuals that share characteristics [13]. An Agent
Causal Behavior Graph (ACBG) is denoted by: ACBG :=< Vacbg, Eacbg >,
where Vacbg is a set of nodes and Eacbg is a set of directed edges between nodes
(Eacbg ⊆ Vacbg × Vacbg). Nodes indicate system variables that denote the num-
ber of agents that exhibit observable behaviors (e.g. cf. [14]). Different types of
nodes and the corresponding variables denote the number of current role acti-
vations (r(x)), the number of active groups (g(x)), the group size (gs(x)) and the
cumulative values of environment properties (e(x)). An additional node type can
be used to join links to a combined interaction rate (r(x)) that expresses con-
tributive influences which jointly cause behavior adjustments of agents. Links
denote positive or negative causal influences that are either direct (e(d+/−)), e.g.
due to inter-agent communication, or mediated (e(m+/−)) by coordination me-
dia, e.g. shared environments [15]. Links between nodes of MAS design elements
(r(x),g(x),gs(x),e(x)) describe causal relations. Therefore, the increases of a node
value enforces that the values of positively connected node values increase in
subsequent time steps. Negative relations enforce changes in opposite directions
[6]. Rate-nodes have only additive / subtractive influences on connected nodes.
Details on the graphical (cf. figure 7) and textual modeling of ACBGs can be
found in [9,10].

3 Systematic Examination of Qualitative MAS Dynamics

Here, we outline a procedure to examine the dynamic properties of agent-based
application designs. Developers abstract design models to describe the conceived
application as a dynamical system and apply simulation tools to examine the
space of possible system behaviors. These tasks supplement established develop-
ment practices (e.g. reviewed in [1]) by an optional development activity, i.e. a
method fragment [16]. This extension enables developers to anticipate the collec-
tive effects of agent models at analysis and design phases in MAS development.

Figure 1 outlines the MAS Coordination Analysis Activity1. This Activity
comprises three phases, namely the (pre-)processing of design models (A), the
construction of an ACBG (cf. section 2; B) and its analysis (C).

3.1 Design Preprocessing

Initially, MAS design models, which are specific to certain methodologies and/or
agent architectures, are abstracted to extract the information that are required
1 Following OMGs Software Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) notation:
http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/spem.htm
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Fig. 1. The qualitative examination of MAS Dynamics

to derive ACBGs (cf. figure 1; A). Three types of design models are consid-
ered, namely specifications of the agent(s), of their environment(s) and optional
models of organizational structures. The Agent Behavior Extraction addresses
the derivation of observable agent behaviors, i.e. ACBG nodes, and the Inter-
action Extraction addresses the extraction of the interdependencies between the
agent(s) as well as environment properties. The proposed Activity can be ad-
justed to different modeling formalisms by providing extraction guidelines.

Figure 2 denotes the conceptual models of the extracted data structures. An
Agent Interaction (AI) model (cf. figure 2; left) describes the interdependencies
(Inter-Agent Interaction) of Agent types and Environment elements. Some
methodologies include comparablemodels, e.g. the GAIA acquaintancemodel [17].
Direct, message-based interactions are commonly denoted by modeling tools, e.g.
as Protocols in Prometheus (System Overview Diagrams) [18]. In addition, devel-
opers have to search designs for mutual interactions with environment elements,
as these may indicate mediated agent interdependencies [19].

The construction of an AI model, i.e. the Task Interaction Extraction, is de-
noted in Figure 3 as a stereotyped UML 2 Activity Diagram. In agreement with
[20], Tasks are described as a control flow that governs the execution of Steps. The

Fig. 2. Conceptual models of intermediate models that prepare ACBG construction
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illustrated processing comprises two principal phases. First, MAS design models
are searched for interacting types of system elements. In two distinct steps the
active (Identify Actors / Agents), i.e. agents and system actors, as well as passive
(Identify Environment Elements) types of system element are identified.

In the second phase, the interactions of the identified elements are extracted.
In parallel, the MAS design is searched for three types of direct interactions
(Identify Direct Interactions:). First, interactions among sets of active system
elements are considered (Agent/Agent). These are signified by message exchanges
that are possibly structured by interaction protocols. Secondly, the interactions
are examined that involve passive system elements (Agent / Environment).
These describe the modification of environment elements as well as the sensing
of these modifications. Finally, the interactions and infleunces between passive
environment elements are considered (Environment/Environment). The inter-
actions that are identified in the latter two steps serve as input to the iden-
tification of mediated interactions (Infer Mediated Interactions: Agent/Agent).
In this step, the mutual acting/sensing activities of agents are related to each
other by infering infomration flws that are manifested by transient modifications
of environment elements. The popagation of modifications is traced to identify
which agents can be affected by the modification of environment elements.

Fig. 3. Procedure to extract the Agent Interaction model

An Agent Behavior Change (ABC) model (cf. figure 2; right) describes the be-
haviors that individual agent types can exhibit and denotes the influences that
cause agents to adjust their local behaviors [21]. The model consists of a set
of Agent representations that comprise a list of observable Behaviors. Behavior
representations denote the causes, i.e. the Interaction Links, that make individ-
ual agents join and leave behaviors. These causes of behavior changes relate
to interactions between agents / environment elements (inter-agent) or inter-
nal events, e.g. goal adoptions or periodic activations (agent-intern). Inter-agent
interactions are identified in the AI models.

Figure 4 summarizes the Task Agent Behavior Extraction that adresses the
construction of an ABC model. The Step Identify Behaviors unambiguously
identifies agent behaviors in agent specifications. Particularly duplicates are
resolved, i.e. behaviors that are denoted in both design models. In [22], this
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identification is exemplified for deliberative, goal-directed agents where agent
behaviors can be distinguished by iterating the static tree structure of goals,
(sub-)goals and plan implementations. The level of detail of the behavior iden-
tification controls the granularity of the analysis [22]. The observable behaviors
are identified for each agent and for each behavior the causes to adopt and
drop it are identified (Search Causes). In this respect denote causes the inter-
actions that make agents adjust their behavior. These describe not necessarily
imperatively, reactive responses but also denote the events that make the agent
reasoning to consider adoption/leave of a behavior. These causes are added to
the ABC model (Add Interaction), if not already present.

For the causing interdependencies it is checked whether they solely cause be-
havior adjustments or they contribute (is not contributive), i.e. that interactions
conjointly enforce adjustments (cf. section 2). An example is given in section 4.2,
where the activation of agents requires the availability of inactive agents as well
as environment elements. The conjoint interactions are added for later processing
(Add Contributive Interactions). When all causes are processed, the behavior is
added to the ABC model (Add Behavior). The Task is finished when the set of
behaviors, exhibited by all active system elements, has been processed. Organi-
zational modeling formalisms describe when agents join/leave groups and roles,
e.g. in the Agent-Group-Role (AGR) model AUML sequence diagrams are utilized
for this purpose [23]. These descriptions denote the interactions / perceptions that
cause behavior changes. If an organizational model of the MAS is available [13],
this is also searched as well for agent behaviors, i.e. role and group concepts (cf.
section 2), and the identified influences are processed as described above.

Fig. 4. Procedures to the processing of MAS designs

3.2 Systemic Model Construction

The (pre-)processing of MAS designs leads to intermediate data structures, i.e.
AI and ABC models. These are processed in the Task ACBG Construction (cf.
Figure 5) to derive a the systemic system representation. First, models are pro-
cessed to identify the ACBG nodes and add these to the ACBG model (Add
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ACBG Nodes (ABCM / AIM)). In this step, agent behaviors, denoted in the
ABC Model are mapped to role activation (r(x)), active groups (g(x)) or group
size (gs(x)) node types (cf. section 2). In addition, environment elements (from
the the AI model) are mapped to ACBG environment property nodes (e(x)).

Then the links are introduced. For each node the corresponding causes (ABC
model) are iterated. If the interaction is not present in the graph, it is intro-
duced (Add ACBG Edge) and connected (Connect Nodes). These links describe
positive (negative) relations when they cause equal (opposite) directed variable
changes, e.g. an increase (decrease) causes agents to adopt connected roles. Links
may also be contributive (isContributive), i.e. combinations of influences cause
changes of behaviors and/or environment elements. Contributive links are joint
by connecting these to a common rate node (r(x)) and connecting the rate to
the target nodes of the interactions (Add Contributives + Join Edges). The con-
tributions of joint interactions is expressed by their individual infleunces on a
global adjustment rate. This rate characterizes how agent interactions infleunce
behavior adjustments. The Task is finished when the set of nodes is processed
and for each node the identified causes have been addedd to the ACBG model.
This procedure does not check whether the introduced graph nodes are linked,
since orphaned nodes / agent types may indicate negligences in the application
design.

Fig. 5. ACBG construction procedure

3.3 Behavior Analysis

The structure of the derived ACBGs highlights the causalities between agent
types and their behaviors. This viewpoint particularly eases the identification of
cyclic causalities which manifest feedback loops. Developers will not only inspect
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the model manually (cf. figure 1; Model Inspection), but also animate the system
behavior to visualize the time dependent changes of system variables, e.g. to
answer what-if questions on different parameterizations and initial conditions.

The animation requires that the CLDs (ACBGs, respectively) are manually
transferred to more precise mathematical models and are calibrated to realistic
configurations. Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) are commonly used to
denote the rates of change of system variables and can be iterated by numerical
computing environments. The formulation of the system as a set of ODE enables
a formal treatment (Mathematical Analysis, cf. figure 1), e.g. the stability analy-
sis of fixed points [24]. An associated modeling formalism is the Stock-and-Flow
Diagram [6]. This modeling approach expresses system variables as stocks and
denote the quantitative in- and out-flow in / from these stocks with mathemat-
ical formulas. Simulation tools to iterate these models are freely available2. In
addition, we found that stochastic simulation tools, e.g. stochastic process alge-
bra [25] as utilized in [26], are appropriate to simulate ACBG models (cf. figure
1: Stochastic Simulation). System variables are represented by numbers of active
processes and their activation / deactivations is controlled by stochastic interac-
tions via interaction channels. The utilization of a Stock-and-Flow Diagrams is
exemplified in section 4 and details on the stochastic simulation of ACBGs can
be found in [27,9].

4 Case Study: Examining Marsworld Dynamics

In the following, the proposed analysis procedure is exemplified by examining the
collective behavior of a comparatively simple MAS. The derivation and analysis
of the qualitative dynamics of these models identifies causal interdependencies
between agent activities and we show the agreement of the anticipated causalities
with MAS simulation results.

4.1 The Marsworld Design

The so-called Marsworld follows a case study given in [28]. The following de-
scription is based on an interpretation of this scenario that is freely available as
an example application of the Jadex agent system.3 The hypothetical Marsworld
setting addresses mining activities on a far distant planet. Teams of autonomous
robots are responsible to explore, mine and transport ore. Sentry agents are
equipped with specific sensors that can verify ore locations. Producer agents are
equipped with mining devices and Transporter agents can carry ore to the home
base. Producers and Transporters are also equipped with inferior sensors that
report locations that may accommodate ore. These locations are communicated
to sentry agents. Sentry agents move to suspicious sites and verify the presence
of ore. When ore has been located a randomly selected Producer agent is called
2 E.g. the System Dynamics module of the Netlogo environment:
http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/

3 http://vsis-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/projects/jadex/
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to mine the ore. When the location has been exhausted a randomly selected
transporter agent is called to move the resource to the home base.

The agent models comprises two behaviors. Agents either search or execute
their designated activity, i.e. sense, produce or transport. Figure 6 (left) denotes
the logical structure of the MAS design and details the Sentry agent type in
the Tropos [29] notation. All agents are equipped with a default behavior to
search for ore. When ore locations are spotted, these are communicated to Sentry
agents that verify ore locations. This activity comprises to move to the suspicious
location, to use the sensors and to request the production of the ore. In a similar
way, Producer and Transporter agents provide their designated activities and
Transporters depend on Producers to communicate requests to transport ore.

Figure 6 (right) describes the activation of Sentry agents (B.1) and Producer
agents (B.2) by AUML sequence diagrams [30]. Any agent type is subject to
the perception of ore locations. This causes the communication of the location
(message: inform location) to sentry agents and causes them to adjust their
behavior, i.e. start the sensing activity. When the sensing activity is finished,
Sentry agents send requests to produce the identified ore to producer agents
(message: request production). This causes Sentry agents to enter the searching
behavior and makes the receiving Producer agent to start production.

Fig. 6. A Tropos Actor (Goal Diagram) that denotes the internal structure of the Sen-
try agent type (left) and (A)UML sequence diagrams (right) of the agent interactions

4.2 Examining the Marsworld Dynamics

The derivation of an ACBG from the outlined MAS design highlights its causal
structure and reveals feedback loops (cf. figure 7). The agent types are each de-
scribed by two role nodes that denote the numbers of activated and searching
agents. The sum of these nodes describes the MAS state. The state of the en-
vironment is given by the numbers of locations that are subject to the activity
of Sentry agents, Producer agents and Transporter agents. When the searching
Producer and Transporter agents encounter unexplored Resources, the number
of Sentry activations increases. Therefore, the search and random encounter of
Resources are contributive interactions (cf. section 2) that influence the rates of
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Fig. 7. Systemic Model (ACBG, cf. section 2) of the Marsworld dynamics

sentry activations. Finally, the activity of Transporters is reducing the number
of available Resources (negative link). Therefore, the MAS establishes a balanc-
ing feedback loop that continuously removes Resources from the environment.
The activation of Sentries is influenced by three balancing feedbacks. As the ac-
tivations of sentries increases, the activations of the other agent types increases
as well (positive links). However, these activations of agents limits the number
of searching agents in the system. Thus the activation rates of the Sentries are
decreased as well. The sentry activations increase when less agents are active,
i.e. more agents are occupied with searching the environment.

4.3 Discussion

We compare the derived ACBG (figure 7) with an agent-based Marsworld sim-
ulation4. By enforcing a stationary working regime, e.g. by a fixed input rate of
resources, the interdependencies of agent activities can be observed as correla-
tions of agent activities (cf. figure 8; C, D). The systemic models assume that
agent cardinatlities are above one and ignores possible blocking by serialization
constraints. The correlation of the active sentries with the active producers (cf.
figure 8; C) shows a maximum at a delay time of about 60 time units. Since
the curve is asymmetric, the mean delay time is somewhat longer (about 70).
The same delay time is shown by the correlation of active producers with the
active transporters. This correlation function has a much longer tail, since the
transporters are activated for a longer time and move between ore-source and
the home-base. Consequently, the correlation between active sentries and active
transporters also has a long tail at a delay time being equal to the sum of the
two above mean delay times. (In the figure, the opposite correlation with a neg-
ative time difference is plotted.) The auto-correlation functions (see figure 8; D)
exhibit a symmetric decay with a short auto-correlation time of the active sentry
and producer agents, and a much longer auto-correlation time of the transporters
for the above explained reason. Interestingly enough, sentries have time slots of
negative auto-correlation which show the interaction with the other non-active

4 Using Netlogo: 100x Sentries, Producer, Transporter in a grid of 1225 patches.
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agent roles. Thus, we have shown that even in a highly fluctuating stationary
working regime, the system dynamics characteristics imposed by ACBG can be
validated using correlation function techniques.

Figure 8 (B) animation of the ACBG that denotes the agent activations as
relative scales. When teams encounter resources, the Sentries are activated (1),
followed by the Producers and Transporters. Inactive agents search the environ-
ment and therefore contribute to the activation of Sentry agents (2). Figure 8
(A) shows this behavior in an agent-based simulation of a bounded environment
that is initialized with a load of ore-sources that are reinforced as a low rate. The
MAS exhibits a comparable system behavior, i.e. resources are foraged and af-
terwards agent activations approach a low steady state that is heavily perturbed
by the spatial distribution of agents and resources. The systemic models partic-
ularly allow to examine specific system configurations (what-if games). Figure 8
(E, F) denote simulations of a MAS configuration, where the number of available
Producers limits the system operation due to the possible activations of Trans-
porters are limited as well. Therefore, agent activations approach steady states.
This indicates the dependence of the effectivity of the MAS on the quantities of
agents and the need for their adaptive allocation.

Fig. 8. Comparing System Dynamic and agent-based simulation models

5 Related Work

Refinements of causality graphs have been proposed to understand the intra-
agent and inter-agent activities of MAS implementations. These approaches
monitor agent execution and causally relate the observed events, e.g. in [31]
to check agent interactions. In [32], graph structures denote the causal relations
among agent concepts, e.g. that the reception of a message modifies a belief
value. The generation of these graphs structures, by the monitoring of agents,
faciltiates the comparison of the expectations on the agent execution with the
actual behavior of system elements. These approaches focus on the microscopic
behavior of individual agents while we are here addressing the macroscopic be-
havior that rises from collectives.
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Mathematical modeling (e.g. [14]) and macroscopic system simulation (e.g.
[26]) have been proposed to examine the dynamic properties, e.g. oscillations
and fixed points, in MAS. In [14], reactive agents as well as environments are
understood as stochastic processes that can be described by differential equa-
tions. This approach particularly addresses homogeneous MAS and the derived
models are equivalent to the mathematical concretions that animate ACBG dy-
namics (cf. section 3.3). In [26], the collective behavior of agents is examined by
translating them to stochastic simulation models, i.e. stochastic process algebra.

Here, we advocate the extraction and examination of the systemic structure
of MAS prior to system simulations or mathematical iterations. The proposed
modeling level utilizes System Dynamics concepts and the resulting models do
not only expose collaborative effects but also facilitate their explanation. The
observation of collaborative effects by model simulations/iterations requires pa-
rameter sweeps and the manual search for appropriate model calibrations is
facilitated by insights in the causal structure that enable debelopers to infer the
observable effects that can be expected.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we argued that the systematic development of agent-based software
systems has to plan for the collective effects that can rise from agent coaction.
A systemic modeling level has been outlined that supplements current develop-
ment practices with the ability to anticipate qualitative dynamic properties, i.e.
oscillations and fixed points, which MAS architectures may exhibit. The system-
atic derivation and analysis of these models has been discussed and exemplified.
Future work concerns the (semi-)automation of the presented procedure to anal-
yse MAS designs. Systemic modeling was initially proposed to assist the design
[8] and construction of self-organizing phenomena [11]. Therefore, it will be ex-
amined as well whether other approaches to design complex MAS behaviors,
e.g. based on the AMAS theory [33], may benefit from this technique. In addi-
tion, the integration in established development processes will be examined in
more detail. Besides the here presented analytic usage of systemic models, their
constructive usage, e.g. to configure and enact externalized models of decentral
coordination strategies, has been considered [10] and will be further developed.
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Abstract. Affective applications are becoming increasingly mainstream in en-
tertainment and education. Yet, current techniques for building such applications
are limited, and the maintenance and use of affect is in essence handcrafted in
each application. The Koko architecture describes middleware that reduces the
burden of incorporating affect into applications, thereby enabling developers to
concentrate on the functional and creative aspects of their applications. Further,
Koko includes a methodology for creating affective social applications, called
Koko-ASM. Specifically, it incorporates expressive communicative acts, and uses
them to guide the design of an affective social application. With respect to agent-
oriented software engineering, Koko contributes a methodology that incorporates
expressives. The inclusion of expressives, which are largely ignored in conven-
tional approaches, expands the scope of AOSE to affective applications.

1 Introduction

Representing and reasoning about affect is essential for producing believable charac-
ters and empathic interactions with users, both of which are necessary for effective
agent based entertainment and education applications. Leading applications of inter-
est include pedagogical tools [4,9], military training simulations [6], and educational
games [10].

As evidenced by the above applications, incorporating affect into applications is an
active area of research. The primary focus of the existing research has been modeling
the affective state of a single agent. Our work builds on that foundation but goes further
by incorporating affective computing with multiagent systems (MAS). By focusing our
attention on the communication of affect between agents, we can develop a new class of
applications that are both social and affective. To achieve the fusion of affect with MAS,
two challenges must be overcome. First, we need a medium through which agents can
exchange affective data. Second, we must define a methodology for creating affective
social applications via that medium.

The first challenge is addressed by using Koko [14], a middleware that facilitates the
sharing of affective data. Koko is a multiagent middleware whose agents manage the
affective state of a user. Further, Koko is intended to be used by applications that seek
to recognize emotion in human users. Although it is possible to use Koko in systems
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that model emotion in virtual characters, many of its benefits most naturally apply when
human users are involved.

Importantly, Koko enables the development of affective social applications by intro-
ducing the notion of expressive communicative acts into agent-oriented software en-
gineering (AOSE). Using the multiagent environment provided by Koko, agents are
able to communicate affective information through the exchange of expressive mes-
sages. The communication of affective information is naturally represented as an ex-
pressive communicative act, as defined by Searle [12]. However, expressive acts are
a novelty in both AOSE and virtual agent systems, which have traditionally focused
on the assertive, directive, and commissive communicative acts (e.g., the FIPA inform
command). Further, Koko enables us to create a methodology for engineering affective,
social applications.

Contributions. This paper describes a methodology, Koko-ASM, centered on expres-
sive communicative acts, the first such methodology to our knowledge. Using this
methodology application developers can construct applications that are both social and
affective. As such, the combination of the Koko middleware and this methodology en-
able AOSE to expand into the design and creation of affective social applications.

Paper Organization. The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
reviews appraisal theory affect models. Section 3 provides an overview of the Koko
middleware. Section 4 describes the Koko-ASM methodology. Section 5 demonstrates
its merits via a case study.

2 Background

This section provides a synopsis of two areas that are fundamental to Koko-ASM: (1)
appraisal theory as a foundation for modeling affect and (2) communicative acts and
their relevance to AOSE.

2.1 Appraisal Theory

Smith and Lazarus’ [13] cognitive-motivational-emotive model, the baseline for cur-
rent appraisal models (see Fig. 1), conceptualizes emotion in two stages: appraisal and
coping. Appraisal refers to how an individual interprets or relates to the surrounding
physical and social environment. An appraisal occurs whenever an event changes the
environment as interpreted by the individual. The appraisal evaluates the change with
respect to the individual’s goals, resulting in changes to the individual’s emotional state
as well as physiological responses to the event. Coping is the consequent action of the
individual to reconcile and maintain the environment based on past tendencies, current
emotions, desired emotions, and physiological responses [8].

A situational construal combines the environment (facts about the world) and the
internal state of the user (goals and beliefs) and produces the user’s perception of the
world, which then drives the appraisal and provides an appraisal outcome. This ap-
praisal outcome is made up of multiple facets, but the central facet is Affect or current
emotions. For practical purposes, Affect can be interpreted as a set of discrete states
with an associated intensity. For instance, the result of an appraisal could be that you
are simultaneously happy (at an intensity of α) as well as proud (at an intensity of β).
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Fig. 1. Appraisal theory diagram [13]

2.2 Communicative Acts

The philosophers Austin [1] and Searle [12] developed speech act theory founded on
the principle that communication is a form of action. In other words, when an agent
communicates, it alters the state of the world. Communicative acts are grouped based
on their effects on the agent’s internal state or social relationships. Specifically, assertive
acts are intended to inform, directive acts are used to make requests, and expressive acts
allow agents to convey emotion.

Existing agent communication languages and methodologies disregard expressives.
AOSE methodologies specify messages at a high level and therefore are not granular
enough extract the meaning of the messages [2]. On the other hand, agent communica-
tion languages specify messages at the appropriate level of detail, but omit expressives.
Instead, they have focused on other communicative acts, such as assertives and direc-
tives, which can be can be readily incorporated into traditional agent BDI frameworks
[15].

3 Koko

Koko’s purpose is twofold. It serves as both an affect model container and an agent
communication middleware [14]. The affect models that Koko maintains focus on a
section of the appraisal theory process (denoted by the dashed box in Fig. 1) in which
the models absorb information about the agent’s environment and produce an approxi-
mation of the agent’s affective state. Koko then enables that affective information to be
shared among agents via expressive messages. It is important to note that since Koko
is designed to model human users, the environment of the agent extends into the phys-
ical world. To better report on that environment, Koko supports input from a variety of
physical sensors (e.g., GPS devices).
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Fig. 2. Koko basic architectural overview

Koko promotes the sharing of affective information at two levels: cross-user or in-
teragent communication and cross-application or intraagent. For a social (multi-agent)
application, Koko enables agents to communicate via expressives. Expressives enable
agents to share their current affective state among other agents within Koko (the for-
mat of an expressive message is outlined in Section 4). Koko also provides a basis for
applications—even those authored by different developers—to share information about
a common user. This is simply not possible with current techniques because each ap-
plication is independent and thereby unaware of other applications being employed by
a user.

Fig. 2 shows Koko’s basic architecture using arrows to represent data flow. The fol-
lowing sections summarize a few of Koko’s key components.

User Agent. Koko hosts an active computational entity or agent for each user. In par-
ticular, there is one agent per user – the same user may employ multiple Koko-based
applications. Each agent has access to global resources such as sensors and messaging
but operates autonomously with respect to other agents.

Affect Model Container. This container manages one or more affect models for each
user agent. Each application must specify exactly one affect model, which is instantiated
for each user of the application. The container then manages that instance for the user
agent. As Fig. 3 shows, an application’s affect model is specified in terms of the affective
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Fig. 3. Main Koko entities
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states as well as application and sensor events, which are defined in the application’s
configuration (described in Section 4) at runtime.

Koko follows CARE’s [10] supervised machine learning approach for modeling af-
fect by populating predictive data structures with affective knowledge. This enables
Koko to support affect models that depend on an application’s domain-specific details,
while allowing Koko as a whole to maintain a domain-independent architecture.

For each affect model, the container takes input from the user’s physical and appli-
cation environment and produces an affect vector. The resulting affect vector contains
a set of elements, where each element corresponds to an affective state. The affective
state is selected from the emotion ontology that is defined and maintained via the devel-
oper interface vocabulary. Using this ontology, each application developer selects the
emotions to be modeled for their particular application. For each selected emotion, the
vector includes a quantitative measurement of the emotion’s intensity. The intensity is
a real number ranging from 0 (no emotion) to 10 (extreme emotion).

Mood Model. Following EMA [7], we take an emotion as the outcome of one or more
specific events and a mood as a longer lasting aggregation of the emotions for a spe-
cific user. An agent’s mood model maintains the user’s mood across all applications
registered to that user.

For simplicity, Koko’s model for mood takes in affect vectors and produces a mood
vector, which includes an entry for each emotion that Koko is modeling for that user.
Each entry represents the aggregate intensity of the emotion from all affect models asso-
ciated with that user. Consequently, if Koko is modeling more than one application for a
given user, the user’s mood is a cross-application measurement of the user’s emotional
state.

Developer Interface Vocabulary. Koko provides a vocabulary through which the ap-
plication interacts with Koko. The vocabulary consists of two ontologies, one for de-
scribing affective states and another for describing the environment. The ontologies are
encoded in OWL (Web Ontology Language). If needed, the ontologies are designed to
grow to meet the needs of new applications.

The emotion ontology describes the structure of an affective state and provides a set
of affective states that adhere to that structure. Koko’s emotion ontology captures the
24 emotional states proposed by Elliot [3], including states such as joy, hope, fear, and
disappointment.

The event ontology can be conceptualized in two parts: event definitions and events.
An event definition is used by applications and sensors to inform Koko of the type of
data that they will be sending. The event definition is constructed by selecting terms
from the ontology that apply to the application, resulting in a potentially unique subset
of the original ontology. Using the definition as a template, an application or sensor
generates an event that conforms to the definition. This event then represents the state
of the application at a given moment. When the event arrives at the affect model, it is
decomposed using the agreed upon event definition.

Koko comes preloaded with an event ontology (partially shown in Fig. 4) that sup-
ports common contextual elements such as time, location, and interaction with applica-
tion objects. Consider an example of a user seeing a snake. To describe this for Koko
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you would create an event seeing, which involves an object snake. The context is often
extremely important. For example, the user’s emotional response could be quite dif-
ferent depending on whether the location was in a zoo or the user’s home. Therefore,
the application developer should identify and describe the appropriate events (including
objects) and context (here, the user’s location).

Runtime API. The runtime API is the interface through which applications commu-
nicate with Koko at runtime. The API can be broken into two discrete units, namely,
event processing and querying. Before we look at each unit individually, it is important
to note that the contents of the described events and affect vectors are dependent on the
application’s initial configuration, which Section 4 discusses.

Application Event Processing. The express purpose of the application-event interface
is to provide Koko with information regarding the application’s environment. During
configuration, a developer defines the application’s environment via the event ontology
specified in the developer interface. Using the ontology, the developer encodes snap-
shots of the application’s environment. At runtime the snapshots capturing the user’s
view of the application environment are passed into Koko for processing. Upon receipt,
Koko stores each event where it is available for retrieval by the appropriate affect model.
This data combined with the additional data provided by external sensors provides the
affect model with a complete picture of the user’s environment.

Application Queries. Applications query for and retrieve two types of vectors from
Koko. The first is an application-specific affect vector and the second is a user-specific
mood vector, both of which are modeled using the developer interface’s emotion on-
tology. The difference between the two vectors is that the entries in the affect vector
depend upon the set of emotions chosen by the application when it is configured,
whereas the mood vector’s entries aggregate all emotions modeled for a particular user.
As such, a user’s mood is relevant across all applications. Suppose a user, Alice, reads
an email that makes her angry and the email client’s affect model recognizes this. All
of Alice’s affect enabled applications can benefit from the knowledge that the user is
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angry even if they cannot infer that it is from some email. Such mood sharing is natural
via Koko because Koko maintains the user’s mood and can supply it to any application.

4 Methodology

Now that we have laid the architectural foundation we describe Koko-ASM, a method-
ology for configuring a social (multiagent) affective application using Koko. Properly
configuring an application is key because its inputs and outputs are vital to all of the
application interfaces within Koko. In order to perform the configuration, the developer
must gather key pieces of information that are required by Koko. Table 1 systemati-
cally lists Koko-ASM’s steps to create an affective social application. The following
documentation concentrates on Steps 1-4, which are of primary interest to AOSE.

Table 1. Koko-ASM: a methodology for creating an affective, social application

Step Description Artifacts Produced

1 Define the set of possible roles an agent may assume Agent Roles
2 Describe the expressives exchanged between roles Expressive Messages
3 Derive the emotions to be modeled from the expressives Emotions
4 Describe the set of possible application events Application Events
5 Select the sensors to be included in the model Sensor Identifier(s)
6 Select the desired affect model Model Identifier

Step 1 requires the developer to identify the set of roles an agent may assume in the
desired application. Possible roles include TEACHER, STUDENT, PARENT, CHILD, and
COWORKER. A single agent can assume multiple roles and a role can be restricted to
apply to the agent only if certain criteria are met. For example, the role of COWORKER

may only apply if the two agents communicating work for the same company.
Step 2 requires the developer to describe the expressive messages or expressives ex-

changed between various roles [12]. Searle defines expressives as communicative acts
that enable a speaker to express his or her attitudes and emotions towards a proposition.
Examples include statements like “Congratulations on winning the prize!” where the
attitude and emotion is congratulatory and the proposition is winning the prize. For-
mally, we define the structure of an expressive to match that of a communicative act in
general:

〈sender, receiver, type, proposition〉 (1)

The type of the expressive refers to the attitude and emotion of the expressive and the
proposition to its content, including the relevant events. The sender and receiver are
selected from the set of roles defined in Step 1. The developer then formulates the
expressives that can be exchanged among agents assuming those roles. The result is the
set of all valid expressive messages allowed by the application.

Step 3 requires the developer to select a set of emotions to be modeled from the
emotion ontology. The selected emotions are based on the expressives identified in the
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previous step. To compute the set of emotions, we evaluate each expressive and select
the most relevant emotions from the ontology for that particular expressive. We add the
selected emotions to the set of emotions required by the application. This process is
repeated for every expressive and the resulting emotion set is the output of this step.

Koko offers support for expressives by providing a well-delineated representation
for affect. Koko can thus exploit a natural match between expressives and affect to help
designers operationalize the expressives they employ in their applications. Our recom-
mended approach to selecting an emotion is to structure Elliot’s set of emotions as a
tree (Fig. 5). Each leaf of the tree represents two emotions, one that carries a positive
connotation and the other a negative connotation. Given an expressive, you start at the
top of the tree and using its type and proposition you filter down through the appropriate
branches until you are left with only the applicable emotions. For example, say that you
have a message with a type of excited and a proposition equal to “I won the game.”
Now using the tree you determine that winning the game is an action the user would
have taken and that excited has a positive connotation, so the applicable emotion must
therefore be pride. In general, the sender and receiver would have different interpreta-
tions. For example, if the recipient of the above message is the agent who lost the game,
then the emotions that are relevant to the recipient would be admiration and reproach
depending on their perception of the winner.

Expressive
Message

Self Others

Events Actions Objects

Attraction
+ like

- dislike

Well-Being
+ joy

- distress

Prospects
+ hope
- fear

Hope Confirmed
+ satisfaction

- dissapointment

Fear Confirmed
+ relief

- fear-confirmed

Self
+ pride
- shame

Others
+ admiration
- reproach

Desirable
+ happy-for
- resentment

Undesirable
+ pity

- gloating

Fig. 5. Expressive message hierarchy

If the proposition of the expressive message is composite or even ambiguous as to
whether or not the type applies to an event, action, or object, then more than one path
of the tree may apply. Such is the case when an agent conveys its user’s mood via
an expressive message. Mood is an aggregation of emotions and therefore does not
have a unique causal attribution. For example, an expressive might convey that a user
is generally happy or sad without being happy or sad at something. Therefore, we do
not select any specific emotion when evaluating a expressive pertaining to mood as the
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emotions that comprise the mood are captured when evaluating the other expressives.
In other words, mood is not treated directly upon the reception of an expressive.

Step 4 requires the developer to describe the application events using the event ontol-
ogy. The events described are a combination of the expressives in Step 2 and additional
details about the application environment. An expressive is modeled as two application
events, one for sending and another for receipt. Each event is modeled as an action
(see Fig. 4) in which the sending of a message is described as an action performed by
the sender that involves the receiver with the expressive in the context. Similarly, one
can envision the receipt of the message as an action performed by the recipient that
involves the sender. The decomposition of a message into two events is essential be-
cause we cannot make the assumption that the receiving agent will read the message
immediately following its receipt and we must accommodate for its autonomy.

The additional details about the application’s environment are also modeled using
the event ontology. The developer can encode the entire application state using the on-
tology, but this may not be practical for large applications. Therefore, the developer
must select the details about the application’s environment that are relevant to the emo-
tions they are attempting to model. For example, the time the user has spent on a current
task will most likely effect their emotional status, whereas the time until the applica-
tion needs to garbage collect its data structures is likely irrelevant. The resulting events
are combined with the events derived from the expressive messages to form the set of
application events that are needed by Koko.

Step 5 and Step 6 both have trivial explanations. Koko maintains a listing of both the
available sensors and affect models, which are accessible by their unique identifiers.
The developer must simply select the appropriate sensor and affect model identifiers.

Based on the artifacts generated by the above methodology we now have sufficient
information to configure the Koko middleware. Upon configuration Koko supports af-
fective interactions among agents (using the expressive messages) as well as enables
applications to query for the affective state of an agent.

5 Evaluation

Using expressives to communicate an agent’s affective state extends traditional AOSE
into the world of affective applications. We evaluate Koko-ASM by conducting a case
study that steps through the methodology and produces a functional affective social
application. The subject of our case study is a social, physical health application with
affective capabilities, called booST. To operate, booST requires a mobile phone running
Google’s Android mobile operating system that is equipped with a GPS sensor.

The purpose of booST is to promote positive physical behavior in young adults by
enhancing a social network with affective capabilities and interactive activities. As such,
booST utilizes the Google OpenSocial platform [11] to provide support for typical so-
cial functions such as maintaining a profile, managing a social circle, and sending and
receiving messages. Where booST departs from traditional social applications is in its
communication and display of its user’s energy levels and emotional status.

Each user is assigned an energy level that is computed using simple heuristics from
data retrieved from the GPS sensor on board the phone. Additionally, each user is as-
signed an emotional status generated from the affect vectors retrieved from Koko. The
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Fig. 6. booST buddy list and activities screenshots

emotional status is represented as a real number ranging from 1 (sad) to 10 (happy). A
user’s energy level and emotional status are made available to both the user and mem-
bers of the user’s social circle.

To promote positive physical behavior, booST supports interactive physical activities
among the members of a user’s social circle. The activities are classified as either com-
petitive or cooperative. Both types of activities use heuristics based on the GPS sensor
readings to determine the user’s progress toward achieving the activities goal. The dif-
ference between a competitive activity and a cooperative activity is that in a competitive
activity the first user to reach the goal is the winner, whereas in a cooperative activity
both parties must reach the goal in order for them to win.

As described in Section 3, Koko hosts an agent for each booST user. A user’s agent
maintains the affect model that is used to generate the user’s emotional status. Further,
booST provides the agent with data about its environment, which in this case incorpo-
rates the user’s social interactions and his or her participation in the booST activities.
The user agent processes the data and returns the appropriate emotional status. Further,
Koko enables the exchange of affective state between booST agents (representing a so-
cial circle of users). This interaction can been seen in Figure 6 in the emoticons next to
the name of a buddy. The affective data shared among the members of a social circle
provides additional information to the affect model. For instance, if all the members of
a user’s social circle are sad then their state will have an effect on the user’s emotional
status.

5.1 Configuring booST

Table 1 outlines Koko-ASM’s process for creating an affective, social application. We
now demonstrate this process using booST.

Step 1 requires that we identify the set of roles an agent may assume. The booST
application involves only two roles, FRIEND and SELF. An agent A assumes the role of
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agent B’s FRIEND if and only if the users represented by agents A and B are members of
each others social circle. The social circle is maintained by booST and can be equated
to the friend list in popular social applications such as Facebook and MySpace.

Step 2 requires that we identify and describe all expressives that occur between the
two roles. Below is an example of what a few such messages would look like depending
on the outcome of a competitive activity within booST. The remaining messages would
be defined in a similar fashion.

〈SELF, FRIEND, happy, “I won the game”〉 (2)

〈FRIEND, SELF, sad, “I lost the game”〉 (3)

〈FRIEND, SELF, happy, “I ran a good race”〉 (4)

Step 3 requires that we select a set of emotions to model from the emotion ontology. As
Section 3 shows, the ontology is based on Elliot’s expansion of the OCC model, which
categorizes emotions based on the user’s reaction to an action, event, or object. When
inspecting each expressive, we find that booST focuses on measuring happiness and
sadness of the user with respect to actions and events. Therefore, we can narrow our
selection to only emotions that meet those criteria. As a result, we select four emotions:
two are focused on the actions of the user (pride and shame) and two on the events
(joy and distress). The booST application uses these emotions to compute the user’s
emotional status by correlating (1) pride and joy with happiness and (2) shame and
distress with sadness.

Step 4 requires that we describe the application events using the event ontology. Each
expressive message yields two events: a sending event and a receiving event. The re-
maining events provide additional details about the application’s environment (Table 2
shows some examples). Since an event in booST is merely an instantiation of the event
ontology, the event descriptions are trivial. For example, the “Competitive Exercise
Challenge” message can be described as an action that involves another agent. When
an event occurs at runtime, the context associated with its occurrence would specify
attributes such as the time of day, challenge information, and the user’s energy level as
calculated by the application.

Step 5 requires that we select the sensors to be included in the model. As we have
already noted booST requires a single sensor: a GPS. The first time a sensor is used a
plugin must be created and registered with Koko. The GPS plugin converts latitude and
longitude vectors into distance covered over a specified time period. This data is then

Table 2. Representative booST events

# Event Description

1 View my energy level and emotional state
2 View my friend’s energy level and emotional state
3 Send or receive “Cooperative Exercise Challenge” message
4 Send or receive “Competitive Exercise Challenge” message
5 Complete or fail a cooperative activity
6 Complete or fail a competitive activity
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maintained by Koko and made available for consumption both by the application and
the affect model.

Step 6 is trivial as booST employs an affect model that is provided by Koko. In
particular, booST employs the model that implements decision trees as its underlying
data structure.

Using the artifacts generated by the methodology we now have obtained sufficient
information to configure the Koko middleware. Upon configuration, Koko maintains an
agent for each booST user. The agent is responsible for modeling the affective state
of the user as well as communicating that state to other agents within the user’s social
circle. With Koko supporting the affective aspects of booST, application developers
are free to focus on other aspects of the application. For instance, they may focus on
developing the creative aspects of the game, such as how to alter gameplay based on the
user’s affective state.

6 Discussion

An important contribution of Koko and Koko-ASM is the incorporation of expressive
communicative acts. These acts, though well-known in the philosophy of language,
are a novelty both in agent-oriented software engineering and in virtual agent systems.
The incorporation of expressives enable agents to interpret the difference between an
expression of feelings and a statement of fact, thus enabling agents to better model their
users and their environment.

Existing Methodologies. Existing AOSE methodologies specify messages at a level that
does not describe the contents of the message and therefore are not granular enough to
support expressives [2]. Koko-ASM is restricted to applications that are both affective
and social, thus its applicability has a much narrower scope than existing methodolo-
gies. These distinctions are simply the result of a difference in focus. It is quite pos-
sible, given the narrow scope of Koko-ASM, that it could be integrated with broader
methodologies in order to leverage their existing processes and tools. For example,
many methodologies [2,16] have detailed processes by which they help developers iden-
tify all possible messages that are exchanged among agents. Koko-ASM would bene-
fit by integrating those processes, thereby making it easier to identify the expressive
messages.

Virtual Agents. Koko and, in particular, Koko-ASM have focused on human-to-human
social interactions. This does not inherently limit the methodology only to such inter-
actions. We have begun to explore the application of our methodology on human-to-
virtual agent interactions. Using this modified version of Koko-ASM we envision a
scenario where the virtual agents will have access to the user’s affective state via Koko.
Applications that leverage this technique could manipulate a virtual agent’s interactions
with a user, based on the user’s affective state.

Enhanced Social Networking. Human interactions rely upon social intelligence [5].
Social intelligence keys not only on words written or spoken, but also on emotional
cues provided by the sender. Koko provides a means to build social applications that
can naturally convey such emotional cues, which existing online social networking tools
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mostly disregard. For example, an advanced version of booST could use affective data
to create an avatar of the sender and have that avatar exhibit emotions consistent with
the sender’s affective state.

Future Work. Koko and Koko-ASM open up promising areas for future research. As an
architecture, it is important that Koko fits in with existing architectures such as game
engines. We have described some efforts in a companion paper [14]. Association with
other architectures would not only facilitate additional applications but would lead to
refinements of the present methodology, which we defer to future research. Further,
we are actively working on formalizing the notion of expressive communication with
respect to agent communication languages.
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Abstract. Modern information systems are considered as collection of
independent units that interact with each other through the exchange
of messages. Especially in the context of multiagent systems, the in-
teraction between agents is of particular importance. Agent interaction
protocols (AIPs) are one important mechanism to define agent-based
interactions. AIPs play a major role within the platform independent
modeling language for multiagent systems (Dsml4Mas). In this paper,
we demonstrate how to design protocols with Dsml4Mas and discuss a
model-driven approach to use the protocol description to generate exe-
cutable code.

1 Introduction

Multiagent systems (MASs) define a powerful distributed computing model, en-
abling agents to cooperate with each other. Thus, beside, aspects like agents
and organizational relationships, the interaction between agents is considered as
basic building block of MASs (see [1]). In accordance to [2], an interaction can be
viewed as a formalization of a concept of dependence between agents, no matter
on whom or how they are dependent. An agent interaction protocol (AIP) as a
special case of interactions describes the manner how messages are exchanged.

The importance of interactions in MAS is underlined by the fact that existing
methods for designing MAS like Tropos [3], Prometheus [4], Gaia [5], or INGE-
NIAS [6] already included mechanisms to express AIPs. In particular, all of them
use some sort of Agent UML diagrams (AUML) [7] for defining agent-based in-
teractions. However, AUML in its current version has some drawbacks that are
intended to be resolved by our approach.

Hence, in this paper, we demonstrate how to design protocol-based interac-
tions using a platform independent modeling language for the domain of MASs
called Dsml4Mas. In [8] an overview of Dsml4Mas and a model transformation
to the execution platform of JACK Intelligent Agents1 is given. The model trans-
formation to JACK allows to close the gap between design and implementation

1 http://www.aosgrp.com/index.html

M.-P. Gleizes and J.J. Gomez-Sanz (Eds.): AOSE 2009, LNCS 6038, pp. 110–124, 2011.
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by taking the complete design made with Dsml4Mas and transferring it to cor-
responding concepts of JACK. The idea to apply the principles of model-driven
development in agent-oriented software is not new (e.g. [9,10]).

However, especially in a more business-oriented context, partners often first
define the manner in which they interact followed by defining the behaviors that
actual implement the agreed interactions. Hence, in this paper, we discuss a
slightly different approach which is more methodology-like. Instead of checking
whether the agent’s internal behavior implements the protocol description, we
focus on a protocol-driven approach that takes a protocol description as a base
and generates a corresponding behavior description that automatically conforms
to the agreed AIP. In a second step, the system designer refines the behavior
description by adding, for instance, private and critical information. Finally, in a
last step, the generated behavior in combination with the remaining design (i.e.
agents, organizations, roles, etc.) is transformed to JACK code that in combi-
nation with manually written code (if necessary) can be executed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
interaction and behavior view of Dsml4Mas in detail. Followed by Section 3,
demonstrating how to design AIPs with Dsml4Mas. Section 4 discusses our
protocol-driven approach by illustrating how to transform AIPs to executable
code. Related work is given in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.

2 Domain Specific Modeling Language for Multiagent
Systems

The domain specific platform independent modeling language for MASs
(Dsml4Mas) defines a graphical language that allows defining MASs indepen-
dent of any existing agent-oriented programming language (AOPL). However,
model transformations can be applied to automatically generate code in accor-
dance to the AOPLs JACK and JADE. The abstract syntax of Dsml4Mas is
defined by a metamodel called Pim4Agents that consists of several views each
focusing on a core building block of MASs.

– Agent view defines how to model single autonomous entities, the capabilities
they have, and the roles they play within the MAS. Moreover, resources
an agent has access to and behaviors used by an agent to solve tasks are
specified.

– Organization view defines how single autonomous agents are arranged to
more complex organizations. Thereby, organizations in Pim4Agents can
either be an autonomous acting entity like an agent, or simple groups formed
to take advantage of the synergies of its members.

– Role view covers the abstract representations of functional positions of within
organizations or other social relationships like interactions.

– Interaction view focuses on the exchange of messages between autonomous
entities. Section 2.1 focuses on the interaction view of Pim4Agents.
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Fig. 1. The partial metamodel reflecting the interaction view of Dsml4Mas

– Behavior view describes how the internal behavior of intelligent entities can
be defined in terms of combining simple actions to more complex control
structures or plans. Section 2.2 focuses on the behavior view of Pim4Agents.

– Environment view contains any kind of entity that is situated in the envi-
ronment and the resources shared between agents and roles.

– Multiagent view contains the core building blocks for describing MASs. In
particular, the agents situated in the MAS, the roles they play, and the sorts
of interactions.

– Deployment view describes the run-time agent instances involved in the sys-
tem and how these are assigned to roles.

Pim4Agents bases on Ecore the meta-metamodel of the Eclipse Modeling
Framework2, a formal semantics of Dsml4Mas have been defined in [11]. In
the remainder of this section, we lay the foundations for the remaining parts
of this paper and discuss the interaction and behavior views in detail, but also
mention the links to the remaining views.

2.1 Interaction View

The partial metamodel of the interaction view is depicted in Fig. 1. A Protocol is
considered as a special form of Interaction. Accordingly, the main concepts of a
Protocol are Actor, ACLMessage, MessageFlow, MessageScope and TimeOut. In

2 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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the deployment view, furthermore, the system designer can specify how Protocols
are used within Organizations. This is done through the concept of Collaborations
that define which organizational members are bound to which kind of Actor as
part of an ActorBinding.

In Dsml4Mas, interaction roles like ’Participant’ or ’Initiator’ are called Ac-
tors that bind AgentInstances at design time or even at run-time. Actors as
a specialization of Role can have subactors, where an AgentInstance bound to
the parent actor must be bound to exactly one subactor. The actor subactor
relationship is discussed in more detail in Section 3. Furthermore, Actors re-
quire and provide certain Capabilities and Resources defined in the role view of
Pim4Agents.

Messages are an essential mean for the communication between agents in
MASs. In Pim4Agents, we distinguish between two sorts of messages, i.e. Mes-
sage and ACLMessage which further includes the idea of Performatives. Mes-
sages have a content and may refer to an Ontology that can be used by the Agents
to interpret its content. A MessageFlow defines the states of the AIP in which an
Actor could be active. The main function of the MessageFlow is firstly to send
and receive ACLMessages which is done through the concept of a MessageScope
and secondly to specify time constraints (i.e. the latest point in time) in which
these ACLMessages need to be sent and received through the TimeOut concept.
A TimeOut defines the time constraints for sending and receiving messages and
how to continue in case of a TimeOut through the messageFlow reference.

A MessageScope defines the ACLMessages and the order how these are sent
and received. In particular this is achieved by connecting ACLMessages via Ex-
changeModes. Beside ACLMessages sent and received, a MessageScope may also
refer to Protocols that are initiated at some specific point in time in the parent
Protocol. This particular feature allows modeling of nested protocols. The order
in which ACLMessages are exchanged is defined by a so-called ExecutionMode
featuring the following alternatives. A Sequence defines a sequencing of traces
timely ordered. A Parallel denotes that several traces are executed concurrently
and a Loop describes that a particular trace is executed as long as a particular
condition is satisfied. Finally, None specifies that only a single ACLMessage is
exchanged. A combination of these ExchangeModes can easily be achieved by
the MessageScope’s messageSplit reference which allows to nest ExchangeModes.
Further branching can be defined by specifying transitions between Message-
Flows using their messageflow reference.

2.2 Behavioral View

The behavioral view describes how plans are composed by complex control
structures and simple atomic tasks and how information flow between those
constructs. The core concepts of the behavioral view are depicted in Fig. 2.

A Plan can be considered as a specialization of the abstract Behavior to
specify an agent’s internal processes. An Agent can use several Plans, each of
them contains a set of Activities and Flows (i.e. ControlFlow, InformationFlow)
that link Activities together. The body of a Plan is mainly represented by the
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Fig. 2. The partial metamodel reflecting the core behavioral view of Dsml4Mas

specializations of an Activity. A StructuredActivity is an abstract class that in-
troduces more complex control structures into the behavioral view. It inherits
from Activity, but additionally owns a set of Activities and ControlFlows.

A Sequence as a specialization of a StructuredActivity denotes a list of Activi-
ties to be executed in a sequential manner as defined by contained ControlFlows
through their sink and source attributes. A Split is an abstract class that defines
a point in a Plan where a single thread of control splits into multiple threads
of control. We distinguish between Parallel and Decision as specializations of
Split. A Parallel is a point in a Plan, where a single thread of control splits into
multiple threads of control which are executed in parallel. Thus a Parallel al-
lows Activities to be executed simultaneously or in any order. How the different
threads are synchronized is defined by a SynchronizationMode. Feasible options
are XOR, AND and NofM (i.e. n of m paths are synchronized). In contrast to
a Parallel, a Decision in Pim4Agents is a point in a Plan where, based on a
condition, at least one Activity of a number of branching Activities must be cho-
sen. A Decision can either be executed in an XOR or OR manner. In contrast, a
Loop is a point in a Plan, where a set of Activities are executed repeatedly until
a certain pre-defined condition evaluates to false. It allows looping that is block
structured, i.e. patterns allow exactly one entry and exit point. A ParallelLoop
as a specialization of Loop and Parallel allows specifying iterations in the form
that each trace is executed in parallel.

Like a StructuredActivity, a Task is an abstract class that inherits from Ac-
tivity. Unlike a StructuredActivity, a Task mainly focuses on atomic activities
and thus does not contain any Activities or ControlFlows. Sending and receiv-
ing messages is covered by the Send and Receive tasks. Furthermore, the Wait
activity allows to wait for a particular time or event, the InternalTask activity
can be used to define code.
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Fig. 3. Contract net protocol modeled using Dsml4Mas

3 Example: Contract Net Protocol

In the following, we demonstrate how to model AIPs using Dsml4Mas’s graph-
ical editor. This editor is based on the abstract syntax (i.e. Pim4Agents meta-
model) partly introduced in the previous section and uses the Eclipse’s Graphical
Modeling Framework3. Beside the graphical notation that supports modeling of
each view in a graphical manner, by clicking on the graphical symbol, the prop-
erties of this concept can be further specified and refined in the properties view.
A detailed overview on the graphical editor can be found in [12].

For illustrating how to model AIPS, we use the CNP [13] which is depicted
in Fig. 3. Therefore, we firstly introduce two actors called Initiator and Partic-
ipant. The protocols starts with the first message flow of the Initiator that is
responsible for sending the CallForProposal message of the performative type
cfp. The CallForProposal message specifies the task as well as the conditions
that can be specified within the properties view of the graphical editor. When
receiving the CallForProposal, each agent instance performing the Participant
decides on the base of free resources whether to Propose or Refuse. However, how
this selection function is defined cannot be expressed in the protocol description,
as private information are later manually added to the automatically generated
behavior description. To distinguish between the alternatives, two additional ac-
tors (i.e. Propose and Refuse) are defined that are subactors of the Participant
(i.e. any agent instance performing the Participant should either perform the
Propose or Refuse actor). The transitions between the message flow within the
3 http://www.eclipse.org/gmf/
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Participant and the message flows of the Refuse or Propose actors through the
messageFlow reference underline the change of state for the agent instance per-
forming the Participant actor. However, the transitions are only triggered if a
certain criterion is met. In the CNP case, the criterion is that the Initiator got
all replies, independent of its type (i.e. Refuse or Propose). The postConditions
of a MessageFlow can be defined in the properties view of the graphical editor.
The message flows within the Refuse and Propose actors are then responsible for
sending the particular messages (i.e. Refuse and Propose).

After the deadline expired—defined by the TimeOut—or all answers sent by
the agent instances performing the Participant actor are received, the Initiator
evaluates the proposals in accordance to a certain selection function, chooses
the best bid(s) and finally assigns the actors BestBidder and RemainingBidder
accordingly. Again, the selection function is not part of the protocol, but can
be defined later on in the corresponding plan. Both, the BestBidder actor as
well as the RemainingBiddder actor—containing the agent instances that were
not selected—are again subactors of the Propose actor. The Initiator sends an
AcceptProposal message to the BestBidder and a RejectProposal message to the
RemainingBidder in parallel. After completing the work on the assigned task, the
BestBidder reports its status to the Initiator by either sending an InformResult,
InformResult or Failure message. For this purpose, we distinguish again between
three subactors of BestBidder.

4 Model-Driven Methodology to Generate Executable
Code

The process of generating executable code based on a protocol description is
discussed in this section in more detail. This methodology consists of two phases
depicted in Fig. 4. In a first step, a transformation from the protocol description
to the internal behaviors of the participating agents is discussed. In a second step,
the transformation from the behavioral perspective to the agent-based execution
platform JACK is given. Both transformations were implemented utilizing the
Atlas Transformation Language4.

4.1 From Interaction Protocol to Behaviors

Model Transformation. The general approach we take in this model trans-
formation is to initiate one Plan for each Actor not being referred by any other
Actor as sub-actor. How this is done concretly is depicted by Mapping Rule 1.

Mapping Rule 1: MessageFlow → Plan

– name: name of the MessageFlow plus the name of the active Actor
– steps: collection of Send and Receive tasks (cf. Mapping Rule 5 and

6), Parallel, Sequence, and Loop activities (cf. Mapping Rules 2-4)
– flows: collection of ControlFlows combining the generated Activities

4 http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/
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Fig. 4. Conceptual model transformations between (i) the interaction view and behav-
ioral view (left hand side) and (ii) the behavioral view and JackMM plan aspect (right
hand side)

A MessageFlow is considered as a state an Actor is within an Interaction, where
mainly to actions are feasible, namely sending and receiving ACLMessages. Even
if Mapping Rule 1 only transforms the first MessageFlow of any active Actor
directly, any subsequent MessageFlow of the same Actor and relevant information
with respect to (i) the MessageScopes used by the subsequent MessageFlows and
(ii) potential Timeouts is collected in order to form the body of the Plan by
applying the corresponding mapping rules.

The Plans generated for one Actor are collected and included in the Actors
provided Capabilities. Any Agent which may possibly be bound to this Actor
through its DomainRole will have access to this Behavior to make use of. Beside
instantiating a Plan, a MessageFlow is also the source for generating Decisions.
However, only MessageFlows are considered that have a non-empty messageflow
reference. This means that in these particular MessageFlows, the Actor is split
into two or more subactors. This split may base on a condition that will be
exactly specified within the Decision introduced in the generated Plan.

Within the body of a Plan, the order of sending and receiving Messages is
deduced from the order in which the corresponding MessageScopes are arranged
and to which ExchangeMode (i.e. None, Parallel, Loop or Sequence) they refer.
This means in particular that a Parallel operation is mapped to a Parallel ac-
tivity, a Sequence operation is mapped to a Sequence activity, and finally a Loop
operation is mapped to a Loop activity as defined by the following three mapping
rules.

Mapping Rule 2: ExchangeMode:Parallel → Parallel

– name: name of the ExchangeMode’s MessageScope
– flows: collection of ControlFlows combining the generated Activities
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– steps: collection of MessageScopes part of the MessageScope’s mes-
sageSplit reference addressing this ExchangeMode through the oper-
ation attribute

For any kind of MessageScope part of the particular MessageScope of type Exe-
cutionMode:Parallel a unique trace of the particular Parallel activity is defined
which may consists of any other combination of complex (e.g. Sequence) or simple
(e.g. Send, Receive) control structure. How to transform EchangeMode:Sequence
is depicted in Mapping Rule 3.

Mapping Rule 3: ExchangeMode:Sequence → Sequence

– name: name of the ExchangeMode’s MessageScope
– flows: collection of ControlFlows combining the generated Activities
– steps: collection of MessageScopes part of the MessageScope’s mes-

sageSplit reference addressing this ExchangeMode through the oper-
ation attribute

In contrast to ExchangeMode:Parallel, in the case of a Sequence, a unique trace
is specified. The order in which the Activities are arranged is deduced from the
order (from top to bottom) of the contained MessageScope.

Mapping Rule 4: ExchangeMode:Loop → Loop

– name: name of the ExchangeMode’s MessageScope
– flows: collection of ControlFlows combining the generated Activities
– steps: collection of MessageScopes part of the MessageScope’s mes-

sageSplit reference addressing this ExchangeMode through the oper-
ation attribute.

Like in the manner of a Sequence, for any ExchangeMode:Loop, a unique trace
is initiated. The order is again deduced from the ordering of contained Mes-
sageScopes.

In contrast to the different types like Parallel, Loop, or Sequence, a Exchange-
Mode:None refers to exactly one ACLMessage. As any kind of message needs
to be sent but also received, the particular MessageScope is either mapped to
a Receive or Send task, depending on whether the corresponding MessageFlow
sends or receives the ACLMessage.

Mapping Rule 5: ExchangeMode:None → Send

– name: name of the ExchangeMode’s MessageScope
– message: reference to the transformed ACLMessage (cf. Mapping

Rule 7) that is referred by the ExchangeMode’s MessageScope

Mapping Rule 6: ExchangeMode:None → Receive

– name: name of the ExchangeMode’s MessageScope
– message: reference to the transformed ACLMessage (cf. Mapping

Rule 7) that is referred by the ExchangeMode’s MessageScope
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The Send and Receive activities generated by the Mapping Rules 5 and 6 refer
to a Message that is generated by applying Mapping Rule 7. As ACLMessages
are sent and received to/from multiple Actors that are possibly performed by
multiple AgentInstances, both, Send and Receive, have to be included in a par-
allel statement (i.e. ParallelLoop) that iterates over all AgentInstances currently
performing this Actor. This allows keeping a Plan as generic as possible, as the
information how many AgentInstances are finally playing the particular Actors
does not need to be known at design time. The next rule deals with the mapping
between ACLMessages and Messages.

Mapping Rule 7: ACLMessage → Message

– name: name of the ACLMessage
– aclMessage: reference to the target ACLMessage

Mapping Rule 7 mainly defines the type of the Message that is referred by Send
and Receive activities. However, as a Protocol does not provide any information
concerning the message’s content, the Message’s content slot needs to be filled
manually. The same holds for the sender and receiver slot, as the AgentInstance
sending and receiving the particular Message is in the most cases not available
during design-time, but most properly appointed at run time.

Finally, the last basic rule deals with the mapping of TimeOuts. Therefore,
each TimeOut is mapped in the manner that a Wait activity is introduced and
integrated into a Parallel activity consisting of two paths. One path includes the
Wait activity, the other one includes the Activities responsible for sending and
receiving messages within the given time frame.

Mapping Rule 8: TimeOut → Wait

– name: name of the TimeOut
– timeout: reference to the target TimeOut

Mapping Rule 8 generates a Wait activity that refers to a single TimeOut to
specify the time the particular Agent has to wait.

Generated Behaviors. Fig. 5 depicts the generated initiator’s plan for col-
lecting the initial responses from the participant’s side and sending of accept
and reject messages. It bases on the message flows responsible for receiving the
Refuse and Propose messages and sending the Reject and Accept messages. The
plan mainly consists of three phases. In the first phase, the CollectResponses
parallel is triggered that has two paths, one responsible for waiting until the
particular TimeOut is raised and one for collecting the responses. The execution
mode of this parallel statement is XOR, meaning that the statement can be
left after all messages were received or a certain time—which is defined by the
TimeOut in the Protocol—has been waited. The execution mode of a parallel
statement can be selected within the properties view of the graphical editor.
This is also the case for Messages referred to by Send/Receive and TimeOuts
referred to by Wait.
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Fig. 5. The generated SendAcceptReject plan

The messages are collected inside a Parallel called CollectResponsesParallel.
For each entity bound to the Participant actor, either the ParallelLoop Receive-
ProposeParallelLoop or the ParallelLoop ReceiveRefuseParallelLoop is executed.

In the second phase, the SelectBestBidder plan is triggered which needs to be
added manually as the information according to which criteria the best bidders
are selected is not part of the protocol description. After an allocation has been
evaluated, in the last phase, the agent instances are assigned to the corresponding
actors BestBidder and RemainingBidder and informed accordingly. This is done
in the SendAcceptReject parallel, where the Reject and Accept messages are sent
to the RemainingBidder and BestBidder concurrently. Again, the send tasks are
integrated into a parallel loop activity specifying that for each agent instance
bound to one of the actors either the message Accept or Reject is sent.

4.2 From Behaviors to JACK

JACK is a process-centric agent-based programming language that bases on
principles of the belief-desire-intention theory [14]. JACK mainly focuses on the
internal perspective of an agent defined by so-called plans, an interaction proto-
col perspective between agents is not provided. In [15], we defined a metamodel
for JACK called JackMM that distinguishes between the team view and the
process view. The right hand side of Fig. 4 depicts some concepts of the process
view briefly discussed in the following. A TeamPlan in JackMM is a special Plan
that can be used within a Team to organize its members. Normally, a Team-
Plan handles exactly one and may send several Events which is pretty similar
to Messages in Dsml4Mas (at least those Events that are of the type message
event). Several activities like SendNode, ParallelNode, DecisionNode and Flows
are available within a TeamPlan to define how to achieve a certain goal. A more
complete overview on JackMM-related concepts can be found in [15].
The conceptual transformation from the behavioral metamodel of Dsml4Mas to
the JACK process metamodel is illustrated on the right hand side of Fig. 4. For
each Plan generated by applying the interaction to behavior transformation, a
TeamPlan is generated. The body of this TeamPlan is generated in an one-to-one
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Fig. 6. The generated SendAcceptReject team plan in JACK (partial)

manner at least for those activities in Pim4Agents that were directly supported
by JACK. An example is the Send activity which is transformed to a SendNode in
JACK. The Message a Send refers to is directly transformed to the corresponding
Event. As a TeamPlan automatically handles an Event, we do not need to directly
transfer Receive activities of Dsml4Mas to related concepts in JACK. However,
as Plans in Dsml4Mas base on MessageFlows which clearly describe which
Messages are received and sent, we can easily generate the TeamPlan-specific
structure. Concepts like Parallel, Decision and Wait can also be mapped in an
one-to-one fashion as illustrated in Fig. 4. In the contrast to concepts like Loop,
ParallelLoop and Sequence which are not directly supported by JACK. In the
case of Sequences this can easily be compensated by connecting the predecessor
of a Sequence with the first activity within the Sequence and the last activity
of a Sequence with its successor. For the concepts of Loop and ParallelLoop, we
define templates consisting of several activities of the process view (e.g. Decision
concept used for looping purpose) and filled with the activities contained by the
source concepts (i.e. Parallel and ParallelLoop).

Fig. 6 depicts the generated SendAcceptReject team plan. Due to space re-
strictions, we mainly focus on the part responsible for sending the Accept event.
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Though, except the names of the variables and the event sent, the part of sending
the Reject event is rather similar. As depicted in Fig. 4 and mentioned earlier,
for each Plan in Dsml4Mas, we generate a corresponding TeamPlan. Hence,
the corresponding team plans ReceivePropose and ReceiveRefuse are not part
of SendAcceptReject. Those are automatically triggered whenever a Refuse and
Propose event is sent by the any participant. Both plans are responsible for up-
dating the belief set of the particular agent with the information whether the
replying agent instance refuses or proses.

After the deadline expires or all answers were received, the SelectBestBidder
team plan is invoked using the concept achieve. Internally, the achieve statement
posts an internal event which triggers the SelectBestBidder plan and waits until
the best bidder and remaining bidders were selected. Afterwards, the evaluation
is reported to the proposed agent instances. Like in the corresponding plan of
Dsml4Mas illustrated in Fig. 5, this is done using the parallel statement of
JACK. For each, the best bidders and the remaining bidders, a path is instan-
tiated responsible for sending the particular event. The process of sending is
again done in a parallel statement. However, in this case, the parallel works as
a parallel iteration, as for each agent instance of the best bidders (i.e. accept)
an event mes is sent. The loop terminates if every instance is addressed which
is ensured by the code BestBidderEnumeraion.hasMoreElements() part of the
decision.

5 Related Work

In the MAS community, Agent UML (AUML) is the most prominent modeling
language for specifying AIPs. AUML is an extension of the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) to overcome the limitations of UML with respect to MAS
development. In particular, AUML specifies AIPs by providing mechanisms to
define agent roles, agent lifelines (interaction threads, which can split into several
lifelines and merge at some subsequent points using connectors like AND, OR
or XOR), nested and interleaved protocols (patterns of interaction that can be
reused with guards and constraints), and extended semantics for UML messages
(for instance, to indicate the associated communicative act, and whether mes-
sages are synchronous or not). However, AUML does not allow to express more
specialized subactors. For this purpose, in [16], Haugen suggested two improve-
ments to the UML 2.0 sequence diagram notation in order to define multicast
messages and combined-fragment iterators over subsets. This approach share
several commonalities with our approach. However, the suggested improvements
are not part of the recent version of AUML. Even if AUML can be considered
as de facto standard for modeling AIPs, tool supported is very limited. In [17],
a textual notation and graphical tool have been presented. In [18], an approach
is presented that automatically interprets AUML AIPs. However, the resulting
tool called Paul (Plug-in for Agent UML Linking) only supports parts of AUML
as only the alternative operator is implemented. Furthermore, the code genera-
tion is limited to two agent lifelines and it is pretty unclear if multicast messages
are supported.
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6 Conclusion

This paper discusses an approach to describe agent interactions in a protocol-
based manner. For this purpose, we discussed the interaction and behavioral
parts of our domain specific modeling language for MAS (Dsml4Mas) and il-
lustrated how to use Dsml4Mas to design the contract net protocol. The ap-
proach we are taking in the interaction view is intended to express that there
are different actors relative to the initiator described in the protocol. Rather
than defining one actor that is fully general, we now describe one actor for each
distinct situation. Hence, protocols like the CNP can easily be described using
the interaction view of Dsml4Mas as one-to-many interactions as well as the
differentiation between subactors of the same actor is naturally supported. This
is a very interesting result as AUML lacks this kind of expressiveness.

Beside demonstrating how to model AIPs using Dsml4Mas we furthermore
discussed how to transform agent interaction protocols designed to executable
behaviors by applying principles of model-driven development. Therefore, we
firstly transformed the interaction description to a process-centric model in
Dsml4Mas. Therefore, we defined a mapping between concepts of the inter-
action and the behavioral metamodel. This was mainly done in an one-to-one
manner, however, private information needs to be integrated in the agents’ in-
ternal behavior to make each agent’s behavior complete regarding execution. In
a next and last step, the Dsml4Mas model including the generated behavioral
model is mapped to the agent-based programming language JACK which finally
allows to execute the protocol description.
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Abstract. Multi-agent System Product Lines (MAS-PLs) are the inte-
gration of twopromising technologies:Multi-agent Systems (MASs),which
provides a powerful abstraction to model features with autonomous and
pro-activebehavior, andSoftwareProductLines (SPLs),whoseaim is to re-
duce both time-to-market and costs in the development of system
families by the exploitation of commonalities among family members. This
paper presents a domain engineering process for developing MAS-PLs. It
definesactivitiesandworkproducts,whosepurposes includeallowingagent
variability andproviding agent features traceability, both not addressed by
current SPL and MAS approaches.

Keywords: Multi-agent Systems, Software Product Lines, Domain
Engineering, Software Process.

1 Introduction

Complex modern software systems tend to be situated, open, autonomous and
highly interactive [1]. Agent-oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) has emerged
as new paradigm that addresses the development of complex and distributed
systems based on their decomposition into autonomous and pro-active agents,
which together compose a Multi-agent System (MAS). However, MAS method-
ologies have not addressed so far the need of developing large scale customized
systems and little effort has been done to take advantage of software reuse
techniques. Software Product Lines (SPLs) manage to promote reduced time-
to-market, lower development costs and higher quality to the development of
applications that share common and variable features. A feature is a system
property that is relevant to some stakeholder and is used to capture common-
alities or discriminate among products in a SPL. Based on the exploitation of
application commonalities and large-scale reuse, these applications are derived
in a systematic way and are customized to specific user needs. In order to fulfil
the increasing demand of large-scale and customized MASs, Multi-agent Sys-
tem Product Lines (MAS-PLs) have emerged to integrate these two promising
trends of software engineering. The main goal of MAS-PLs is to incorporate their
respective benefits and to help the industrial exploitation of agent technology.
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In this context, this paper presents a domain engineering process for develop-
ing MAS-PLs. The two main issues in the MAS-PL development that we aim at
addressing and have not been addressed by current approaches are: (i) document-
ing agent variability – explicit variability documentation is essential in SPLs [2].
Nevertheless, SPL approaches do not cover variability documentation in agent
models; they focus on specific models, e.g. object-oriented [3] and component-
oriented [4]; and (ii) tracing agent features – feature traceability allows to specify
the configuration knowledge between problem and solution space thus enabling
the selection of appropriate artifacts of a SPL in the product derivation process.
In defining our process we introduce new and modified models as well as leverage
some activities and notations that consist of parts of methods of existing SPL
and MAS approaches [3,5,6].

Besides providing customized applications derived in a systematic way, the
scenario we are currently exploring is the incorporation of autonomous and pro-
active behavior to existing web systems. This is becoming common practice
for several web-based systems, for instance recommending products in online
stores and displaying personalized advertisements in search engines according to
previous searches. We have distinguished these features that provide autonomous
and pro-active behavior by naming them as agent features. Consequently, we
aim at explicitly separating agent and non-agent features, mainly due to two
reasons: (i) agent abstraction provides some particular characteristics, such as
autonomy and pro-activeness. Features that do not require them can be modeled
and implemented using other technologies (e.g. object-oriented) taking benefit
from frameworks and approaches already proposed; and (ii) we aim at supporting
the evolution of existing applications and SPLs that have been developed using
other existing technologies by the incorporation of agent features. Given that
we are adopting a feature-oriented development approach, features are modeled
independently of each other. Therefore, it is possible to modeling agent and
non-agent features in different ways.

The paper is structured as follows. Related work is presented in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 presents the proposed domain engineering process, first giving an overview
of it, and later detailing each of its phases. Section 4 concludes this paper and
points out directions for future work.

2 Existing MAS-PL Approaches

Several approaches have been published to address problems and challenges of
both SPL and MAS engineering [3,5,6,7]. Even though many MAS methodologies
have been proposed, most of them do not take into account the adoption of
extensive reuse practices that can bring an increased productivity and quality to
the software development [8]. They do not consider variability on agent models
and do not take into account feature modularization and traceability. Despite
the fact that SPL approaches provide useful notations to model agent features,
none of them completely covers all their properties and concepts [9]. They do
not provide models to design agent concepts and map them to features.
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Only few attempts have explored the integration synergy of MASs and SPLs.
Pena et al. [10] propose an approach based on MaCMAS methodology, which
consists of using goal-oriented requirement documents, role models, and trace-
ability diagrams in order to build a first model of the system. A principle of
SPLs is to design and implement features as modularized as possible in order
to allow an effective application engineering. However, their approach proposes
that variabilities are analyzed after modeling the MAS, and this can lead to un-
desired situations, such as, the high coupling between mandatory and optional
features and inadequate modularization of agent features.

Dehlinger & Lutz [11] have proposed an extensible agent-oriented require-
ments specification template for distributed systems that supports safe reuse.
Their proposal adopts a SPL approach to promote reuse in MASs, which was
developed using the Gaia methodology. Although this approach provides a tem-
plate to capture agent variability, it covers only the requirements engineering
phase, and therefore it does not offer a complete solution to address the model-
ing of agent features in the domain design and implementation.

3 A Domain Engineering Process for MAS-PL

SPL engineering [7,4] aims at improving the development of system families by
exploiting common features of applications. A SPL is defined as [7] “a set of
software intensive systems that share a common, managed set of features sat-
isfying the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that
are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way.” SPL en-
gineering allows a systematic derivation of products of the same family from a
flexible architecture that supports variability. It is typically composed of two key
processes: domain engineering and application engineering. Domain engineering
is the process of SPL engineering in which SPL commonalities and variabilities
are identified, defined and realized. During the application engineering, applica-
tions of the SPL are built by reusing domain artifacts and exploiting the SPL
variability. The process of deriving products based on reusable domain artifacts
is called product derivation process. This section first introduces our domain
engineering process and describes its key characteristics (Section 3.1). Later, it
presents and analyzes approaches that led to some activities and notations in-
corporated to our process. (Section 3.2). Finally, it details each phase of our
domain engineering process (Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5).

We illustrate our process phases with our ExpertCommittee (EC) case study
[12]. It is a MAS-PL of conference management systems, whose aim is to manage
paper submission and reviewing processes from conferences. The multi-agent
version of this kind of system was first proposed in [13] and since has been widely
used to the elaboration and application of MAS methodologies. We assume the
readers of this paper are mostly knowledgeable about the domain, but a complete
description about this case study can be seen in [12]. The EC MAS-PL was
developed in a stepwise fashion. The first version comprises the MAS-PL core
built with object-oriented technology, providing mandatory features. Later, new
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features were added to this core: reviewer role and functionalities related to it;
automatic suggestion of conferences to authors; message notifications to users
through email or SMS (alternative feature); and automatic assignment of papers
to committee members. Most of these new features have the goal of automating
tasks previously done by users. Due to the pro-active and autonomous nature
of these features, they were developed using agent technology. Products may be
derived from the MAS-PL by the selection of optional and alternative features.

Due to space restrictions, we focus on describing activities purposes and their
main output work products, suppressing some details such as tasks of each ac-
tivity and roles. Additional details and work products of the EC case study can
be found in [14].

3.1 Process Overview

Our process is structured according to the SPEM [15], which provides a common
syntax and modeling structure to construct software process models. It is based
on three main levels: (i) phases – significant periods in a process; (ii) activities –
general units of work; and (iii) tasks – define work being performed by roles and
are associated with input and output work products. Figure 1 summarizes our
process. Following typical domain engineering processes, our approach encom-
passes three phases: (i) Domain Analysis: the main concepts and activities in a
domain are identified and modeled using adequate modeling techniques. Com-
mon and variable parts of a system family are identified; (ii) Domain Design:
its purpose is to develop a common system family architecture and production
plan for the SPL; and (iii) Domain Realization: it involves implementing the
architecture, components, and the production plan using appropriate technolo-
gies. The qualifier “domain” emphasizes the multisystem scope of these phases.
Figures 2 and 3 present most of the work products used in the Domain Analysis
and Domain Design phases, respectively. showing relationships among models.

Our process aggregates activities and notations that are specific to model
agents and their variabilities to address MAS-PLs. Notations and guidelines
that have been adopted alongside all our process are: (i) use of �kernel�,
�optional� and �alternative� stereotypes to indicate variability in different
model elements (e.g. use cases, classes and agents) of several models; (ii) sepa-
rated modeling of features, to stress the fact that diagrams are split accordingly;
(iii) specific models to provide features traceability along all the process. Most
activities have a specific task for generating the traceability model; and (iv) use
of colors to structure models in terms of features. A different color is attributed
for each feature and this color is used in all model elements related to the fea-
ture. This is a redundant information used to provide a better visualization of
features traceability, even though it is already provided by dependency models.

3.2 Method Fragments Incorporated to Our Process

Even though SPL and MAS approaches present deficiencies to develop MAS-
PLs, they provide useful notations and activities that can be integrated to model
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MAS-PLs. Consequently, instead of proposing an approach from scratch, we have
incorporated fragments of existing approaches into our process.

The PLUS method [3] provides a set of concepts and techniques to extend
UML-based design methods and processes for single systems to handle SPLs.
Basically the reasons for adopting PLUS are [9]: (i) it explicitly models the com-
monality and variability in a SPL, mainly through the use of UML stereotypes;
(ii) it uses feature modeling to address variability in the domain analysis, as it is
commonly done in SPL approaches. On the other hand, other SPL approaches
have the following drawbacks: they either focus mainly on management aspects
of SPLs [7], also lack design details, or just provide high level guidelines [16].

In order to model agent features at the Domain Analysis phase, we have
adopted some phases of PASSI [5], an agent-oriented methodology. It specifies
models with their respective phases for developing MASs, covering all the devel-
opment process. PASSI integrates concepts from object-oriented software engi-
neering and artificial intelligence, and it follows the guideline of using standards
whenever possible. This justifies the use of UML as modeling language. One of
the key reasons for choosing PASSI is that the use of a UML-based notation
enables the merging of complementary notations proposed in PLUS and PASSI,
while establishing a standard for modeling agent and non-agent features.

Instead of using UML for modeling agents in the Domain Design phase, as
PASSI proposes, we use an extended version of it, the MAS-ML modeling lan-
guage [6]. Our focus is to allow the design of agents that follow the belief-desire-
intention (BDI) [17] model, whose advantages include: it is relatively mature,
and has been successfully used in large scale systems; it is supported by several
agent platforms, e.g. Jadex, Jason, JACK and 3APL; and it is based on solid
philosophical foundations. As discussed in [6], some important agent-oriented
concepts, such as environment, cannot be modeled with UML and the use of
stereotypes is not enough because objects and agent elements have different
properties and different relationships. As a consequence, other MAS modeling
languages do not allow the modeling of some agent concepts. MAS-ML extends
the UML meta-model in order to express specific agent properties and relation-
ships. Using its meta-model and diagrams, it is possible to represent the elements
associated with a MAS and to describe the static relationships and interactions
between these elements.

In summary, we have (i) adopted PLUS notations along all the process; (ii) in-
corporated three PASSI phases as activities in the Domain Analysis phase; and
(iii) used MAS-ML to model agent concepts in the Domain Design phase. In ad-
dition, we have proposed (iv) some adaptations to PASSI phases and MAS-ML
in order to allow agent variability and agent features traceability; and (v) defined
new activities and models to address MAS-PL particularities, as well as specified
the sequence and relationship among this activities. The advantage of adopting
these specific method fragments that we chose is that, besides providing notations
and models for MAS-PLs, they can be integrated with each other. All of them are
based on UML, therefore PLUS stereotypes can be incorporated into PASSI and
MAS-ML models. PASSI activities are only used at the analysis level, but concepts
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identified in these activities (agents and roles) are present in MAS-ML metamodel,
so they can be represented in MAS-ML models at the design level.

3.3 Domain Analysis

The Domain Analysis phase defines activities for eliciting and documenting the
common and variable requirements of a MAS-PL. It is concerned with the def-
inition of the domain and scope of the MAS-PL, and specifies its common and
variable features. This phase comprises two sub-phases: Operational Require-
ments and Autonomous Requirements.

In the Operational Requirements sub-phase, the systems family is analyzed
and its common and variable features are identified therefore defining the MAS-
PL scope. Next, requirements are described in terms of use case diagrams and
descriptions. The first activity is the Requirements Elicitation, which captures
requirements in documents based on interactions with domain specialists and
stakeholders. The next activity is the Feature Modeling, which was originally
proposed by the FODA [16] method and is the activity of modeling the common
and variable properties of concepts and their interdependencies in SPLs. It uses
as input the requirements identified in the previous activity. Features are orga-
nized into a tree representation, called features diagram, with a specific notation
for each variability category (mandatory, alternative and optional). EC features
diagram is depicted in Figure 2(a), showing the optional automatic conference
suggestion feature. A feature model refers to a features diagram accompanied by
additional information such as dependencies among features. It represents the
variability within a system family in an abstract and explicit way.

After the Feature Modeling activity, MAS-PL functional features are de-
scribed in terms of use cases, in the Use Case Modeling activity. First, use cases
are identified and described, resulting in both a use case diagram (Figure 2(b))
and use case descriptions. Later, the use case diagram should be refined by: (i)
refactoring use cases to provide feature modularization (each use case should cor-
respond to only one feature). It is accomplished by the use of the generalization
and the extend relationships; and (ii) adding stereotypes to give variability infor-
mation (�kernel�,�optional� and �alternative�). For instance, the Suggest
Conferences is an optional use case and extends the Register Paper use case,
which is part of the MAS-PL kernel. To complete the Operational Requirements,
another use case view is modeled to map use cases to features, resulting in the
Feature/Use Case Dependency model (Figure 2(c)). Use cases are grouped into
features with the UML package notation. These packages are stereotyped with:
(i) �common feature� – represents all mandatory features and groups all kernel
use cases; (ii) �optional feature� – represents optional features and groups use
cases related to a specific optional feature; (iii) �alternative feature� – aggre-
gates alternative features and groups use cases related to a specific alternative
feature. Figure 2(c) shows the EC Feature/Use Case Dependency model with
two optional features: Conference Suggestion and Deadline Messages.

The purpose of the Autonomous Requirements sub-phase is to understand
better the domain, by modeling autonomy and pro-active concerns with respect
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to the current problem domain. This kind of concerns is distinguished because
they do not need a user that supervises their execution. Furthermore, they are
not well described in use cases, and consequently they need a more precise spec-
ification. Agents are an abstraction of the problem space that are a natural
metaphor to model pro-active or autonomous behavior. Therefore, it is identi-
fied and specified in models in terms of agents and roles.

The domain concepts are captured through the Domain Ontology Modeling
activity, in which the MAS-PL domain is modeled through an ontology. The
concepts should be modeled taking into account features, by using techniques
such as generalization to modularize features. The ontology is represented by
UML class diagrams, in which classes and their attributes represent concepts
and slots, respectively. Classes of the Ontology Diagram have stereotypes indi-
cating if they are mandatory, optional or alternative, in the same way of use
cases. Finally, a model represented by a table that maps concepts to features is
created in order to provide feature traceability. This model enables the selection
of the appropriate concepts during the application engineering, i.e. if a feature
is selected for a product to be derived, the concepts related with this feature
according to this map must be present in the product.

In parallel to this activity, features that present pro-active or autonomous be-
havior (agent features) are identified and specified in models in terms of agents
and roles. The Agent Features Identification activity is responsible for such iden-
tification. So, a new stereotype (�agent feature�) is added to the packages of
the Feature/Use Case Dependency model to indicate which features are agent
features. In Figure 2(c), both optional features are classified as agent features.
Our process defines activities for specifying these features, however we do not
provide a formal criteria for identifying agent features. Research work in this di-
rection can be seen in [18]. In order to specify the identified agent features, our
process incorporates some activities that correspond to some phases of the Sys-
tem Requirements model of PASSI methodology [19]. Next, we briefly describe
PASSI phases used in our process and our proposed extensions to them.
- Agent Identification: responsibilities (use cases) are attributed to agents,
which are represented as stereotyped UML packages. The use case stereotypes
representing the variability, used in the Use Case diagram, are still present.
Our extensions: only pro-active or autonomous use cases are distributed among
agents, while PASSI proposes the realization of all use cases performed by agents;
adoption of stereotypes (kernel, alternative or optional); and use of colors to
trace features. Figure 2(d) illustrates a partial view of the Agent Identifica-
tion diagram, in which there are three agents (DeadlineAgent, UserAgent and
NotifierAgent). These agents are related with use cases, and relationships be-
tween use cases represent the communication between agents.
- Role Identification: agent interactions are explored and expressed through
sequence diagrams to identify agent roles. Our extensions: diagrams split accord-
ing to features; use of UML 2.0 frames for representing crosscutting features; use
of colors to trace features; and Feature/Agent Dependency model. Figure 2(e)
shows a partial view of the Deadline Messages Role Identification diagram, in
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which class instances represent the role that an agent is playing. In this diagram
the UserAgent is playing the role CommitteeMember. It can be seen a UML 2.0
frame indicating an optional part related with the Reviewer feature.
- Task Specification: activity diagrams are used to specify the capabilities of
each agent. Our extensions: one diagram per agent and feature, while PASSI
proposes one diagram per agent; use of UML 2.0 structured activities for rep-
resenting crosscutting features and use of colors to trace features. Figure 2(g)
presents the tasks that the UserAgent must perform related with the Deadline
Messages feature. There is an optional part related with the Reviewer feature,
delimitated by a UML 2.0 structured activity.

Most of these adaptations are meant to provide variability information in
models. Some proposed notations aims at modularizing crosscutting features,
which are characterized by having impact in several other features. So, instead
of creating new models for them, notations indicate the behavior introduced by
this kind of feature. An additional model (Feature/Agent Dependency model)
provides support to trace from features to agents (and vice-versa). This model
is organized into a tree, whose root represents the MAS-PL, which has children
corresponding to agent features. Each feature has agents as its children indicating
that these elements must be present in the product being derived if the feature
is selected. Agents have roles as children, meaning that the agent plays that
roles for a certain feature. Agents and roles may appear more than once in the
model, meaning that they will be present in a product if at least one agent
feature that depends on them is selected. Figure 2(f) shows a partial view of
the Feature/Agents Dependency model illustrating that the optional feature
Deadline Messages depends on the UserAgent agent and the Chair role.

3.4 Domain Design

The main purpose of the Domain Design phase is to define an architecture that
addresses both common and variable features of a MAS-PL. Based on analysis
models, designers must model the MAS-PL architecture, determining how these
models, including the variability, are implemented in this architecture. Features
modularization must be taken into account during the design of core assets to al-
low the (un)plugging of optional and alternative features. In addition, there must
be a model to map features to design elements providing traceability information.

The Domain Design phase has mainly two parts. First, the MAS-PL architec-
ture is defined and technologies (e.g. frameworks, libraries and agent platforms)
that will be used are selected. The MAS-PL architecture is specified in an UML
package diagram and defined by its decomposition into subsystems and their
components. This helps to reduce the complexity and to allow several design
teams to work independently. Choosing appropriate technologies for designing
and implementing a MAS-PL is a very important step of its development, be-
cause they have an impact on how features are modularized.

On the second part, each feature is statically and dynamically designed in
three different activities: Components Modeling, Agents Modeling and Agent
Society Modeling. The first activity concerns the design of non-agent features.
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(a) Feature Model
(b) Use Case Diagram

(c) Feature/Use Case Dependency

(d) Agent Identification Diagram
(e) Role Identification Diagram

(g) Task Specification Diagram(f) Feature/Agent Dependency

Fig. 2. EC Analysis Work Products (Partial)
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This design step is basically provided by the PLUS approach, with the modeling
of traditional UML diagrams extended with PLUS stereotypes.

Agent features are modeled in two activities of our process. They are performed
in parallel and may contribute with each other. In the Agents Modeling activ-
ity, agents with their beliefs, goals and plans are modeled; and in the Agent Soci-
ety Modeling activity, roles and organizations are modeled. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2, we use MAS-ML to model agents. Its structural diagrams are the ex-
tended UML class diagram and two new diagrams: organization and role. MAS-
ML extends the UML class diagramto represent the structural relationships among
agent concepts. The organization diagram models system organizations and rela-
tionships between them and other system elements. Finally, the role diagram is
responsible for modeling relationships between roles defined in organizations.L

To address variability in MAS-ML diagrams, we have adopted four different
adaptations: (i) use of �kernel� , �optional� and �alternative� stereotypes
to indicate variability; (ii) model elements are colored according to the feature
they are related to, based on the color assigned for each feature; (iii) model each
feature in a different diagram. However, crosscutting features impact in several
features, so their specification is spread in other features’ diagrams. Although
crosscutting features are not modeled in specific diagrams, the use of colors helps
to distinguish different model elements related to them; and (iv) the introduction
of the capability [20] concept to modularize variable parts in agents and roles.
A capability is essentially a set of plans, a fragment of the knowledge base and a
specification of the interface to the capability. Capabilities have been introduced
into some MASs as a software engineering mechanism to support modularity
and reusability. We represent a capability in MAS-ML by the agent or agent
role notation with the �capability� stereotype. An aggregation relationship is
used between capabilities and agents, and capabilities and roles.

Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) show the Assign Papers class, role and organiza-
tion diagrams, respectively. In these diagrams, there are colored elements, which
are related with the Assign Papers feature. It means that if this feature is se-
lected for a product, the colored elements will be part of the derived product.
Most of variable parts in these diagrams are encapsulated into capabilities. For
instance, in Figure 3(b) (Role Diagram), most of the colored elements are ca-
pabilities that define parts of the Chair and CommitteeMember roles and a role
(DeadlineMonitor) that are specific for Assign Papers feature. Therefore, the
Chair role in a product will aggregate a set of capabilities that are related with
the selected features of a product.

Agents’ dynamic behavior is modeled by means of extended sequence dia-
grams by MAS-ML. The extended version of this diagram represents the inter-
action between agents, organizations and environments. The only differences in
modeling dynamic behavior for single systems and MAS-PLs are: (i) different
features are modeled in different diagrams; and (ii) UML 2.0 frames are used to
indicate a behavior related to a crosscutting feature, as it was done in the Role
Identification activity (Section 3.3).
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Besides modeling agents with appropriate feature modularization and vari-
ability notations, the Feature/Agent Dependency model is refined by introducing
new agent concepts that were identified in Agents Modeling and Agent Society
Modeling activities. This model indicates which design elements should be se-
lected during the product derivation process, i.e. which elements must me present
in a product according to a selected set of features. Figure 3(d) shows a partial
view of the EC Feature/Agent Dependency model.

3.5 Domain Realization

The purpose of the Domain Realization phase is to implement the reusable
software assets, according to the design diagrams. In addition, it incorporates
configuration mechanisms that enable the product instantiation process. Two
activities compose this phase: Agent Implementation Strategy Description and
Assets Implementation.

Implementing software agents is usually accomplished by the use of agent plat-
forms, such as JADE, whose the two main provided concepts are agent and behav-
iors, and Jadex, which implements the BDI architecture, providing goal, belief and
plan concepts. Consequently, there are different ways of implementing agents. In
addition, there may be a gap between the design and the implementation, i.e. the
concepts adopted to model the MAS-PL may be different of the ones provided
by the target implementation platform. So, the goal of the Agent Implementation
Strategy Description activity is to define a strategy for implementing agents. For
instance, mapping agent concepts used at the design phase (agents, beliefs and
plans) to object-oriented concepts (classes, attributes and methods).

In the Assets Implementation activity, designed elements are codified in some
programming language. So, the first task of this activity is to implement MAS-PL
assets. Different implementation techniques can be used to modularize features
in the code, e.g. polymorphism, design patterns, frameworks, conditional compi-
lation and aspect-oriented programming. These techniques are the typical ones
used in SPLs. In [21], we presented a quantitative study of development and
evolution of the EC MAS-PL, consisting of a systematic comparison between
two different versions: (i) one version implemented with object-oriented tech-
niques and conditional compilation; and (ii) the other one using aspect-oriented
techniques. Additionally, in [22], we have proposed an architectural pattern to
integrate software agents and web applications in a loosely coupled way.

As stated previously, the target implementation platform may force trans-
forming some design elements into platform specific ones. Hence, it is neces-
sary to specify how the design elements were implemented in the selected agent
platform for traceability purposes. The Design/Implementation Elements Map
is responsible for providing this information. It defines which elements imple-
ment which design elements. Figure 3(e) presents a partial view of this model
for the EC, showing which classes implemented the UserAgent, for instance.
With the information provided by the traceability models, it is possible to know
how a feature is implemented along the MAS-PL. The Feature/Agent depen-
dency model maps features to design elements, and the Design/Implementation
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(a) Class Diagram

(b) Role Diagram

(d) Feature/Agent
Dependency (Refined)

(c) Organization Diagram

(e) Design/Implementation
Elements Map

.java .xml

Classes Jadex ADFs

(f) Source Files

Fig. 3. EC Design Work Products (Partial)
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Elements Map provides the information of which design elements are related with
implementation elements. Therefore, traceability models provide the configura-
tion knowledge necessary to derive a product given an instance of the feature
model. This traceability is illustrated by the red arrows in Figure 3.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a domain engineering process for developing
MAS-PLs. Using a SPL approach for building MASs allows meeting the need
of producing software with mass customization while taking advantage of agent
abstraction to model modern software systems that tend to be situated, open,
autonomous and highly interactive. Our process was modeled according to SPEM
and includes specific activities and work products to address agent features and
their traceability, and also provide notations for documenting agent variabil-
ity. It was also defined based on existing good practices of existing SPL and
MAS approaches: PLUS provides notations for documenting variability; PASSI
methodology diagrams are used to specify agent features in the Domain Anal-
ysis phase; and MAS-ML is the modeling language used in the Domain Design
phase. A new contribution of our approach resides in the fact that we com-
pletely separate the modeling of agent features. Therefore, it makes it possible
to evolve existing systems developed with different technologies to incorporate
new features that take advantage of agent abstractions.

Our process has emerged based on the experience of development of two web-
based MAS-PLs: the ExpertCommittee (presented in this paper) and the OLIS
[22] case study, which is a SPL of web applications that provide personal services
to users. In addition, the process was used in a graduate Agent-oriented Software
Engineering course at PUC-Rio in order to provide further evaluation of the
approach. This experience provided us feedback to improve our process, mainly
with notations for crosscutting features. However, we have observed that it would
be interesting to investigate how to integrate our approach with application
engineering tools in order to allow an automatic product derivation. In addition,
the variability information is present in several models, and this may lead to
inconsistencies among models during the evolution of the MAS-PL. Therefore,
we aim at providing means to manage the consistence among these models.

We are currently developing other case studies to evaluate our process. In
addition, we are investigating how model-driven and aspect-oriented approaches
can help to model and implement crosscutting features to provide for a better
modularization. Finally, we aim at extending our process to address other agent
characteristics, such as self-* properties. Future work also includes experimental
studies in order to better evaluate our process.
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Abstract. The majority of existing virtual heritage applications are fo-
cused on detailed 3D reconstruction of historically significant sites and
ancient artifacts. Recreating the way of life of ancient people is only
considered by some researchers, who employ crowd simulation for this
task. Existing crowd simulation algorithms are not suitable for modeling
complex individual behaviors and role dependent agent interactions with
other participants in the Virtual World. To address this problem we sug-
gest treating 3D Virtual Worlds as Normative Multiagent Systems and
propose the Virtual Institutions Methodology to be used for design and
deployment of Virtual Worlds that require complex interactions involv-
ing both humans and autonomous agents. To highlight the usefulness of
this approach we illustrate how Virtual Institutions are employed in the
development of the Uruk prototype, which integrates 3D Virtual Worlds
and Artificial Intelligence in the domain of cultural heritage.

1 Introduction

Non-gaming Virtual Worlds such as Second Life [1] have become an important
area of research during the last few years. Many researchers stress the signifi-
cance of this technology, considering it the next stage of the World Wide Webs
evolution (Web 3.0). Gartner has predicted that the majority of the Internet
users will be participating in non-gaming Virtual Worlds in the near future [2].
Currently, millions of people spend an average of around twenty hours a week in
various Virtual Worlds [3]. Furthermore, studies in South Korea have indicated
that the majority of Koreans prefer 3D Virtual Worlds to television [4].

Two promising application domains for non-gaming Virtual Worlds are cul-
tural heritage and education. In heritage domain 3D graphics is used to recon-
struct lost sites of high historical significance. In education the interest in Virtual
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Worlds is particularly strong in relation to history. In both of these domains re-
searchers are normally focused on reconstructing destroyed or damaged buildings
(e.g. the Roman Coliseum). While such an approach allows for the examining
of architectural details of the heritage site in three dimensions, it still does not
help a general observer to understand how this site has been used in the past.

Populating history or heritage oriented Virtual Worlds with avatars that be-
have similar to the ancient citizens of the reconstructed places has a potential to
provide visitors with a more engaging experience. Using human experts to con-
trol the avatars to simulate the behavior of ancient citizens is very costly, while
employing Artificial Intelligence for this task (which is a much more affordable
option) hasn’t received appropriate attention from research. The majority of
researchers that are working on populating virtual heritage sites with avatars
employ so-called virtual crowds [5] for this task. Such crowds normally consist
of a large number of autonomous agents (represented as avatars) dressed appro-
priately for the selected period of time and appearing as local citizens of the
reconstructed area. The state of the art in combining crowd simulation and 3D
heritage reconstruction can be observed via the example outlined in [5]. Here, a
3D reconstruction of the ancient City of Pompeii is “made alive” using a large
number of avatars that walk around the city avoiding collisions. While providing
a visitor with some understanding about the appearance of the ancient people,
this approach poorly elaborates on specific behavioral characteristics of those
people. The agents employed in [5] do not use the objects in the environment
and are not engaged into historically authentic interactions.

Through the use of Virtual Institutions technology [6] we intend to bring vir-
tual heritage to a new level by making it more dynamic and interactive. Instead
of just having virtual crowds walking around the city we suggest populating vir-
tual heritage sites with autonomous agents that reenact the most typical daily
activities of the reconstructed society. Creating such agents is quite a challenging
task as the degree of interaction is pretty high, the agents have to depend on
other agents, play different roles, synchronize their activities with other agents
and even solve some tasks in a teamwork manner while actively using the ob-
jects in the virtual environment. One of our research hypotheses is that for an
autonomous agent to be able to demonstrate similar complexity of actions as
ancient humans, the complexity of agent’s environment must be reduced. This
assumption is based on the suggestion made by Russell & Norvig that the agents
ability to successfully participate in some environment and extend its intelligence
there is highly dependent on the complexity of this environment [7]. It is sug-
gested that situating the agent in a fully observable, deterministic and discrete
environment helps the agent to tackle the famous frame problem of AI [8].

As an example of a fully observable, deterministic and discrete environment,
we consider Virtual Institutions [6] (previously known as 3D Electronic Institu-
tions), which are 3D Virtual Worlds with normative regulation of participants’
interactions. In Virtual Institutions the environment is formalized in terms of
norms of acceptable behavior of participants, interaction protocols and role flow
of participants. Every agent has access to this formalization, which helps it to
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reason about its own actions and the actions of other participants (either hu-
mans or agents) as well as to understand the consequences of these actions. The
Virtual Institutions technique that we employ for such environment formaliza-
tion is based on Electronic Institutions [9] widely used in Multiagent Systems
for structuring the interactions of the agents participating in open systems.

Overall, the Virtual Institutions approach to the development of applications
for virtual heritage is to treat 3D Virtual Worlds as Normative Multiagent Sys-
tems. Our work builds on top of the research published in [10]. The original
methodology presented in [10] has been applied to a real world problem and, as
a result of this, was revised. The updated methodology includes new steps and
also features a detailed explanation of the first two steps. The most significant
contribution of this paper is providing the evaluation of the Virtual Institutions
methodology by developing a prototype in the domain of cultural heritage.

The remainder of the paper elaborates on the details of the contributions
presented above. In Section 2 we describe the concept of Virtual Institutions, the
corresponding methodology and technology. Section 3 provides the motivation
for using Virtual Institutions in the domain of cultural heritage, illustrates the
application of the Virtual Institutions methodology to this domain and outlines
all the development steps. Finally, Section 4 presents some concluding remarks.

2 Virtual Institutions

We consider Virtual Institutions [6] being a new class of Normative Virtual
Worlds, that combine the strengths of 3D Virtual Worlds and Normative Mul-
tiagent Systems, in particular, Electronic Institutions [9]. In this “symbiosis”
the 3D Virtual World component spans the space for visual and audio presence,
and the normative component takes care of enabling the formal rules of interac-
tions among participants. Through the normative component a Virtual World
is separated into a number of logical spaces (scenes). Only participants playing
particular roles are admitted to a scene and can change the state of this scene.
Once admitted the participants should follow the interaction protocol specified
for each scene and are unable to violate this protocol. The institution doesn’t
take away an agent’s autonomy by forcing it to act in a specific manner, but
restricts it by prohibiting to violate the institutional rules and enforcing a par-
ticular interaction protocol in every scene.

As a benefit of this approach the agents’ possible actions are clearly defined
and comprise a finite set. Moreover, applying such restrictions helps to formalize
the environment so that every action of any participant (human or agent) and
its consequences can be sensed and formalized for every agent.

2.1 Virtual Institutions Methodology

The Virtual Institutions methodology [10], outlined in Fig. 1 a), covers the entire
development process. Its application requires 7 steps to be accomplished:
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1. Eliciting Specification Requirements.
2. Specification of an Electronic Institution.
3. Verification of the specification.
4. Automatic Generation of the corresponding 3D environment (if needed).
5. Annotation of the Electronic Institution specification with components of

the 3D Virtual World.
6. Integrating the 3D Virtual World into the institutional infrastructure.
7. Enabling Implicit Training

One of the key contributions of this paper is the description of the methods that
should be utilized on steps 1 and 2 of the methodology – as outlined in Fig. 1 b).
Therefore, here we elaborate on these steps, while referring to the initial work
published in [10] for the detailed description of other steps.

Step 1. Eliciting Specification Requirements. This step of the methodology
aims at producing the Software Requirements Document where the key activities,
roles of the participants, and basic scenarios are outlined. Upper part of the Fig. 1
b) presents the details of this step. The key task here is enforcing institution
designers to provide an answer to the following core issues regarding a virtual
institution: where is it situated (environment), what is it designed for (social
goals), how it is expected to succeed (abstract norms), which social roles are
required to enact it and how can participants interact (ontology).
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Fig. 1. Virtual Institutions Methodology
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1.1 Environment. Firstly, a system architect must consider where the resulting
system is to be deployed, in which physical and social environment it has to
perform its activities, what are the factors that will affect its behaviour that it
can or cannot control? We take the stance that all objects in the environment
are beyond the complete control of the institution to be defined. Agents will
interact with that environment by observing and by affecting those objects in
some way. In order to cope with the mentioned lack of control we will assume
that all of them are agentified and that the perception and action upon them
is always dealt with in the context of a dialogue with the agent that wraps them.
1.2 Ontology. To define institutional norms we must express normative behaviour
in some language, which in turn requires the definition of some ontology, namely
the definition of what agents are going to talk about. The ontology can be rep-
resented as a set of concepts and relations among them. The ontology has also
to accommodate the objects already found when specifying the environment.
1.3 Social goals. Typically institutions are regulated environments where humans
interact to attain some global objectives, which we call social goals. An institu-
tion aims at continuously satisfying its social goals and will not allow any agent
to behave in a way that prevents from attaining them. The specification of so-
cial goals (e.g. in first-order logic or natural language) must employ the ontology
defined in the previous step. The output of this step is a list of social goals.
1.4 Roles. Next, we identify the roles (patterns of agent behaviour) in the in-
stitution, which are determined to a large extent by the social goals. What the
institution aims at achieving indicates which capabilities and behaviours are
needed. Roles, at this stage, are a set of identifiers with some associated capa-
bilities expressed as the message types (i.e. ontology terms) the role is capable
of dealing with. The output of this step is a list of roles and their capabilities.
1.5 Abstract norms. The idea of an abstract norm is that of expressing a generic
restriction on how the agents incarnating the identified roles should behave.
The roles and the ontology previously analysed provide the language needed to
write the expressions of the abstract norms. To avoid any confusion, the designer
should clearly distinguish between abstract norms and social goals because ab-
stract norms are assumed to refer to the behaviour of the agents, and not to
the ultimate purpose of the institution, which is represented by the social goals.
Abstract norms cannot prevent agents from satisfaction of any social goal. The
output of this step is a list of abstract norms.

Step 2. Specification. This step establishes the regulations that govern the be-
havior of the participants. This process is supported by ISLANDER [11], which
permits to specify most of the components graphically, hiding the details of the
formal specification language and making the specification task transparent. The
details of this methodology step are outlined as a number of substeps in the lower
part of Fig. 1 b) that we detail below.
2.1 Social model. The initial task of the system architect is enriching the role
model by adding further information to turn it into a social model. A distinction
between internal and external roles must be made. Roles whose raison-d’être is
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to support the achievement of the social goals and to enforce the norms will be
marked as internal roles and the rest as external roles. The following relation-
ships between the roles relevant for the institution are specified: (i) hierarchy,
(ii) ssd, static separation of duties, and (iii) dsd, dynamic separation of duties.
2.2 Performative structure. Next the definition of the set of dialogical activities
permitted for different roles entails a sequence of substeps:

1. Starting from the abstract norms, the designer must define a list of scenes
(activities in the institution) along with their participating roles.

2. For each scene in the list, its creation conditions (i.e. which role(s) initiates
the scene), and whether it can be multiply enacted or not must be specified.

3. Based on the abstract norms, the designer gathers together scenes into a
performative structure by specifying: (i) the flow of agent roles, namely which
roles from which scenes can get into other scenes; (ii) the role change policy,
namely whether agents are allowed to change roles when moving out of a
scene into another scene. The result is a graph connecting scenes whose edges
are labelled with expressions encoding the role flow and role change policies.

2.3 Interaction model. Once the performative structure is defined the designer
must associate some interaction model to each scene, namely a specification of
the dialogue in the scene (v.g. through a finite state machine). An interaction
model must contain the conversation states, the illocutions exchanged between
agents that permit transitions between conversation states, and the constraints
that restrict these transitions. Moreover, this substep also requires to set the
minimum and maximum number of agents playing each role allowed in the scene
as well as the conversation states where new agents are permitted to join and
participating agents are permitted to leave. Sometimes, when going through this
step, we may identify new roles and thus a revised version of the social model
is intermingled with this substep. Moreover, we may also identify refinements in
the ontology that help us better express the constraints restricting transitions.
This substep and the next one are very interrelated.
2.4 Concrete norms and constraints. A further refinement still applies to the per-
formative structure and its scenes’ interaction models. Back to the abstract
norms, we may find that some of them can be translated into simple constraints
that will limit agents in two ways: (i) by not permitting them to say certain things
(by adding a constraint into some interaction model); and (ii) by not permitting
them to move to a certain scene (by adding a constraint into the performative
structure). Some abstract norms, however, will require a more sophisticated rep-
resentation because the effect of an agent action (illocution) implies that certain
other action(s) is actually done.
2.5 Ontology and information model. Finally, from the initial ontology definition
and the concrete messages as expressed in the different interaction models of the
institution, the ontology can be completed. Further analysis of the social model,
and the specification of the performative structure and its scenes’ interaction
models helps to complete the identification of the attributes (along with their
types) of: roles, objects in the environment, scenes, and the insitution itself.
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Step 3. Verification. One of the advantages of the formal nature of the Vir-
tual Institutions methodology is that the specification produced on the previous
step can be automatically verified for correctness by ISLANDER [11]. The tool
verifies the scene protocols, the role flow among the different scenes and the cor-
rectness of norms (see [10] for details). If any errors are found, developers must
return to step 1 to correct those. If the specification contains no errors, there
are two options. If the 3D Visualization of the environment is already created
(reuse of the existing design) then the developers may skip the next step and
continue with Step 4. Otherwise, the generation step, Step 3, should be executed.

Step 4. Automatic Generation. In some cases it is desirable to generate the
initial skeleton of the Virtual World from the specification. In such cases the
Virtual World can be generated automatically using the method presented in
[12]. The resulting Virtual World has to be annotated on Step 5.

Step 5. Annotation. The Specification defines the rules of the interaction and
has nothing to say about the appearance of the specified elements. On step 5 the
specification is enriched with appearance related graphical elements. These ad-
ditional elements include textures and 3D Objects like plants, furniture elements
etc. This step of the methodology does not usually require the involvement of
the system architects and should rather be executed by designers and software
developers. After this step the user can return to Steps 1 and 2 to refine the
specification requirements or the specification itself or can continue with Step 6.

Step 6. Integration. On the integration step the execution state related com-
ponents are specified. This includes the creation of the set of scripts that control
the modification of the states of the 3D Virtual Worlds and mapping of those
scripts to the messages, which change the state of the Electronic Institution.
After this step the user can return to Steps 1 and 2 to refine the specification
requirements or the specification itself or can continue with Step 7.

Step 7. Enabling Implicit Training. Having the complete formalization of
the agent environment makes it possible to use imitation learning as a key tech-
nique for achieving human-like behavior of the agents. The institutional spec-
ification forms the basis for the decision graph of the agent, where possible
illocutions become the nodes of this tree (see [13]). On Step 7 for each of those
nodes we specify whether implicit training is conducted or not.

2.2 Deployment

A virtual institution is enabled by a three-layered architecture presented by con-
ceptually (and technologically) independent layers [6]. The Normative Control
Layer employs AMELI [14] to regulate the interactions between participants by
enforcing the institutional rules. The Communication Layer causally connects
the institution dimensions with the virtual world [6]. The Visual Interaction
Layer (currently supported by Second Life [1]) visualizes the Virtual World.
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3 City of Uruk: Virtual Institutions in Cultural Heritage

Uruk [15] is a joint research project between the University of Western Sydney
and the Federation of American Scientists. The aim of the project is to recreate
the ancient city of Uruk from the period around 3000 B.C. in the Virtual World of
Second Life letting the history students experience how it looked like and how its
citizens behaved in the past. The Virtual World of Second Life provides a unique
collaborative environment for history experts, archaeologists, anthropologists,
designers and programmers to meet, share their knowledge and work together on
making the city and the behavior of its virtual population historically authentic.

3.1 Significance of Uruk

Uruk was an ancient city located in present day Iraq (circa 250 km south of
Baghdad). Many historians consider Uruk being one of the first human built
cities on Earth. By 2900 B.C. Uruk is believed to be one of the largest settlements
in the world and one of the key centers of influence of the Sumerian culture.
Uruk played a major role in the invention of writing, emergence of urban life and
development of many scientific disciplines including mathematics and astronomy.

3.2 The Prototype

The prototype aims at showing how to enhance the educational process of history
students by providing them with a possibility to immerse into an accurate replica
of the daily life of the ancient citizens of Uruk and gain quick understanding of
the advance of technological and cultural development of ancient Sumerians.
Ultimately, the students may become part of the virtual society and will have
to interact with agents and other humans to solve the assigned tasks.

The 3D reconstruction of the city was produced within the Virtual World of
Second Life based on the results of archeological excavations and available writ-
ten sources. Both modeling of the city and programming of the virtual humans
populating it were conducted under the supervision of subject matter experts.

We have selected fishermen daily life of ancient Uruk to illustrate how Virtual
Institutions can enable immersive experience in the life of ancient societies. We
created four agents that represent members of two fishermen families (see Fig. 2
and Fig. 3). Each family consists of a husband and wife. Every agent has a unique
historically authentic appearance and is dressed appropriately for 3000 B.C.

Each of the agents enacts one of the four social roles. Agent Fisherman1 plays
the “SpearOwner” role. He is the young male fisherman. He possesses the fishing
spear and is capable of catching the fish with it. He and his brother also jointly
own a fishing boat. His daily routine consists of waking up on the roof, having
a morning chat with fisherman 2, fishing, bringing the fishing gear back home
and climbing back on the roof to sleep.

Wife1 Andel enacts the “WaterSupplier” role. She is the young wife of Fish-
erman1, who is responsible for collecting water from the well. Her daily routine
consists of waking up on the roof, collecting the water from the well, doing house
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Fig. 2. Fisherman Family 1: Fisherman1 Andel and Wife1 Andel

Fig. 3. Fisherman Family 2: Wife2 Jigsaw and Fisherman2 Jigsaw

work and climbing back on the roof to sleep there. As any other typical fisherman
wife in Uruk she does not have any recreation time and is constantly working.

Agent Fisherman2 is the older brother of Fisherman1 playing the social role
“BoatOwner”. He lives with his wife in the separate house next to his brother.
Both families are very close and spend most of their day together. Fisherman2
possesses a fishing basket and paddles for rowing the fishing boat. His daily rou-
tine consists of waking up on the roof, having a morning chat with Fisherman1,
fishing, bringing the fishing gear back home and climbing on the roof to sleep.

Wife2 Jigsaw, the wife of Fisherman2, plays the “FireKeeper” role. She is
older than Wife1 and, therefore, is the key decision maker for controlling the in-
tegrity of both households. She makes fishing baskets and trades them for other
household items. Starting the fire and preparing food are her direct responsi-
bilities. Her daily routine consists of waking up on the roof, starting a fire for
cooking, routine house work and climbing back on the roof to sleep there.

The agents literally “live” in the virtual world of Second Life. Their day is
approximately 15 minutes long and starts with waking up on the roof of the
building – Fig. 4 a). Although, most of the buildings in Uruk had ventilation
holes the temperatures inside (especially during summer) could become quite
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Fig. 4. The City of Uruk Prototype

unpleasant and most of the citizens would prefer sleeping on the roof top in
the evening, where it would have been much cooler. The wives wake up first to
collect some water from the well and prepare breakfast for their husbands. The
husbands start their day with a morning chat while waiting for the breakfast to
be prepared.

After breakfast the fishermen would collect their fishing gear and walk towards
the city gates – Fig. 4 b). Outside the gates on the river bank they find their
boat which they will both board and start fishing. One of the agents would be
standing in the boat with a spear trying to catch the fish and the other agent
would be rowing. Fig. 4 c) illustrates the fishing process.

After fishing, the men exit the boat, collect the fishing basket and spear and
bring them back to their homes. This daily cycle is then continuously repeated
with slight variations in agent behavior.

3.3 Development of the Prototype

The Virtual Institutions Methodology was employed for the development of the
prototype. Here we provide a step-by-step description of how it was followed.

Step 1: Eliciting Specification Requirements. In order to come up with
realistic specification requirements the system developers have conducted joint
meetings with 2 subject matter experts. The decision on the roles of participants,
scenes they can participate in and interaction protocols have been identified
through conversations with subject matter experts. It was agreed that having
four agents in the system is sufficient for the first prototype. The roles of these
agents are: two fishermen and two fishermen wives. The identified scenes that
must be present in the environment are: Home1, Home2, FirePlace, Well, Chat
and Fishing. Below we provide a fragment of the resulting Software Requirements
Document produced as the result of applying this step of the methodology.

Environment contains: boat, house, well, fire, spear, fish, river, fishing basket.

Ontology Relationships. River has fishes, baskets contain fishes, men own boats.

Social goals. Daily provision of food to cater for the city’s needs.
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Abstract norms. Fishermen must go daily fishing for a limited number of hours;
The number of fishing baskets per household is limited to avoid overexploitation
of natural resources; Women are in charge of housework; Men alone cannot go
fishing; Fishing is not allowed at night; Hoarding is prohibited and punished; All
men under some age are obliged to fish;

Social model. Fishermen are in static separation of duties with wives.

Performative structure. Fishermen wake up, chat, fish, eat, sleep, and back again.
Wives wake up, set up a fire, collect water, cook, sleep, and back again.

Interaction model. Description of fishing. At least 2 men on a boat. When both
men on a boat, its state changes to “sailing”. While sailing the fishermen holding
a spear can throw it to catch fishes. If a spear gets a fish, the fisherman can
remove the fish from the spear and put it in the fishing basket. The action of
throwing the spear is an illocution, catching a fish is treated as an event generated
by the spear. The rest treated as properties of roles, spear, and fishing baskets.

Concrete norms and constraints. Men are obliged to fish under the age of 35; one
fishing basket per household max; fishing permitted between dawn and dusk; at
least 2 men in a boat; if hoarding (more than one fishing basket), fishermen can
be prohibited to go sailing for a week.

Step 2: Specification. Based on the information obtained at Step 1 the for-
mal specification of the underlying Electronic Institution was produced with
ISLANDER [11]. The first step in specifying the system corresponds to identify-
ing the social roles of the actors and the relationships among these roles. Fig. 5
illustrates the role hierarchy for our case.

Fig. 6 shows the Performative Structure of the specification. The nodes of
this graph feature the identified scenes and the arcs define the role flow of

Fig. 5. Role Hierarchy in the Uruk System
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Fig. 6. Uruk Performative Structure

participants amongst these scenes. Arcs labelled with “new” define that the par-
ticipant with the role name appearing above the arc is initializing the scene and
no other participants can enter it before the initialization occurs. The “bumpy”
appearance of Home1 and Home2 suggests that these scenes permit multiple ex-
ecution (which in our case corresponds to having different floors in the building,
so that the agents can sleep inside their homes and on its roof).

The “root” and “exit” scenes are not associated with any patterns of behavior
and simply define the state of entrance and exit of participants into the institu-
tion. Apart from “root” and “exit” each of the scenes present in the Performative
Structure is associated with a Finite State Machine defining the interaction pro-
tocol for the participants that are accepted into the scene. In order to change
the scene state the participant has to perform an illocutionary act (by sending
a message to the institutional infrastructure).

To give an example of the scene formalization Fig. 7 outlines the scene protocol
for the Fishing scene and outlines the illocutions that change the states of this
scene. The scene protocol here defines in which sequence agents must perform the
actions, at which point can they join and leave the scene and what should they do
to change the scene state. In Virtual Institutions we consider every action that
changes the state of the institution being a speech act (text message). Every
action (i.e. grabbing an object or clicking on it) a participant performs in a
Virtual World is automatically transformed into a speech act similar to those
presented in the lower part of Fig. 7.

Once the scene is initialized its initial state becomes “W0”. While the scene is
in this state Fisherman2 and Boat can join the scene and both Fisherman1 and
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Fig. 7. Fishing Scene: Interaction Protocol

Fisherman2 can leave the scene (the “Boat” joins the scene automatically once
it is activated). Fisherman1 can only enter the scene when it evolves to state
“W1” as the result of Fisherman2 informing all the scene participants that he
has successfully entered the boat. This happens once the corresponding avatar
boards the boat. After entering the boat Fisherman1 must notify the participants
about this fact so that the scene can evolve to “W2”. For this to happen the
corresponding agent must send the “f1:enterBoat” illocution to Fisherman2 and
Boat. Then Fisherman1 may request to start fishing, which would bring the scene
into “W3”. The result of this is the change of the boat property from “standing”
to “afloat”, Fisherman2 will start rowing and the boat object will move. While
in “W3” the only action that can be done is informing all the participants by
Fisherman1 that fishing is finished. When the fishing is finished Fisherman2
must return the boat to the initial poistion, park it there, drop the paddles, take
the fishing basket and exit the boat. Fisherman1 will also have to exit the boat.
No participants can leave the scene in this state and must wait until the scene
evolves to “W0”. While the scene is in “W0” again the Boat object may stop
the scene by sending the “finish” illocution. Doing so would mean deactivating
the scene and making it impossible for the participants to join it and act on it
(no participant will be able to sit inside the boat).

Similar to the Fishing scene the interaction protocols have to be specified for
other scenes present in the Performative Structure. We would like to point out
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that the scene protocol does not define how the actual fishing should take place,
but simply provides the key states within the scene so that the agents can have
a formal understanding of the performed actions.

Step 3: Verification. This step provides the possibility to ensure that the
resulting specification is correct. ISLANDER provides an automatic way of veri-
fying the correctness of the specification as well as the error notification system.
Until the specification is error free it must be further revised in ISLANDER.

Step 4. Automatic Generation. In our case one of the system requirements
was having a historical accurate reconstruction of the city based on the results
of archaeological excavations. For such a case automatic generation is not ap-
propriate and, therefore, Step 4 and 5 have been skipped. The 3D design of the
city of Uruk was created manually under supervision of subject matter experts.

Step 5. Annotation. In our case the annotation step of the methodology is
not required as the 3D environment was created manually.

Step 6. Integration. At this step the dynamic objects are supplied with the
corresponding LSL (Linden Scripting Language) scripts to enable interaction
dynamics. To be able to maintain the causal connection between the institutional
state and the state of the Virtual World the actions that change the state of the
Virtual World are mapped to illocutions that change the institutional state.

Another important part of the annotation process is to associate each scene
with the corresponding subspace within the Virtual World in order to be able to
control the movement of the agents between scenes. In case of the Virtual World
of Second Life the solution for making this correspondence is to use invisible
objects tightly enclosing each given scene.

Programming the agents so that they can act in the environment and use the
institutional specification for the decision making is also done at this step.

Step 7. Enabling Implicit Training. This functionality is currently missing
in the described prototype. In the future this step will be used to let the agents
learn state transitions from human experts controlling the avatar.

The result of following the methodology is an immersive environment simu-
lating the culture of the ancient city of Uruk along the following dimensions:
environment, agents, artifacts and institutions. As our experiments have con-
firmed [16], each of these dimensions of the given culture can be successfully
learned by the end users who tested our prototype.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that virtual heritage applications that involve autonomous agents
reenacting the way of life of ancient people should be treated as Normative
Multiagent Systems. For design and deployment of such Virtual Worlds we devel-
oped the Virtual Institutions Methodology. This methodology is supplied with a
set of tools that facilitate the design, development and execution of such environ-
ments. We would like to stress that, to our knowledge, Virtual Institutions is the
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first methodology that is specifically concerned with the development of Virtual
Worlds with normative regulation of interactions. To evaluate the methodology
we have applied it to the implementation of the Uruk prototype visualizing the
behavior of citizens of ancient Mesopotamia, 3000 B.C.
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Abstract. Modelling is gaining relevance in Agent-Oriented Software
Engineering (AOSE) because of two main reasons. Firstly, the conceptual
frameworks have reached a level of maturity that makes it reasonable to
devote effort to seek a consensus in modelling languages, including tool
support. Secondly, the influence of model-driven engineering emphasizes
the potential value of having models at the core of development pro-
cesses. This survey analyzes these changes in AOSE modelling languages
along three dimensions. The semantic dimension refers to the concepts
considered in the languages. The syntactic dimension covers the techni-
cal means by which languages are defined. The operational dimension
regards the use of these languages, considering both their support and
acceptance. The overall context for this discussion is the comparison of
several modern AOSE approaches.

Keywords: Multi-agent system, Model, Modelling language, Compari-
son, Semantics, Syntax, Use.

1 Introduction

Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) [28] regards modelling as a key
task in the development of Multi-Agent Systems (MASs). It provides a variety
of supporting elements for it, such as notations, guidelines and tools. However,
the use of models in AOSE has been limited by three main factors. Firstly, the
paradigm has experienced difficulties to reach agreement on the concepts to be
considered [6]. These have been continuously evolving and have frequently been
ill-defined in the literature. Secondly, there has been a lack of suitable techniques
to handle both modelling languages (MLs) and models [38]. This has resulted
in conceptual frameworks frequently evolving more quickly than their formal
representations, thus hampering tool support for them. Thirdly, it is hard to
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capture application domains in models and consistently transform them into
running code [19].

Seeking to overcome these limitations, AOSE research is working in two main
directions. Firstly, the field is pursuing consensus on what the relevant concepts
for modelling a MAS are as well as their definitions. This trend can be observed
in the research on unification frameworks [1,6,33]1, mappings between notational
sets [36] and toolset comparisons [15]. The result of these efforts is expected to be
a widely accepted, stable and precisely defined conceptual framework for MAS
modelling. Secondly, AOSE is increasingly adopting Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) [38] approaches, as it is seen in the growing number of authors who con-
sider models to be at the core of an AOSE development process [28]. This has
impact on the way we may choose to define a ML: with an increasing incorpo-
ration of metamodels and their use to generate different development artefacts;
and with a growing use of automated transformations. These kinds of approaches
are intended to favour a closer alignment between MLs, their support tools and
the code produced from models.

In order to analyze the evolution along these two research lines, this paper
considers the different aspects in the definition of a ML [29]: the semantics define
the concepts present in the ML and their meaning; the syntax comprehends the
abstract syntax, i.e. the representation of these concepts in terms of entities,
relationships, attributes and constraints, and the concrete syntax, i.e. the actual
representation of the elements of the abstract syntax, for instance with text or
graphical notations. A third aspect considered here is the context in which a ML
is used, including documentation, processes, support tools and diffusion.

The study of the previous aspects considers several recent and illustrative
AOSE MLs. Some of them are stand-alone languages while others are an inte-
grated part of an AOSE methodology. For convenience, we will use the term
“ML” irrespective of whether the ML is published independently, e.g. FAML [6],
ANote [9] and MAS-ML [39], or as part of a methodology, e.g. Adelfe [4], IN-
GENIAS [37] and Prometheus [34,35]. The evolution and inter-relationships of
all these “MLs” are depicted in Fig. 1. It can be seen that significant influences
other than within the research team are few and far between. Older approaches
such as Adelfe and PASSI have had some influence but the two most obvious
beneficiaries of earlier work are the two projects aiming to create a convergence,
FAML and the “Unifying MMM” [5]. Many methodologically-based MLs also
use elements of UML [32], AUML [3,31] or AML [8] — three languages devel-
oped in the standards arena rather than directly in the context of a specific
methodology. UML Profiles are also used, for instance in AOR’s (Agent-Object-
Relationship) ML [41]. Agent modelling is also supported in i* [43], especially
for the requirements engineering stage.

The MLs chosen for analysis in this survey are, in alphabetical order, Adelfe
[4], FAML [6], INGENIAS [37], O-MaSE [14], PASSI [10], Prometheus [34],
SODA [30] and Tropos [23] – those which, in the subjective judgement of the

1 Although the simple juxtaposition of several metamodels [5] without due regard to
ontology unification is unlikely to be successful in the long term.
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Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of AOSE MLs. [Note that, for space limitation reasons, not
all elements in this diagram are cited or discussed in the text.]

authors of this paper, have not only a history but a potential evolution. We
specifically exclude MLs for mobile agents – see for example the UML/AUML
extensions discussed in [25].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next three sections analyze
AOSE MLs along the three previously described dimensions: semantic (see Sect.
2), syntactic (see Sect. 3) and use (see Sect. 4). Finally, Sect. 5 discusses some
trends in agent-oriented modelling based on the analysis in the previous sections.
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2 Semantic Perspective

The semantics of a ML [29] describes the intended understanding that its de-
signers try to communicate to their users. This review adopts a translational
semantics, so it considers the semantics of the different languages in terms of
the translation of their concepts to a common conceptual framework.

The chosen conceptual framework consists of three levels [6]: the system level
considers the overall organization of the MAS; the agent level the perspective of
individual agents; and the environment level refers to the context of the MAS
beyond its boundaries. The analysis of these levels can be organized by applying
the dimensions identified for organizations in [11]: structural, which describes
the entities in a given level; functional, which details the capabilities of the
elements; dynamical, which considers the interactions between the elements and
their effects; and normative, which defines mechanisms used by the society to
influence its members’ behaviour and applies only to the system and agent levels.

At the system level, structural concepts include, for instance, groups, roles,
their dependencies and compatibility, and the organization topology. Functional
concepts deal with service descriptions, tasks, system requirements (both func-
tional and non-functional) and system goals. Dynamic aspects describe agent in-
teractions (using protocols and message schemata) and system evolution (mainly
dealing with descriptions of role enactment and specifications of mental state).
Finally, normative features are usually described using concepts of deontic logics,
such as obligations and prohibitions.

At the agent level, the structural dimension applies to agent descriptions and
specifications of their mental states. Its functional dimension deals with the
agents’ autonomy by means of plan and action specifications. The dynamic di-
mension considers both agent communication (i.e. features for agent interaction)
and situatedness (i.e. relation to its environment). Normative issues cover norm
acceptance together with processes to reason about norms.

The environment level includes artefacts in the environment and their rela-
tionships. It usually describes the functional perspective with methods of these
artefacts. The dynamic features indicate how to represent the changes in the
state of the artefacts and their interactions.

Table 1 summarizes the semantic comparison. It considers the suitability of the
different approaches to describe the levels and dimensions previously discussed
more than specific concepts.

The analysis shows a bias to the system level with all the approaches provid-
ing primitives for its different aspects. Only the normative issues are commonly
disregarded despite their relevance in the literature [42], although there are ex-
ceptions. OMNI [17] explicitly defines norms and contracts, and O-MaSE [14]
defines policies for role enactment, organization behaviour and reorganization.
Other recent MLs, such as MOISE+ [26] or MEnSA [1], cover the normative
dimension by means of rules describing permissions and obligations.

The description of the internals of agents has complete coverage for the struc-
tural and functional levels in these approaches. However, only five of them con-
sider the description of how these elements provide the dynamic behaviour,
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Table 1. Semantic features of AOSE MLs

Semantic features Modelling languages
Adelfe FAML INGE-

NIAS
O-

MaSE
OMNI PASSI Prome-

theus
SODA Tropos

- System level
Structural

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Functional

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Dynamic

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Normative

√
- Agent level
Structural

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Functional

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Dynamic

√ √ √ √ √
Normative
- Environment level
Structural

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Functional

√ √ √ √ √ √ √
Dynamic

√

including specific support to represent elements such as triggering conditions,
exchanged information or post-conditions of the execution of tasks. The issue
of how agents internalize the norms of the society is disregarded by all the ap-
proaches. Though there is relevant research in this issue [7,12], it seems not to
have been integrated in the MLs in this survey.

The environment of a MAS is another key aspect of the paradigm [42], but
these MLs barely consider it. Most of the approaches just include a set of arte-
facts, so agents act on the environment through their methods and perceive it
through the events they produce. Only SODA [30] goes further and adds rules for
the internal behaviour, use, inspectability and malleability (i.e. dynamic adap-
tation) of these artefacts.

3 Syntactic Perspective

The syntactic dimension of the study of MLs [29] considers the ways of defining
them, with aspects such as formalisms, symbols or complexity of definitions.
AOSE uses a variety of approaches for this purpose, summarized in Table 2.

Designers can describe the syntax of a ML in three ways. They can use for-
mal approaches with different kinds of grammars (e.g. textual, iconic or graphs)
and/or metamodels. The increasing relevance of MDE tends to emphasize meta-
models as the main mechanism for this purpose [24]. The second approach is to
use documents to explain the ML, with text and examples. Thirdly, tools provide
information about MLs through their use. The only reviewed languages that use
grammars are OMNI [17] and Tropos (but only for Formal Tropos [20]), which
are related to logics. All the other approaches use metamodels and/or tools, and
have MLs that are graph-based with a graphical notation. In the case of Tropos,
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Table 2. Syntactic features of AOSE MLs

Syntactic features
Modelling languages

Adelfe FAML INGE-
NIAS

O-
MaSE

OMNI PASSI Prome-
theus

SODA Tropos

- Definition means
Document

√
Tool

√ √ √ √ √ √ √
Grammar

√ √
Metamodel

√ √ √ √ √ √
- Aspects
Abstract syntax

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Concrete syntax

√ √ √ √ √ √
Tool information

√ √ √ √ √ √
- Basic primitives
N-ary relations

√ √ √ √ √ √ √
Arbitrary attributes
Entity hierarchy

√ √ √ √ √ √
Relation hierarchy
Modularization

√ √ √ √
Diagrams

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
- Extensibility
Language

√ √ √
Process adaptation

√
Tool adaptation

√
- Processing
Usability

√ √ √ √ √ √
Scalability

√ √ √ √

it has both metamodel and grammar, but they define partly disjoint MLs. Most
approaches only have descriptions of their ML in research papers (i.e. journals
and proceedings). These are usually very condensed for space reasons, which can
make it difficult to understand them. Tropos [23] is the only approach that offers
a complete explanatory documentation of its ML, although others like Adelfe [4],
INGENIAS [37] and Prometheus [34] have partial descriptions.

All the reviewed approaches regard the abstract syntax of their ML, but only
some of them define a specific concrete syntax. For instance, PASSI [10] depicts
its concepts with an UML-like notation similar to class diagrams; FAML [6] uses
detailed English text organised in a dictionary defining and tabulating the meta-
model concepts — current work is aimed at developing a specific concrete syntax
with a graphical notation; SODA [30] defines a tabular notation. Among the lan-
guages with their own iconic concrete syntax are Adelfe [4] and Prometheus [35].
All the approaches with support tools also store tool-related information, such as
users’ preferences or workspaces. Nevertheless, this information does not appear
in the formal definition of the languages except in INGENIAS [22].

There are relevant differences in the basic primitives present in these MLs,
with some features commonly accepted while others only appear in specific
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languages. For instance, few languages allow the use of inheritance to extend
their concepts and, when they allow it, it is only in a limited way. This is the
case of INGENIAS [37], where users can only extend agents, or PASSI [10], which
uses inheritance for ontologies. Another aspect is the availability of mechanisms
to structure information as a means to deal with the complexity of real specifica-
tions. These elements do not represent concepts of the paradigm (e.g. an agent
grouping goals, capabilities and knowledge), but structures with a common ob-
jective or describing an aspect of the system (e.g. the subsystem that manages
load balancing or the static view of a MAS). Diagrams are widely accepted for
this purpose, and in particular certain types of them [27]. Withal, only four MLs
out of the nine studied here offer some modularization mechanism for artefacts
in diagrams. SODA [30] only allows zooming in and out diagrams with different
levels of detail, while the remaining three approaches provide general packages.

Extensibility considers how approaches deal with the needs of evolving their
ML. This is an aspect that mature software engineering (SE) approaches include
to allow domain customization [2]. Few AOSE MLs include suitable mechanisms
for this purpose. Only Adelfe [4], INGENIAS [37] and PASSI [10] have some
kind of limited inheritance between entities. Other extensions require guidelines
on how to modify the definition of the ML and its related processes and tools.
Only INGENIAS [22] has this information available.

The definition of a ML facilitates processing its specifications when it is regu-
lar and of limited size. This is to some extent the case of Adelfe [4], O-MaSE [14],
PASSI [10] and Prometheus [35]. The availability of a rich documentation also fa-
cilitates processing, as happens with Tropos [23], which has a document describ-
ing the complete language, and INGENIAS [37], which has specific documents
about processing. Scalability refers to the organization of complex specifications
to facilitate understanding and processing. It is strongly related to the availabil-
ity of elements such as diagrams, packages or imports of partial specifications.
Only OMNI [16] offers a truly scalable approach due to its neat separation of
concerns and the explicit traceability between elements in its specifications.

4 Operational Perspective

The utility of a ML is not only a matter of providing suitable concepts and
representations for them. In the context of modern SE, engineers demand com-
plementary resources that help them in learning and applying a ML. Table 3
summarizes some of these aspects.

In the context of MLs, development processes describe modelling tasks, guide-
lines to use their models and participant roles. Most of the reviewed MLs have
such related processes. The only exception is FAML [6], which currently only de-
fines the metamodel of its language. The processes related with the other MLs
focus on the analysis and design stages. Only OMNI [16] and Tropos [23] include
suitable support for requirements elicitation (e.g. specific modelling primitives
and verification techniques), though others, such as Adelfe [4] and INGENIAS
[37], include at least use cases for this task. Despite the claim of supporting
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Table 3. Operational features of AOSE MLs. [Note that FAML is the only pure ML,
unless the other approaches that are complete AOSE methodologies].

Operational features
Modelling languages

Adelfe FAML INGE-
NIAS

O-
MaSE

OMNI PASSI Prome-
theus

SODA Tropos

- Process
Elicitation

√ √
Analysis

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Design

√ √ √ √ √ √
Implementation

√ √
Testing

√ √ √ √
- Tools
Modelling

√ √ √ √ √ √ √
Model manipulation

√ √
Coding

√
Verification

√ √ √
Documentation

√
- Documentation
Manuals

√ √ √ √ √ √
Case studies

√ √ √ √ √ √
Projects
- Acceptance
External research

√ √ √ √
Industrial use

implementation (i.e. coding) of many approaches, their support is usually poor.
Only INGENIAS includes a detailed description on how to perform the MAS
implementation together with abstractions and tools needed to facilitate it; nev-
ertheless, others such as Adelfe, O-MaSE [14,21] (as it extends MaSE [13]) and
Prometheus [34,35] provide some less elaborated support. Finally, Adelfe, IN-
GENIAS, O-MaSE and Tropos include some guidelines to test artefacts of the
development, such as documentation, requirements or code.

The complexity of current developments also requires tools to accomplish their
tasks. Most of the MLs considered here have related tools [15], as all but FAML
are linked to development methodologies. The functionality and extensibility
of these tools vary widely: all of them support modelling, but few allow using
the models as the basis for other tasks such as verification or coding. Some of
them can be extended to cover these needs, though it is not a trivial task. For
instance, this is the case of the tools of Adelfe [4], INGENIAS [37], O-MaSE [21],
OMNI [18] and Tropos [23]. The extension commonly consists in programming
new modules for the tool, a task that only INGENIAS documents properly.

Documentation is another aspect to consider about MLs. Newcomers find it
difficult beginning with the agent paradigm, as it is not mainstream SE and its
approaches are frequently on the edge of research, using tools and techniques
that are not common. Thus, having a proper documentation is vital to get
adoption of these approaches. This is an aspect usually disregarded by AOSE
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works beyond research papers. However, the research papers are necessary con-
densed so they do not constitute a suitable documentation for someone with-
out an extensive background in AOSE. These readers need documents such as
users’ manuals, extensive case studies, step-by-step process descriptions or get-
ting started problems, either as printed or web documents or embedded in the
tools help. Those methodologies that have been more used outside their origi-
nal groups are those with better documentation. Two approaches deserve here
special mention: Prometheus is the only one with a published book exclusively
devoted to development using it [34]; INGENIAS with extensive documentation
and training material at its website http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/. Withal, this
documentation cannot be considered complete when comparing it with more
widespread approaches of SE such as the UML [32].

A final consideration is whether the efforts of the different approaches have been
accepted outside their originating groups. Here, the publicly available results raise
criticism about their dissemination. Only three approaches consistently report
published research with them outside their original groups, and none an indus-
trial adoption beyond research projects, to the best of our knowledge.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The previous sections have offered an overview of the state and trends in MLs
for AOSE. Three levels have been analyzed: semantic, syntactic and operational.

The semantic analysis draws a landscape of convergence between approaches,
with a growing agreement about the key concepts of the paradigm. Differences
between approaches mainly come from their focus on specific types of MASs or
particular aspects of them. Efforts to define a unified ML for AOSE are able
to cover increasingly wide portions of different MAS models, as happens with
FAML and MEnSA. Only the normative and environment aspects of MASs still
lack suitable support in most general modelling approaches.

The syntactic analysis shows a growing acceptance of graphical MLs based on
graphs. Even approaches with a text-bias, such as those based on logics, provide
(or will provide) some graphical representation of their models. Related to this
trend, metamodels become the predominant means to define the abstract syntax
of a ML [24]. Nevertheless, there are relevant differences between approaches
about the basic modelling primitives to include in the abstract syntax, and the
use of concrete syntaxes and tool-specific information. The analysis also points
out important limitations in the mechanisms to customize MLs, which make
them rigid for non-standard uses, that is, those not similar to their case studies.

The operational analysis covers the use of these MLs. It shows an increas-
ing effort to provide MLs and development processes able to support industrial
projects. However, the publicly available results still show that AOSE approaches
need to make stronger efforts to gain adoption outside their originating groups,
in both other research groups and industry.

Aggregating the results of the three dimensions, three maturity levels can be
distinguished among approaches. A first group comprehends works that are at

http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/
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the conceptual level, providing useful insights in theoretical aspects. This group
includes FAML, OMNI and SODA. A second group includes approaches that
constitute work in progress, as they are exploring the application of research
lines in development. Here appear approaches such as O-MaSE and PASSI. The
final group comprehends several methodologies that are mature and complete
enough to be applicable in industrial developments of limited size, though they
need to overcome shortcomings in their processes, documentation and tools. This
group includes methodologies as Adelfe, INGENIAS, Prometheus and Tropos.
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Abstract. Agent literature has shown a big concern on the production
of multi-agent system specifications. Nevertheless, there has not been a
similar effort in surveying the different ways an agent oriented specifi-
cation can be transformed into the actual implementation. This survey
intends to cover this gap by pointing at concrete representative works of
different implementation approaches.
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1 Introduction

The survey deals with different existing approaches considered in the translation
from a Multi-Agent System (MAS) specification into code and their derived
problems, namely, obtaining code from the specification and the consistency
between both. As in the general field of software engineering, this remains a
major challenge and has motivated research lines where assisted or automated
solutions were devised.

Assisted solutions propose team work discipline (processes, guidelines) plus
support tools controlled by developers. Automatic solutions provide automatic
means to convert the specification into code and, ideally, backwards, leading to
what is known as roundtrip engineering.

In both assisted and automatic approaches, developers have to deal with the
gap between the concepts used in the specification and those the target platform
implements. When the gap is small, the transit from specification to code is
smooth and straightforward. Nevertheless, this is not the general case and de-
velopers need to find correspondences between the conceptual structures in the
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specification and those supported by the target platform. This mapping may
require as well developing new structures over the target platform to which the
translation is more feasible.

To account for the progress made in the specification to code transition, this
work considers a selection of recent works, categorising them into assisted tran-
sition and automated transition approaches. The gap between specification and
code is briefly reviewed in section 2. Assisted translation works are presented
in section 3, while automatic translation is regarded in section 4. Finally, we
present conclusions in section 5.

2 Dealing with the Gap from Specification to Code

The implementation of a MAS specification is not straightforward most of the
times. This is mainly due to the difference between the abstractions provided
by the adopted modelling language used in the specification and the ones pro-
vided by the target implementation platform (we will assume the programming
language is determined by the chosen target platform). When transition is not
straightforward, the way to bridge the gap consists of creating mappings from
networks of concepts in the specification to code structures in the target platform
(it may be existing code structures or new ad-hoc ones). Hence, it is necessary
to discuss first what kind of structures can be found at both sides of the gap.

Recognising recurrent structures in MAS specifications and using pre-defined
solutions to implement them allows to systematize the process of implementing
a MAS. Like in conventional software engineering, this leads to the concept of
re-usability, since similar solutions can be applied to similar problems. Software
reuse provides benefits, such as increased productivity and quality, for the soft-
ware development; however there has been little research effort directed toward
adopting reuse techniques in the development of MASs [Gir02].

Intuitively, in a reusable solution, there has to be pieces of specifications that
map to pieces of code. In this survey, we focus on three ways of managing these
associations: patterns [CSC03], modularisation [BHRH00], and aspects [GL08].

Patterns refer to templates of elements to be found in a specification and their
corresponding code. In MAS, developers have to deal first with the diversity of
agent programming concepts, which interferes with the definition of reusable
pattern across programming languages and implementation platforms. Hence,
patterns have to be abstract to ensure reuse across agent platforms and pro-
gramming languages, what prevents, at the same time, to have a stable imple-
mentation reference. Nevertheless, establishing a collection of agreed patterns
may change this in this future and will force target platforms to tell how these
patterns can be implemented. An example of this ideal are FIPA protocols and
their standard implementations. FIPA defines semantic and notation for a set
of reusable protocols and, for them, one can find FIPA-compliant implementa-
tions, like JADE. Hence, in a specification, a developer can use an existing FIPA
protocol and find straightforward implementations. Nevertheless, this is not the
general case. There are authors working on the identification of meaningful
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structures at the specification level, like inter-agent coordination schemes
[GVO07] (expressed using node-edge diagrams) [DWK01] (using UML notation)
[SR09] (using domain specific languages), or organisational structures [KGM02]
(expressed using Tropos). More coherent with the classic notion of pattern is the
work [CSC03], where patterns are treated as pieces of specification concepts and
their corresponding code, what permits a more adequate reuse across develop-
ments. The management of patterns in a specification (finding occurrences, for
instance, of patterns collected in a library), may be supported by tools imple-
menting different kinds of transformations, like those considered in section 4.

The identification of reusable structures, i.e. patterns, is closely related to mod-
ularisation and componentisation. Agent modules enable the provision of reusable
clusters of functionalities. Therefore, they allow to encapsulate and reuse pattern
realisations within a development environment as proposals for modularisation
concepts concern specific agent architectures. For BDI-like agents, Capabilities,
which contain reusable sets of beliefs, goals and plans, have been proposed. The
works [BHRH00] and in [BP07] show how interactive abilities, e.g. the participa-
tion in a contract-net protocol, can be encapsulated and reused by a goal-oriented
interface. This module concept is available in the Jack and Jadex agent platforms.
Components are more oriented towards the engineering of a system and refer to a
reusable coding element whose dependencies and internal behaviour are well de-
fined using some specification language: a component representation makes ex-
plicit what is required to make a component work. Agent literature has researched
reusable artefactswithdifferentpurposes: organisationartefacts [HBKR09] (which
are implemented with CArtAgO infrastructure [RVO06]), environments [RVO07]
(implemented with CArtAgO) [VHR+07] (review of other infrastructures), coordi-
nation in general [RV05] (implemented as TuCSON coordination infrastructure),
or facilitating cognitive processes by representing some relevant aspect of the en-
vironment [PR08] (implemented with CArtAgO and Jason).

A third possibility is using aspects. Unlike the other solutions, aspects act as
a crosscutting concern affecting different, possibly separated, architectural com-
ponents. This suits well some specification concepts that affect several elements
in the implementation. The use of aspect oriented programming for developing
MASs brings two main benefits [GL08]: modular reasoning at the architectural
level and smooth transition in software life-cycle phases. The aspectization of
agent architectures supports modular reasoning, since the architects are able to
more independently treat each agent-hood property. Aspect oriented agent archi-
tectures are directly mapped to implementation abstractions using well known
aspect oriented programming languages, such as AspectJ.

3 Assisted Translation

Assisted translation is about having one or many developers translating a MAS
specification into instructions of a programming language using guidelines or
programs that support the process. The existence of correspondences between
specification structures and code structures may reduce the effort of the MAS
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implementation. The main idea is to identify patterns, modules, or aspects in
design models, and to implement them using pre-defined solutions, which may
be available as reusable code assets in a repository.

In addition, methods and guidelines may help the developer to systematize
the coding process. In Moraitis and Spanoudakis [MS06], it is demonstrated how
systems designed following the GAIA methodology, and its corresponding mod-
els, can be converted to JADE for deployment. The Gaia2Jade Process proposes
that the implementation phase should be performed in four stages: communi-
cation protocol definition, activities refinement, JADE behaviour creation, and
agent classes construction.

The Agent-Object-Relationship Modelling Language (AORML) [Wag03] is
another proposal for modelling MAS that is mainly inspired by the Agent Ori-
ented Programming proposal of Shoham [Sho93]. A conceptual mapping between
AORML and JADE is presented in Taveter and Wagner [TW08]. This mapping
should be used by developers as guideline for obtaining the actual code. The
same occurs with the mapping between Tropos and AORML as discussed in
Guizzardi-Silva et al. [SPD03].

Role modelling [Ken99] has counted as well with the use of guidelines and pro-
gramming language specific tools. It proposes implementation of agents playing
roles using object oriented patterns, or conceiving different roles as aspects as-
sociated with the agent.

4 Automatic Translation

In the automatic translation approach, a model is processed to obtain a software
system with different degrees of operativility. Automatic translation is generally
performed by means of model transformation tools or generative programming
approach, but always assuming the existence of a modelling language.

Code generation, whether it comes from a transformation or a generative ap-
proach, has been addressed early in the world of agents, back to Zeus method-
ology [NNLC99] in 1999. Trying to focus on more recent works, a selection of
research results have been selected and classified into two broad categories: with
and without an agent oriented methodology background.

When there is an agent oriented methodology, there is a modelling language
whose use is guided by a method with the aid of development tools. Some of
these tools are intended to assist the creation of the specification while others to
process the specification, for instance, to generate a system. These tools are used
with different intentions depending on the development stage according to the
kind of products the development process demands. For instance, a developer
can expect during the implementation stage to have code generation facilities
producing the actual code of the system, while at the testing stage, the developer
wants executable code that tests the automatically generated system.

Other works start directly from an agent modelling language without a spe-
cial focus on the method. Hence, there is little concern about development stages
and a simple design-generate-code approach is followed. This simplifies the con-
struction of a code generation approach, but leaves to the developer the burden
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of deciding how and when to apply it. In a way, this kind of works can be seen
as a germen for a future methodology.

Despite the focus, it can be appreciated that automatic translation of speci-
fication to code is strongly associated with model driven support tools. Model
Driven Development (MDD) focuses on the construction of a model of the sys-
tem and how to transform this model into source code, not just binaries. This
is the case of the Eclipse Modelling Framework, which enables the construc-
tion of meta-models and, from them, build visual editors and generate code.
Within this category fall the evolution of PDT tool [STP10], SDLMAS [CSZ09],
O-MaSE [GODR09], TROPOS [BDM+06], and DSML4MAS Development En-
vironment [WH09]. Other works prefer to reuse UML modelling tools, like the
Agent Modelling Language (AML) [CTCG04, ICG06], PASSI [Cos05], and MAS-
ML [dMdSLC05]. From these works, only INGENIAS [PGSF06] proposes custom
facilities based on the meta-modelling framework INGENME (http://ingenme.
sourceforge.net).

4.1 Agent Oriented Methodologies

In this category, five works are introduced. They are briefly presented in table 1
with special focus on the following characteristics: which one is the underlying
development method; the name of the modelling language; the name of the tool
that supports the translation and coding; and the target platform. A concrete
description of each work follows.

O-MaSE [GODR09] is an evolution of MaSE methodology that incorporates
the concept of Organisation. This evolution is supported by the editor agentTool
III. This tool permits to create the specification of the MAS and, at the same
time, transform it into executable code. The target platform is the JADE agent
platform.

Pavón et al. [PGSF06] presented an update to INGENIAS introducing the
INGENIAS Development Kit (IDK), as a way to provide Model Driven Devel-
opment tools for MAS development. It presents the IDK MAS Model Editor, a
graphical tool for MAS model creation, and a modular approach adapt the edi-
tor and tools to new metamodels or target platforms. It also proposes that the
model generation and metamodel development should be performed in parallel
with periodic consistency checks to allow feedback from one activity to the other
during the development.

Prometheus methodology permits to generate skeleton code for Jack agent
platform in the Eclipse based implementation of the PDT tool [STP10]. This
tool provides a equivalent representation of PDT concepts using Eclipse facilities
plus menu options to transform specifications into Jack agent programs.

PASSI [Cos05] proposes a step-by-step refinement from requirements to code.
The generation of the system is performed in part by the PASSI Toolkit (PTK).
The other part of code generation is responsibility of AgentFactory tool. It re-
gards code reuse in form of predefined patterns of agents and tasks. PTK com-
piles PASSI diagrams, exports the specification to AgentFactory or produces
skeleton for current agents. AgentFactory works at the pattern level by letting

http://ingenme.sourceforge.net
http://ingenme.sourceforge.net
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Table 1. Reviewed automatic code generation approaches from agent oriented
methodologies

Method Modeling Language Tool Target Platform
O-MaSE Based on O-

MaSE’s meta-
model /AUML
Interaction Dia-
grams

agentTool III JADE platform
[GODR09]

INGENIAS Based on INGE-
NIAS metamodel

INGENIAS Develop-
ment Kit (IDK)

JADE platform
[GSFPGM08]

Prometheus Prometheus Prometheus Design
Tool (PDT)

JACK [STP10]

Tropos Based on i* JADE Template Gen-
erator

JADE [BDM+06]

PASSI UML Rational Rose UML
CASE tool + add-
in supporting PASSI
(PTK) + AgentFac-
tory

JADE and FIPA-
OS [Cos05]

the developer choose among a set of predefined designs for which there is actual
code.

Bertolini et al. [BDM+06] describe how their agent-based software develop-
ment process can be performed through MDD. For this purpose, the authors
demonstrated how automatic transformations can be used to convert UML mod-
els on the various phases of the TROPOS methodology to finally maintain the
related implementation. The model transformation is defined by using Tefkat
model transformation engine.

4.2 Agent Oriented Modeling Languages

This section includes four works that mainly focus on the modeling language.
Their features are summarized in table 2. This table addresses similar charac-
teristics as in the previous section without regarding the development method.
Details of each work follow.

Agent-DSL [KGL04] is an aspect oriented modeling language that permits to
model agent features like knowledge, autonomy, adaptation, or roles. An agent
oriented specification using Agent-DSL is converted into code using an aspect
oriented agent architecture. Code generation uses Eclipse facilities to combine
the XML containing the Agent-DSL specification with some templates.

The Agent Modelling Language (AML) [CTCG04, ICG06] was designed to
address the specific qualities offered by MAS that are difficult to model with ob-
ject oriented modelling languages like UML. The authors of [CGT06] discuss an
automatic transformation that is based on a CASE modelling tool to define code
generators that translate the AML specification into code provided by the Liv-
ing Systems Technology Suite [RGK06], which is a development environment for
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Table 2. Reviewed automatic code generation approaches for modeling languages

Modeling Language Tool Target Platform
Agent-DSL Agent AO-

Architecture Eclipse
Plug-in

- (Java and AspectJ)
[KGL04]

MAS-ML VisualAgent ASF Framework
[dMdSLC05]

SDLMAS Eclipse SDLMAS
plug-in

JADE platform
[CSZ09]

DSML4MAS DSML4MAS Develop-
ment Environment

JACK and JADE
[Hah08]

producing applications based on software agent technology. The Living Systems
Technology Suite (LS/TS) provides a Java-based foundation for the development
and operation of products and solutions based on software agent technology.

MAS-ML [dMdSLC05] is a modelling language, which extends the UML meta-
model to include agent concepts. MAS-ML specification can be transformed into
code addressing the ASF framework. The process is performed using VisualA-
gents environment. This tool has a graphical facilities for modelling; a transfor-
mation tool from the MAS-ML to UML XMI; and a code generation tool.

SDLMAS [CSZ09] is oriented towards the modeling of complex interactions.
The description of interactions is made through scenarios. Scenario description
is made using a text file, which follows the SDLMAS language conventions.
These files contains as well agent definitions, agent actions, and roles. They are
processed to produce code compatible with the SDLMAS platform, which is built
over the JADE platform. Code generation reuses Eclipse facilities to convert the
SDLMAS text file into EMF data and then to transform the EMF representation
into code.

In [Hah08], a model transformation in accordance to MDD between a meta-
model called PIM4Agents and the agent platforms JACK and JADE has been
discussed. Moreover, a formal semantics has been defined as well as a model-
driven methodology. The DSML4MAS Development Environment [WH09], a
graphical editor based on the Eclipe’s Graphical Modelling Framework, provides
a clear concrete syntax to design MAS in accordance to DSML4MAS.

5 Conclusions

This work has reviewed a number of works in recent years of research in MAS.
It surveys different ways the agent research community is addressing the spec-
ification to code transition problem. Works have been divided into two broad
categories (assisted and automatic) while some theoretical principles underlying
both approaches (structures to be mapped between the specification and the
design) were introduced.
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Readers should not assume this survey considers in detail the implementation
stage. The discussed works mainly concern the translation of agent specifications
to source code. Nevertheless, there are issues that bias an implementation that
have not been regarded. From a single specification, different implementations
are possible, but only a few will satisfy the actual requirements of a development.
The reason is that there are requirements that refer to non-functional issues, such
as security, resource usage, performance, or scalability. Finding appropriate code
structures that satisfy them adds more complexity to the specification-to-code
translation problem. Hence, they deserve attention from the developer, as well.
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Abstract. Testing software agents and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
needs suitable techniques to evaluate agent’s autonomous behaviours as
well as distribution, social and deliberative properties, which are particu-
lar to these systems. This paper reviews testing methods and techniques
with respect to the MAS properties they are able to address. For this
purpose, we provide a reference framework that provides a classification
of MAS testing levels (such as unit, agent, integration, system, and ac-
ceptance) and of testing approaches along the development artefact they
exploit (namely, design and code artefacts). Open issues in testing MAS
are then discussed providing a basis for a research roadmap.

1 Introduction

Software testing aims at answering questions like Is the system being built good
enough? Does the resulting system fulfil the requirements? That is, testing is
the software development activity, devoted to evaluating product quality and
improving it by identifying defects and problems.

The specific nature of software agents, which are designed to be distributed,
autonomous, and deliberative makes it difficult to apply existing software testing
techniques to them. For instance, agents operate asynchronously and in parallel,
which challenges testing and debugging. Agents communicate primarily through
message passing instead of method invocation, so traditional testing approaches
are not directly applicable. Agents are autonomous and cooperate with other
agents, so they may run correctly by themselves but incorrectly in a community
or vice-versa. Moreover, agents can be programmed to learn (i.e., change their
behaviour); so successive tests with the same test data may give different results.
Initial works on evaluating MAS quality focused on the definition of techniques
for automating the validation of MAS specifications through formal proofing or
model-checking [2, 20], and on the development of debugging techniques and
tools to enhance MAS development platforms [15, 3, 31].
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Structured testing approaches have been proposed more recently, to comple-
ment analysis and design methodologies [4, 26, 31, 14]. These approaches rest on
the idea that the behaviour of the MAS can be dynamically evaluated providing
as input a set of test cases that are derived from analysis and design artefacts.

Differently from these techniques, simulation-based approaches aim at detect-
ing abnormal behaviours while a simplified version of the system (or a model of
it) is executed in a virtual environment [13, 35, 6, 18]. These approaches seem to
be particularly appropriate to evaluate emerging behaviours in self-organizing
systems [7]. Data mining techniques have been applied to analyse simulation logs
for large MAS, as it is the case in ACLAnalyser [33, 34], which is a way to cope
with scalability of MAS.

In this paper we survey testing methods and techniques, characterizing them
along the testing levels they support (such as unit, agent, integration, system,
and acceptance). We differentiate them also between simulation-based techniques
(called passive approaches) and structured testing methodologies (called active
approaches).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a MAS testing frame-
work. State of the art MAS testing approaches are then surveyed in Section 3.
Open issues in testing MAS and promising testing techniques are then discussed
in Section 4, providing a basis for a research roadmap.

2 Classification Dimensions

In order to provide the reader with a structured view for clarity, we propose
to classify existing work on MAS testing following two different aspects: testing
levels and testing techniques. Testing in MAS consists of five levels, as proposed
in [23] and [22]: unit, agent, integration, system, and acceptance. The testing
objectives, subjects to test, and activities of each level are described as follows:

– Unit. Test all units that make up an agent, including blocks of code, imple-
mentation of agent units like goals, plans, knowledge base, reasoning engine,
rules specification, and so forth; make sure that they work as designed.

– Agent. Test the integration of the different modules inside an agent; test
agents’ capabilities to fulfil their goals and to sense and effect the environ-
ment.

– Integration or Group. Test the interaction of agents, communication proto-
col and semantics, interaction of agents with the environment, integration
of agents with shared resources, regulations enforcement; Observe emergent
properties, collective behaviours; make sure that a group of agents and en-
vironmental resources work correctly together.

– System or Society. Test the MAS as a system running at the target operating
environment; test the expected emergent and macroscopic properties of the
system as a whole; test the quality properties that the intended system must
reach, such as adaptation, openness, fault-tolerance, performance.

– Acceptance. Test the MAS in the customer’s execution environment and
verify that it meets stakeholder goals, with the participation of stakeholders.
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We will organise existing work along these levels to see on which levels each work
focuses1.

We can also use testing techniques in terms of their test input perspective:
passive and active, to classify existing work. Some employ the passive perspective
to solely observe the output behaviours, test inputs are often predefined configu-
rations or ignored; while others adopt the active perspective seeking extensively
for good test inputs and at the same time monitoring the output behaviours of
the subjects under test.

It is worthwhile noting that the two chosen dimensions, i.e. testing levels and
test techniques, are not intended to be comprehensive. They rather provide a
useful framework to systematically organise existing work. The next section will
give a survey of the most relevant and active work on MAS testing according to
these classification dimensions.

Moreover, the work surveyed are also assessed in terms of their maturity into
usable, in progress , and concept as follows: Usable: there are published results,
there is available material that permits to reproduce the results, and the work
has been used in the development of medium or big size projects. In progress:
there are published results, there is available material that permits to reproduce
the results. So far, the work has been used in academic size projects. Concept:
there are published results, but the applicability of the work is still to be proven.

3 MAS Testing Approaches

The data in Table 1 give an overview of the most recent and active work in this
domain. They are organized according to the classification introduced in the
previous section. The third dimension, maturity, will be tagged to each work. In
the following sections, we first summarize the contributions of the works that
focus mainly on a particular testing level, e.g. agent ; hereafter are the works
that tackle more than one testing level. In addition, we also summarize some
interesting work that do early validation of the agent and MAS design based on
simulation techniques and generated agent skeletons. It is non-trivial to organize

Table 1. State-of-the-art work on MAS testing

 Unit Agent Integration System Acceptance 

A
ct
iv
e Zhang et al. (2007, 2008, 2009),  

Tiryaki et al. (2006),  
Ekinci et al. (2008) ,  
Nguyen et al. (2010) 

Núñez et al. (2005),  
Coelho et al. (2006),  
Tiryaki et al. (2006),  
Gómez-Sanz et al. (2009),  
Nguyen et al. (2008, 2009, 2010) 

Gómez-Sanz et al. (2009),  
Nguyen et al. (2010) 

Nguyen 
et al. 
(2010) 

Nguyen 
et al. (2010) 

P
as
si
ve

 

 

Lam and Barber (2005),  
Núñez et al. (2005),  
Gardelli et al. (2005),  
Fortino et al. (2006),  
Bernon et al. (2007),  
Cossentino et al. (2008) 

Sierra et al. (2004),  
Botía et al. (2004),  
Rodrigues et al. (2005),  
Serrano and Bota (2009), 
Serrano et al. (2009),  
Sudeikat and Renz (2009) 

De Wolf 
et al. 
(2005) 

 

1 These works are organized in chronological order; those published in the same year
are ordered alphabetically.
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these works following the proposed classification since their subjects under test
are agent design, not agent code. However, we decide to include them because
they are complementary to testing, and both types contribute to the final goal
of ensuring the quality of the agent or MAS under development.

3.1 Unit Level

Zhang et al. [38, 39, 40], in progress : This body of work presents a framework
for automated unit testing of agent systems. The approach is a model-based
testing approach where the models used are the design artefacts of the agent
design methodology. The chosen methodology (though it is extensible to other
methodologies with similar concepts) is Prometheus [28] and the corresponding
tool that incorporates the testing techniques is the Prometheus Design Tool
(PDT2) [39].

In [38], the basic units for testing are identified as events, plans and beliefs.
Events are tested for coverage (does this event get handled) and overlap (are
there multiple plans that can handle this event in the same situation). Plans are
tested for whether the plan gets triggered in at least some situations (but not
all if there is a condition specified to its applicability), does the plan complete3,
and does the plan post the events that it should (as indicated in the design).
The testing of beliefs are limited to verifying whether the data fields as indicated
in the design are implemented and if there are any events posted by the belief
(e.g., if an event is posted when a belief is updated), test if these events do get
posted.

The paper details mechanisms for identifying the order in which the units are
to be tested, for example, if unit x depends on unit y then y must be tested
before x. It also details the process of generating test cases and outlines the
overall testing process. All the mechanisms are fully automated, but allow for
user input at various stages.

In [40] the details of how variables are to be specified, extracted and assigned
values to create test cases are presented. Furthermore, in order to execute the
test cases the system environment needs to be setup. For example, there may
be interaction with an external program within a plan unit (e.g. a query to an
external database of a web service). There may also be interaction with another
agent within a testing unit. This work deals with the above by introducing
initialization procedures and mock agents to simulate other agents/systems.

Ekinci et al. [10], in progress : This work considers agent goals as the smallest
testable units in MAS and proposes to test these units by means of test goals.
Each test goal is conceptually decomposed into three sub-goals: setup, goal under
test, and assert. The first and last goals prepare pre-conditions and check post-
conditions respectively, while testing the goal under test.

2 www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents/pdt
3 Note, here it tests for plan completion not for plan success.

www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents/pdt
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3.2 Agent Level

Lam and Barber [19], in progress : This work proposes a semi-automated
process for comprehending software agent behaviours. The approach imitates
what a human user, can be a tester, does in software comprehension: building
and refining a knowledge base about the behaviours of agents, and using it to
verify and explain behaviours of agents at runtime.

Núñez et al. [27], in progress : This paper introduces a formal framework to
specify the behaviour of autonomous e-commerce agents. The desired behaviours
of the agents under test are presented by means of a new formalism, called util-
ity state machine that embodies users’ preferences in its states. Two testing
methodologies are proposed to check whether an implementation of a specified
agent behaves as expected (i.e., conformance testing); one active, the other pas-
sive. In their active testing approach, they use for each agent under test a test
(a special agent) that takes the formal specification of the agent to facilitate it
to reach a specific state. The operational trace of the agent is then compared
to the specification in order to detect faults. On the other hand, the authors
also propose to use passive testing, in which the agents under test are observed
only, not simulated like in active testing. Invalid traces, if any, are then identified
thanks to the formal specifications of the agents.

Coelho et al. [5], in progress : Inspired by JUnit [12], this paper proposes a
framework for unit testing of MAS based on the use of Mock Agents. Their
work focuses on testing roles of agents. Mock agents that simulate real agents
in communicating with the agent under test were implemented manually; each
corresponds to one agent role.

Nguyen et al. [25], in progress : This work takes advantage of agent interac-
tion ontologies that define the semantics of agent interactions to: (i) generate
test inputs; (ii) guide the exploration of the input space during generation; and,
(iii) verify messages exchanged among agents with respect to the defined inter-
action ontology. A set of generation rules have been defined and using them an
automated testing framework can test a particular agent extensively through a
large and diverse number of test cases.

Nguyen et al. [24], in progress : Agent autonomy makes testing harder: au-
tonomous agents may react in different ways to the same inputs over time,
because, for instance they have changeable goals and knowledge. Testing of
autonomous agents requires a procedure that caters for a wide range of test
case contexts, and that can search for the most demanding of these test cases.
Nguyen et al. [24] introduce and evaluate an approach to testing autonomous
agents that uses evolutionary optimization to generate demanding test cases. In
this work, the authors have proposed a systematic way of evaluating the quality
of autonomous agents. First, stakeholder requirements are represented as quality
measures, and corresponding thresholds are used as testing criteria. Autonomous
agents need to meet these criteria in order to be reliable. Fitness functions that
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represent testing objectives are defined accordingly, and guide this evolutionary
test generation technique to generate test cases automatically.

3.3 Integration Level

Serrano and Bot́ıa [33], Serrano et al. [34], usable: One of the issues when
testing MAS is their scalability, because of the number of agents and more specif-
ically the huge number of interactions that may arise. This makes it very difficult
to apply classical testing techniques. ACLAnalyser addresses these issues by ap-
plying data mining techniques on the logs of MAS executions (initially, on the
JADE agent platform). This allows discovering emergence patterns at system
(social) level. For instance, the creation of communities of agents with strong
interaction links can be detected with the clustering facilities of ACLAnalyser.

3.4 Multiple Testing Levels

Tiryaki et al. [37], in progress : This work proposes a test-driven MAS deve-
lopment approach that supports iterative and incremental MAS construction.
A testing framework called SUnit, which was built on top of JUnit[12] and
Seagent [9], was developed to support the approach. The framework allows writ-
ing tests for agent behaviours and interactions between agents.

Gómez-Sanz et al. [14], usable: This work focuses on agent and interaction
testing level. The INGENIAS Development Kit also provides facilities for MAS
testing. It relies on the model-driven approach of INGENIAS, which allows the
specification of test suites when modelling the MAS. It is possible to specify
testing deployments, interaction tests, and agent mental state inspection. MAS
models are then transformed into code on the INGENIAS Agent Framework
(running on top of JADE agent platform), where tests can be executed and
the developer can get information on the progression of organization workflows,
interactions, and agents’ mental states. Test suites can be automated, and this
facilitates model-driven agile development, as it is easy to perform iterations,
each one passing a test suite.

Nguyen et al. [26], in progress : The paper proposes a comprehensive testing
methodology, called Goal-Oriented Software Testing (GOST), that complements
and exploits goal-oriented analysis and design to derive test suites at all testing
levels, from unit to acceptance. GOST provides a testing process model that
brings the connections between goals and test cases explicit and a systematic
way of deriving test cases from goal analysis. This can help discovering problems
early, avoiding implementing erroneous specifications. In addition, GOST comes
with a tool that supports test case generation, specification, and execution.

3.5 Simulation-Based Design Validation

Sierra et al. [35], usable: The IDE-eli (Integrated Development Environment
for Electronic Institutions) simulation tools support the engineering of MAS as
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electronic institutions. The SIMDEI tool, based on Repast, enables to animate
and analyze specifications before deploying them, therefore facilitating the lo-
cation of unexpected behaviours that may jeopardize critical applications. An
agent skeleton is automatically generated from its specification, depending on
the roles and interactions in which this agent may participate. This skeleton has
to be completed by designers with decision-making mechanisms. The simulation
process involves different populations of agents with different features that are
able to act in a specified institution. The institution designer analyses results
and may return to the design stage if results differ from the expected ones.

De Wolf et al.[8], usable: This paper proposes an empirical analysis approach
combining agent-based simulations and numerical algorithms for analyzing the
global behaviour of a self-organizing system. The initial values of macroscopic
variables (those related to the properties that are studied) are supplied, a certain
number of simulations are then initialized accordingly, simulations are then ex-
ecuted for a predefined duration, the average values of these variables on all the
simulations are then given as results to the analysis algorithm, this latter pro-
cesses these results to compute the next initial values. The algorithm also decides
on the configuration of the next simulations (initial conditions, durations) and
the cycle is repeated until the algorithm reaches its goal (for instance, converge
towards a value, find a steady state).

Gardelli et al. [13], usable: Detection of agents having abnormal behaviours
in a self-organizing/open MAS. The infrastructure is both based on TuCSoN
(agents and artefacts) and principles coming from the human immune system.
The behaviour of different scenarios is simulated using SpiM specifications (PI-
calculus).

Fortino et al. [11], Cossentino et al. [6], usable: A simulation-driven devel-
opment process is obtained by integrating state-chart-based simulation method-
ology for MAS with PASSI. Simulation methodology based on three phases:
modelling, coding and simulation. Simulation is based on MASSIMO, a Java-
based discrete-event simulation framework that enables validation and evalua-
tion of the dynamic behaviours of agents (using execution traces) as well as the
performance of the system (using evaluation parameters defined in an ad hoc
way).

Bernon et al. [1], in progress : This paper proposes a model for a cooperative
agent and a simulation tool for helping designers of self-organizing MAS. Ac-
cording to the AMAS (Adaptive MAS) theory, the collective function of these
systems emerges from the cooperative interactions between agents. Agents have
to always avoid, or detect and then repair situations that are against this coop-
erative social attitude. The proposed tool enables a designer to build a simpli-
fied/prototype of his target AMAS under SeSAM, to run simulations in order
to get information about the situations that are non cooperative and not pro-
cessed in the right way by the cooperative agents. The designer can then observe
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the behaviour of these agents in order to verify whether their cooperative atti-
tude is the expected one according to the emergent collective function obtained.
He has then the possibility to manually improve behaviours by acting on what
and how agents perceive, decide and act.

Sudeikat and Renz [36], in progress : The validation procedure consists in
making hypotheses on the macroscopic observable MAS behaviour based on the
MAS designs. These hypotheses are validated by tailoring simulation settings
and analyzing the obtained results. Causal Loop Diagrams are used to express
the intended application behaviour. An environment of execution is proposed
to measure the correlations between state variables and check the presence of
causal relations.

4 Open Issues

The above-described survey allows pointing out open problems, and solutions to
some of them that have not been validated empirically, so defining the basis of
a research agenda for MAS testing.

First, looking at the five testing levels we may notice that most of the available
approaches concern the unit, agent and integration testing levels, leading to the
observation that system and acceptance testing need further investigation.

Second, most of the approaches need to be consolidated and evaluated on
realistic case studies to provide evidence of their usability.

Specific properties of MAS systems, such as autonomy and adaptivity, and
more generally self-* properties4, are challenging research on engineering and
testing such software systems. Similar issues were previously pointed out in the
Agentlink’s research roadmap [21], quoting it ...techniques are needed to ensure
that the system still executes in an acceptable, or safe, manner during the adap-
tation process, for example using techniques such as dependency analysis or high
level contracts and invariants to monitor system correctness before, during and
after adaptation.

While addressing the above mentioned open issues, possible benefits from con-
ventional software engineering testing’s techniques are worth considering. For
instance, extending to Multi-Agent systems research on metrics for evaluating
software qualities and for defining test oracles for systems’ properties seem par-
ticularly promising. Examples are recent works in the context of the definition of
self-organisation and emergence mechanisms for achieving self-* properties, [16]
and [32], which study a certain number of metrics for evaluating adaptivity in
self-organizing systems. Such metrics could be proved useful when testing and
validating self-organising and complex systems. Moreover, Mikhail et al. [30, 29]
apply coupling and cohesion metrics to evaluate qualities of service-based sys-
tems and intend to apply a similar approach to define metrics for agents within
service oriented architectures.
4 Namely self-managing, self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing, and selfprotect-

ing, as defined in the autonomic paradigm [17].
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Abstract. Agent-oriented methodologies like ADELFE, ASPECS,
INGENIAS, MaSE, PASSI, Prometheus, SODA, or Tropos propose devel-
opment formulae with their own specificities. Analyzing them is the re-
sponsibility of the Process Engineering discipline, which is currently one
hot research line in software engineering. The analysis makes it possible to
construct a catalogue of current processes, assessing their utility and en-
abling their reuse. Additionally, the study may lead to the modification or
improvement of existing development processes, perhaps combining frag-
ments from solutions coming from the different methodologies.

In this paper, we first provide a general view over the area of Software
Process Engineering (SPE), then focus on the most recent developments
of SPE in the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) field.

Keywords: Agent-Oriented Software Engineering, Methodologies, Soft-
ware Process Engineering, Fragment.

1 Software Processes

In Software Engineering (SE), developers expects to find concrete “instructions”
and methods to complete development before a deadline, delivering a quality
product, and with a cost meeting the initial budget of the project. Such in-
structions are typically expressed in the form of a software development process.
Development processes have often appeared in Agent Oriented Software Engi-
neering (AOSE) methodologies as a simple enumerated list of steps. While this
can be considered effective for small developments – e.g. one person during a
short period of time –, it is hardly applicable to medium-to-big developments—
e.g. a development team with a project several years long. The literature suggests
using more complex solutions, like Cernuzzi et al. [1] or Fuggetta [2].

Cernuzzi et al. [1] define the development process as “an ordered set of steps
that involve all the activities, constraints and resources required to produce a
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specific desired output satisfying a set of input requirements”. Fuggetta [2] pro-
poses an interesting definition from the organizational point of view of software
development process (or simply software process) as “the coherent set of poli-
cies, organizational structures, technologies, procedures, and artifacts that are
needed to conceive, develop, deploy, and maintain (evolve) a software product”.
Software processes can then be (and typically are) composed by a set of stages,
each specifying which phases/activities should be carried on and which roles
(i.e.: client, analyst, software architect, programmers, etc.) and resources are to
be involved in them.

Such concepts are seldom found in existing agent-oriented methodologies.
Typically, new AOSE methodologies get proposed without explicitly relating
them to any process models and, at the same time, being implicitly suitable
only for a limited set of (or a single) process models. This contrasts with the
fact that designing multi-agent systems is a complex software development, and
that developers need to be guided and helped in this task. Therefore, agent-
oriented methodologies should also take into account the fact that the prod-
uct is not merely developed but also: (i) conceived, often relying on unstable
or incomplete requirements; (ii) deployed, i.e., put to work in an operational
environment; (iii) maintained and evolved, depending on novel requirements or
changes in the operational environments. Besides, intuitively, different needs call
for different processes. For example, it is quite clear that the way a multi-agent
system (MAS) dedicated to solve a specific problem such as a timetabling [3]
and a MAS which has to simulate a natural phenomenon [4] involve different
development approaches.

Another important aspect to be considered is that a software process is not
something static that, once adopted, should never be changed. Instead, a process
can be improved with the experience of applying it in a concrete development.
For instance, PASSI has been modified in order to also handle multi-agent simu-
lation [5], while Tropos and ADELFE are combined in order to take into account
self-adaptation in Tropos [6]. As a consequence, any agent-oriented software en-
gineer should assume the development process evolves over time. It evolves to-
gether with the increased awareness of the involved people, towards a maturity
level1 that ensures the repeatability of a process in terms of the quality, cost
and time of the produced software. This is a fundamental evaluation criterion
for any organization that would aim at adopting the agent-based paradigm in
its development process.

As a conclusion, the development process is an important element of any
software engineering methodology—and is essential within any agent-oriented
methodology; it attends the needs of a concrete development problem and evolves
when the change brings benefits. Therefore, the study of the many aspects of
the software development process from a scientific perspective is mandatory.

Along this line, in this paper we adopt Software Process Engineering (SPE) as
the conceptual and technical framework for such a study, then discuss its applica-
tion to AOSE. In short, SPE provides the tools for analyzing, decomposing, and

1 CMMI, http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/tools/cmmiv1-3/

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/tools/cmmiv1-3/
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building software development processes. Accordingly, Section 2 briefly describes
SPE under the classical SE perspective, along with the main concepts used in
process composition. Then, Section 3 presents SPE from the AOSE point of
view, and expounds the recent works done on fragments and process engineering
customization.

2 Software Processes Engineering

Like most processes concerning human activities, the software development pro-
cess is inherently complex and hard to standardize, as demonstrated by the
difficulties reported in the literature of automating the software process. Despite
the great acceptance of development processes based on the Unified Process
(UP [7]), researchers and practitioners in the area agree that there is no sin-
gle software process that could fit the need of all [8]. UP itself is essentially a
highly-customizable development framework rather than a well-established and
fixed process.

Among the current method engineering approaches in the literature, Situa-
tional Method Engineering (SME) is undoubtedly one of the most promising:
there, the construction of ad-hoc processes is based on reusing portions of exist-
ing or newly-created processes, called fragments. So, in the reminder of this sec-
tion we first discuss the basis of SME (Subsection 2.1), then we sketch the diverse
fragment definitions (Subsection 2.2) and fragment repositories (Subsection 2.3),
finally we briefly introduce some tools supporting SME (Subsection 2.4).

2.1 Situational Method Engineering

Situational Method Engineering [9,10] is the discipline that studies the compo-
sition of new, ad-hoc software engineering processes for each specific need. This
is based on the assumption that the “situation” is the information leading to
the identification of the right design approach. This paradigm provides tools for
the construction of ad-hoc processes by means of the reuse of existing process
fragments (called method fragments), stored in a repository (Subsection 2.3). In
order to be effective, this approach requires the process and its fragments to be
suitably modeled.

Within the concept of situation authors usually include: requirements of the
process, development context, the specific class of problem to be solved. Sev-
eral approaches to SME have been presented in the last years with no specific
reference to the OO context [8,11,12,13,14].

The most complete approach in the field is probably represented by the OPEN
Process Framework (OPF [15]). OPF is based on a large number of method frag-
ments stored in a repository along with a set of construction guidelines that are
considered to be parts of existing methodologies and can be used to construct
new methodologies. The OPF meta-model is composed of five main meta-classes
[16]: Stages, Producers, Work Units, Work Products and Languages. When in-
stantiated, each meta-class produces a method fragment.
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2.2 Fragment Definition

Different approaches to process composition may be also rely on different defini-
tions (and labels) for the building blocks. We may attempt a rough categorization
of process reusable parts defined in classical SE:

Method Fragment — A method fragment is a piece of an information systems
development process. According to Brinkkemper et al. [11,17], there are two
kinds of method fragments: the product fragment – concerning the structure
of a process product, representing deliverables, diagrams, . . . – and the pro-
cess fragment—describing the stages, activities and tasks to be performed
to produce a product fragment.

Method Chunk — According to J. Ralyte et al. [12,18], a method chunk is
a consistent and autonomous component of a development process. The
method chunk integrates two aspects of the method fragment, the prod-
uct and the process, so it represents a portion of process together with its
related product(s).

OPF Method Fragment — An OPF method fragment is an instance of one
of the following classes: Stages, Producers, Work Units, Work Products and
Languages. According to D. Firesmith and B. Henderson-Sellers [15,19], frag-
ments of different types need to be composed in order to provide the different
features of a process.

2.3 Fragment Repository

A fragment repository (or method library) is an essential component of any SME
approach. In spite of this, only few repositories are currently available, due to
the great effort required to build such a resource as well as to the lack of a
widely-accepted standard in the field.

A repository could be used as a general purpose software engineering processes
container. It could even contain sets of reusable elements (content and process)
that do not belong to a specific software engineering processes, but could be used
as building bricks (fragments/chunks). The largest available repository is part
of OPF [15]2. The support for a method library is also present in a widespread
software tool, the Eclipse Process Framework3 (EPF) plugin, which supports
the OMG Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) v. 2.0 [20], and
provides all the capabilities needed to define method plugins into library as
well as to tailor new software engineering processes from those plugins (method
configuration). A project such as OpenUP4 provides an open-source, common
and extensible base for iterative incremental software engineering processes by
using the modularity and re-usability skills of SPEM 2.0 through the EPF
plugin.

2 http://www.opfro.org/
3 http://epf.eclipse.org/
4 http://epf.eclipse.org/wikis/openup

http://www.opfro.org/
http://epf.eclipse.org/
http://epf.eclipse.org/wikis/openup
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2.4 Tools

When developing a software system, several tools are required to support the
different stages of the process. Areas of application for design tools spread from
requirements elicitation to design, testing, validation, version control, configura-
tion management and reverse engineering. In this section, not all tools available
during the engineering process are described. We rather would like to focus on
the different kinds of tools linked to apply or adapt a method. Tools can be
classified in three different categories: CASE, CAME, and CAPE tools.

The CASE acronym stands for Computer Aided Software Engineering, and
it addresses the large category of tools that could be used in any software en-
gineering process employment. CASE tools support the modeling activities and
constrain the designer just in the choice of the system modeling language (for
instance UML), and, when code generation is possible, on the coding languages.
The main limit of these tools is that they are not aware of the adopted method
– in terms of work to be done – and are instead only concerned with the repre-
sentation of some (often uncoordinated) views of the system.

Today, in the field of aided software development, meta-CASE tools achieved
large significance, being able to provide an either automated or semi-automated
process for the creation of CASE tools, based on a meta-model used to describe
the language, the concepts and the relationships of a specific design method-
ology. In the field of Method Engineering a meta-CASE tool – called CAME
(Computer Aided Method Engineering) – is used to describe and to represent
a set of methods. CAME tools are conceived to support methods rather then
design. They do not adopt any specific software development process model –
they are not even aware of its existence because they are only concerned with the
drawing of the different aspects of the model separately –, therefore the designer
could freely work on the different views, even violating the prescribed process
without any warning from the tool.

Several existing CAME tools (Mentor [21], Decamerone [22], MetaEdit+ [23],
INGENME5 and MethodBase [24]) are also based on Meta-CASE technology
allowing the construction or the automatic generation of CASE tools specific
for given methods. In particular, MetaEdit+ seems the most complete CAME
tool, even if it presents several limitations. MetaEdit+ makes it possible to im-
plement a domain specific modeling language, and to use it in ad-hoc created
CASE tool. MetaEdit+ is at the same time a CAME and a CASE tool, and
is the only tool that allows the instantiation of a CASE tool starting from the
definition of a given modeling language. However, MetaEdit+ does not provide
any support for managing the development processes, and the generated CASE
tools always adopt the same UML editor for the software product design. As a
result, the generated methods are static, and there is no way to reuse portions
of existing tools supporting the method fragments used. A possible alternative
to MetaEdit+ is INGENME, a tool for producing self-contained visual editors
for languages defined using an XML file. INGENME can be used to test visual
languages and also to produce customized editors.
5 http://ingenme.sourceforge.net/

http://ingenme.sourceforge.net/
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One of the intrinsic limits of CAME tools – the lack of process awareness
– is overcome by CAPE (Computer Aided Process Engineering) tools that are
instead aware of the adopted process model – or, that could be used to design
it –, and coordinate the different stages of the process in order to respect its
prescriptions.

3 AOSE Software Processes Engineering

Putting the focus of process engineering on the development of multi-agent sys-
tems moves the attention of the designer to the study of specific topics such
as:

– the definition of the agent concept (that is often specific to each single
approach),

– the definition of the MAS meta-model (composed of the already cited agent
as well as many other entities like role, communication, group, and so on),

– the agent’s reasoning technique (goal-oriented, expert system-based, rule
based, . . . ),

– the implementation of autonomy, self-organization and similar system
features.

Such topics affect the conception of the AOSE design process. Just to provide an
example, it is nowadays very uncommon to find the adoption of formal languages
in the development of object-oriented system. Conversely, this is quite frequent
in conception of MAS where such languages provide a good support for the
design of some reasoning techniques. This obviously influences the developing
process since there is the need of several different new activities such as model
checking and verification.

Besides, the absence of a standardized and widely accepted MAS meta-model
has deeply influenced the introduction of SME techniques in the AOSE field.
As a consequence, several authors centered their approach on the influence that
the definition of a specific MAS type can have on the process that have to be
followed in order to analyze and design such a MAS type. More details about
such a variant of the classical SME approach are provided in the next subsection.

3.1 AOSE Situational Method Engineering

As far as the approaches specifically related to the agent-oriented context are
concerned, an initial reference framework has been provided by the work of the
FIPA Methodology Technical Committee (TC)6 devoted to the study of frag-
ments’ definition and composition [25]. A standard specification is expected by
the successor of that committee, the IEEE FIPA Design Process Documentation
and Fragmentation (DPDF) working group7. The DPDF WG approach is based

6 http://www.fipa.org/activities/methodology.html
7 http://www.fipa.org/subgroups/DPDF-WG.html

http://www.fipa.org/activities/methodology.html
http://www.fipa.org/subgroups/DPDF-WG.html
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on the adoption of SPEM 2.0 with the inclusion of minor extensions motivated
by the specific needs of a multi-agent system design process [26].

SME in AOSE shares the same objective with SME researchers in proposing
the most relevant process for a given situational context of development. The
objective is to provide CAPE tools enabling to build the most convenient pro-
cess and possibly to adapt it during the development. In fact, the most relevant
fragments must be retrieved and used among all the available fragments. Con-
sequently, some of the works in the AOSE community currently focus on how to
automate the software process construction such as the three following examples
reported here.

PRoDe: A Process for the Design of Design Processes. PRoDe [27] is
an approach for new AOSE design process composition based on two pillars: the
process fragment [28] and the MAS meta-model. These two elements are both
defined and considered under a specific agent-oriented perspective thus creating a
peculiar approach. PRoDe is based on the classic situational method engineering
and it is organized in three main phases: Process Analysis, Process Design and
Process Deployment. They clearly resemble the software development phases
thus realizing the parallelism proposed by Osterweil in his well-known paper
Software Processes are Software too [29].

During Process Analysis, the process to be developed is analyzed and its
requirements are elicited. Process Requirements Analysis delivers a portion of
the MAS meta-model, whose structure will decisively affect the following steps of
process development. During Process Design the method engineer selects, from
a previously constructed repository, a set of fragments that he/she assembles
in the new process. Finally, in the Process Deployment phase, the new process
is used to solve a specific problem. From this employment some feedbacks are
received and this is used to further enhance the process towards its maturity. It is
also possible to repeat the whole construction process in an incremental/iterative
way.

The most relevant contribution coming from PRoDe to the state of the art
consists in some guidelines driving the method designer through the most diffi-
cult steps of the work. This is a very relevant aspect of the approach since skills
required to a method engineering are very high and such a professional profile
is not frequently found in the field. The most relevant guideline is realized by
an algorithm used to prioritize the retrieval of fragments from the repository.
The problem solved by the algorithm is: given a MAS meta-model and the set
of fragments able to instantiate the elements of the meta-model, which is the
first fragment that should be selected? And the following? This problem is rele-
vant because the selection of one fragment (the first) introduces new constraints
in the design: its inputs are to be satisfied and its outputs should be all used
otherwise the fragment needs an adaptation (an adjunctive cost).

Currently the process has been already adopted in several case studies [30,31]
and it is at the basis of the approach proposed in the next subsection.
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MEnSA Project. In the MEnSA project8 the authors decided to directly link
the new process requirements to the fragments they were going to select. The
composition of the new methodology was inspired by the PRoDe approach [27],
which proposes to use the MAS meta-model as a central element for selecting
and assembling fragments. It is worth to note that while in the PRoDe approach
requirements are used to compose an initial draft of the MAS meta-model, which
is then used to retrieve fragments from the repository, in the novel MEnSA
approach process requirements are used to select fragments, and their outcomes
are used to define the MAS meta-model.

The approach adopted is organised in a few steps. The first step of the work
consists in collecting process requirements, currently some methodologies have
been decomposed in fragments: PASSI, Gaia, Tropos and SODA. Then, frag-
ments are retrieved from the repository according to the requirements they con-
tribute to fulfill.

The fragments selection activity makes available the set of fragments used to
produce a first draft of the MAS meta-model. Thus, each fragment contributes
to define a portion of the meta-model.

Once the meta-model has been polished, the initial set of fragments finds its
position in a proper life-cycle, therefore a proper process model has to be chosen.
Classically-available life-cycles (waterfall, iterative/incremental, spiral, etc.) are
here considered, and the best fitting is used to host the selected fragments.

Now fragments can be positioned in the life-cycle placeholders, and a first
version of the new process is almost ready. The last activity is fragments adapta-
tion, which aims at solving incompatibility issues arising fragments from different
processes. Such fragments should then be adapted to properly support the new
MAS meta-model and to comply with all input/output constraints.

At this stage, an initial version of the process is finally available. This could
be either complete or incomplete according to the number and refinement of
the initial process requirements, as well as to other factors—fragment repository
dimension, assembly issues, process phases coverage, . . . .

In the MEnSA process composition, when the process needs to be completed,
the authors follow up with an iteration of the proposed composition approach,
given its smaller granularity and its MAS-meta-model-based approach that per-
fectly fits the needs of the new process final refinement.

Self-Organisation-based SPE Design. The aim of this approach is to pro-
vide a system able to combine existing fragments to build a software process
adequate to the expertise level of designers and to the applications features as
well. The designer may interact with the system in order to modify the software
process proposed by the system. The SPE is co-constructed by the system and
the designer.

The system continuously self-adapts to these new perturbations and proposes
a new software process taking into account the designer’s wishes. Each fragment
8 Methodologies for the Engineering of complex Software systems: Agent-based ap-

proach. For more details, see the project website at:
http://www.mensa-project.org/

http://www.mensa-project.org/
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is agentified following the Adaptive Multi-Agent Systems (AMAS) theory [32].
The adaptive MAS automatically designs an adaptive software engineering pro-
cess [33]. The resulting MAS is composed of (i) the fragments, which are the sole
agents of the MAS (called fragment-agents), and (ii) the resources of the MAS,
which are the MMMEs (MAS Meta-Model Elements), the MMME repository
and the fragments repository.

The first MAS prototype is developed using a repository containing the already-
defined fragments of three processes from three methodologies: ADELFE [34],
INGENIAS9, and PASSI [35].

In this system, fragments are autonomous agents able to find other relevant
fragments to interact (workproduct exchanges). The fragment-agents cooperate
with each other in order to find their right location in the software process. The
agentification of fragments is realized in a general way to enable the adding or
removal of a fragment in the set of all fragments. In the first version of the system,
agentification must ensure a mutual understanding between what is required by
a fragment and what is produced by it—i.e., the agent-fragments understand
each other.

The behavior of a fragment is represented by a finite state automaton with
three states: Inactive, Unsatisfied and Satisfied. The fragment-agent switches
states according to its perception of the environment and behaves according to
its current state. Following the AMAS theory, the design of agents focuses in
particular on the Non Cooperative Situations (NCS) [32]. Encountering a NCS
is one of the possible reasons for a fragment-agent to change its state. For a
fragment-agent, three NCS are identified. The first is when none of the MMMEs
that a fragment-agent can produce are needed by the other fragments (the agent
is useless). The second is when a fragment-agent needs some MMMEs that no
other fragment-agent can produce (the agent cannot satisfy its preconditions).
The third is when two fragment-agents of the same process produce the same
MMMEs (agents are in conflict, and must determine which one of them is use-
less). To react to such NCS, a fragment-agent can execute three main actions.
First, it can use existing MMMEs to produce new ones and register them to the
repository. Or, it can stimulate other fragments able to produce their needed
MMMEs by sending a stimulation value. This value depends on the amount of
stimulation it received. So, the stimulation value of a fragment-agent can be
assimilated to a measure of its criticality, since the more it is important to the
system, the more a fragment-agent will be stimulated. Finally, it can observe
other agents and determine its membership to a process.

3.2 Fragment Definition

As far as the agent-oriented approaches are concerned, some contributions for
the adoption of the OPF framework [36] to agent design have been proposed
such as in PASSI [37] and Tropos [38]. A different solution was proposed by the
FIPA Methodology TC for the adoption of a kind of method chunk, called pro-
cess fragment, which is a portion of a development process defining deliverables
9 http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/main/node/241
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(workproducts), guidelines, preconditions, sets of system meta-model elements
and key-words characterizing it in the scope of the method in which it was de-
fined. The main difference with respect to the OPF lays in the focus of the
MMMEs managed by the process fragment. The definition and use of a MAS
meta-model enables the adoption of Model-Driven Engineering practices, and
overcomes typical problems due to the confusing definition of agent-oriented
concepts in most AOSE methodologies. Besides, considering fragments through
such a rough definition eases the adoption of SPEM 2.0 concepts as well as a
high level of compliance to that standard. However, [25] presents an enhanced
version of the fragment meta-model originated by the FIPA Methodology TC;
one of the proposals is that fragments should be considered from different points
of view whether the designer is interested in their reuse, storing, implementation,
or in the definition of the process they represent. So, it seems obvious that the
choice of a process fragment depends on the point of view and the requirements
it has to fulfil.

Process fragments do not match a single SPEM 2.0 concept, instead they
should rather be considered as matching several ones depending on the gran-
ularity or concern. A process fragment is a portion of a process, but process
element definitions in SPEM 2.0 are divided into two categories: definition and
use. Thus, such a separation should be taken into account while mapping frag-
ments to SPEM 2.0 concepts. Furthermore, also fragments granularity should to
be considered, as it implies a different mapping.

It is worth to note that although the use of SPEM is widespread in the SE
community, a new standard has been recently published by ISO [39,40], which
models both the design and enactment of a process by using a multilayered
architecture. The peculiarity of that work lays in the adoption of powertypes,
an innovative mechanism allowing a class to assume value for its attributes
not necessarily when instantiated in the next abstraction level but, if required,
at the second level [41]. A similar standardization effort, in the AOSE field,
is currently ongoing within the IEEE FIPA DPDF working group. The first
step has been the identification of the most suitable process meta-model and
notation: (i) for the representation of the existing design processes from which
the fragments have to be extracted, and (ii) for the representation of fragments
themselves. An important contribution on the subject might come from the
SPEM 2.0 specification.

The second step has been consisted in the definition of a proper template
for the description of agent-oriented design processes. Such a template refers to
the selected process meta-model and suggest the adoption of good practices in
documenting existing processes as well as defining new ones. The availability
of such a specification would have several benefits, the first is that adopting
the same documentation template would enable an easier comprehension (and
comparison) of existing and new processes. This goes in the direction initially
drawn by UML creators (Booch, Jacobson, and Rumbaugh) when they first
removed all the specific notation issues cluttering their own approaches and then
easily found commonalities that inspired their new (and successful) modeling
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language [42]. The specification for process documentation has been already
proposed for adoption as an IEEE FIPA standard.

After that, the group is going to define the process fragment structure and
according to that a procedure for extracting fragments from processes docu-
mented according to the adopted template. The final result will consist in a
set of fragments that are compliant to the fragment specification and are doc-
umented according to the same style. This would enable their composition and
the production of a consistent documentation of the new process.

3.3 Fragment Repository and Tools

Some extensions of the OPEN framework [15] aiming at including the support for
agent-oriented methodologies have been recently presented in [36,37,38,43,44,45].
Another (explicitly agent-oriented) repository10 has been developed according to
the specifications proposed by the FIPA Methodology TC [46], used as a starting
point by the IEEE FIPA DPDF working group.

The proposed repository structure is an XML-based repository storing a col-
lection of XML documents, each one representing a method fragment, validated
by a Document Type Definition (DTD) or an XML Schema [25]. The validation
process ensures that the method fragment was extracted and defined according
to the prescribed meta-model (Subsection 3.2). The repository is oriented to-
wards a MAS meta-model-based classification of fragments; each one of them is
in fact labeled with the MAS meta-model components that are defined or refined
during its activities. Each activity has some inputs and produces some outputs
in terms of defined/refined components of the MAS meta-model [25]. At the mo-
ment, the repository contains the fragments coming from PASSI, ADELFE and
Tropos. Also, AOSE could benefit from projects such as OpenUP by defining
specific AO method plugins and reusing predefined ones.

As far as tools are concerned, some of the CAME tools introduced in Subsec-
tion 2.4 – such as INGENME – are general enough to be effectively reused in the
AOSE context. In addition, an example of CAPE tool specifically developed in
the agent field is represented by Metameth [47], which allows the composition of
a set of fragments stored in a specific repository. Metameth seems the only tool
considering interactions with existing external tools for the creation of a CASE
tool based on the characterization of the interaction between Metameth and the
external tools. At the moment, these kinds of interactions are rather limited be-
cause of the complexity of the composition of the existing tools’ portions—which
are typically based on different development principles and specific APIs, to be
taken into account in order to compose at the best the different tools.

3.4 AOSE Meta-model

In their most general acceptation, meta-models have been addressed from dif-
ferent points of view. Just to cite some of them we can list what follows:

10 http://www.pa.icar.cnr.it/passi/FragmentRepository/fragmentsIndex.html
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Bernon et al. — The process of designing a system (object or agent-oriented)
consists of instantiating the system meta-model that the designers have in
their mind in order to fulfill the specific problem requirements. In the agent
world this means that the meta-model is the critical element because of the
variety of methodology meta-models [48].

Gonzalez-Perez et al. — A meta-model is a model of a methodology or, in-
deed, of a family of related methodologies [49].

Brian Henderson-Sellers — Ameta-modeldescribestherulesandconstraints
of meta-types and meta-relationships. Concrete meta-types are instantiated
for use in regular modeling work. A meta-model is at a higher level of ab-
straction than a model. It is often called a model of a model. It provides
the rules/ grammar for the modeling language itself. The modlling language
consists of instances of concepts in the meta-model [50].

Although it is possible to describe a methodology without an explicit meta-
model, formalizing the underpinning ideas of the methodology in question is
valuable when checking its consistency or when planning extensions or modifica-
tions. The importance of meta-model becomes clear when it is necessary to study
the completeness and the expressiveness of a methodology, and when comparing
different methodologies. Consequently, there is the need to study the different
AOSE methodologies, to compare their abstractions, rules, relationships, and
the process they follow, all of that would lead to a more comprehensive view of
this variety of methodologies. Different works have been devoted to the study
[51,52,53,54,55,56,57], and the unification of MAS meta-models [48,50,58,59],
that it has been one of the more important topic in the work done by the agent
community within the Agentlink Agent-Oriented Software Engineering Technical
Forum Group (AOSE TFG) meetings11.

The importance of meta-modeling is not only for having a precise view of
agent-oriented methodologies as a way to check their completeness and expres-
sivity, or to compare them, but it is also useful to clarify the distance between
agent-oriented methodologies and infrastructures [51]. Expressing agent-oriented
methodologies and infrastructures through formal meta-models is an initial step
to reduce the conceptual and technical gap amongst these two research areas12.

The situation up-to-date is that the lack of a unique MAS meta-model leads
each methodology to deal with its own concepts and system structure, even if
currently there are two kind of standardization efforts. The first effort is the
recent standard “Software Engineering Metamodel for Development Methodolo-
gies” ISO/IEC 24744 13 [60]. This standard is not specific for the agent-oriented
field, rather it is very general. It is based on two powerful but someway com-
plex concepts: powertype, which was already introduced, and clabject, i.e. a
class/object hybrid concept. These tow concepts could easily lead to reduce the
understandability of the standard.

11 See http://www.pa.icar.cnr.it/cossentino/al3tf3/ for more details.
12 http://www.mensa-project.org/
13 See http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=38854
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The second effort is represented by the OMG Agent Platform Special Interest
Group14 (Agent PSIG) that tries to identify and recommend new OMG specifi-
cations in the area of agent technology, with particular attention to:

– recommend agent-related extensions to existing and emerging OMG
specifications;

– promote standard agent modeling languages and techniques that increase
rigor and consistency of specifications;

– leverage and interoperate with other OMG specifications in the agent area.

The work of the Agent PSIG is still in its infancy and at the time of writing
there are no specific results nor public documents.

3.5 Agent-Oriented Design Processes

In this section, we will provide a quick survey on some processes from literature.
In order to provide a schematic view we will compare them according to a list of
features. The list of compared AOSE processes includes: ADELFE [61], ASPECS
[30], GAIA [62], INGENIAS [63], MaSE [64], PASSI [65], Prometheus [66], SODA
[67,68].

A lot of approaches have been published about processes comparison (for
instance see: [69,70,71,72,73,74]) and we decided to adopt a plain one based on
a the consideration of a minimal set of process features. For each feature, we
examine if the process exhibits it or not; the list of features is described below:

Coverage of the Entire Lifecycle — The methodology designer should be
interested in developing a detailed and complete methodology from exist-
ing analysis till software deployment and maintenance. It is now widely ac-
cepted that the core workflows of a methodology are requirements collection,
analysis, design, development (also called implementation), deployment and
testing. Some methodologies cover the entire process of software engineering
while some others are more focused on a part of that.

Problem Type — The challenge of agent or multi-agent design processes is to
help the designers in building complex systems such as multi-agent systems
usually are. Two categories of works could be found: those which are general
high-level methodologies, and those which a focus on a specific application
context.

Underlying Agent Architecture — Different design processes often refer to
different agent architecture. Some processes look at BDI agents, some others
refer to the IEEE FIPA specifications and finally there are processes that
are not necessarily related to a specific architecture.

Origin — Some agent-oriented design processes are based on concepts and the-
ories developed in the object-oriented field. Sometimes they even explicitly
refer to an existing OO process (such as the Unified Process, UP).

14 http://agent.omg.org/
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Notation — Several design processes propose a proprietary notation to be
adopted in the work products they specify. In some cases notation is an ap-
plication or an extension of well known modeling languages (mainly UML),
in other situations notation is a specific one, in one case there even is the
proposal of a shared adoption of the same notation (as it happens in [75]).

Lifecycle — While modern object-oriented processes like UP are nowadays flat-
tered to the adoption of the incremental/iterative lifecycle, agent-oriented
approaches are still variegate and exhibit different solutions. Actually old
paradigms like waterfall are still adopted as well as the last iterative/
incremental and even agile ones (not adopted by any of the here discussed
processes but by some others).

Support for Model Transformations — The acceptance of a model-driven
engineering paradigm [76] is growing in popularity in the agent-oriented
landscape. According to that, (portions of) design models are obtained by
transformation of preceding ones thus reducing design effort and at the same
time increasing design quality. Several agent-oriented design process have
been conceived to support that at a different extent.

Design Support Tools — The availability of a specific support tool allows for
an easier enactment of the design process and usually increases the resulting
design quality thanks to a set of check on notation and semantic aspects of
the models.

Results of the comparison conducted on the basis of these criteria are reported in
Table 1. Other design processes are reported in literature although they have not
been compared with the previous ones. Among the others we may list: Agent-
PriME [77], ASEME [78], AOR [79], Gormas [80], MESSAGE [81], O-MaSE [57],
Tropos [82].

3.6 Roadmap

Multi-agent systems are increasingly used in different kinds of applications. De-
signing such systems requires handling different points of view about the system
to be done. Sometimes, the correct way to handle these perspective have just to
be discovered. For instance, ant-based simulation requires to take into account
different environments: the simulation environment composed in the simulation
participants; the client who provides the data and has to analyze and observe
the running system; and the MAS environment which is composed of resources
accessible by agents. Instead of building new development methods to deal with
these three environments, it seems more logical to investigate how one existing
method can be modified to take them into account, such as: PASSI which is
slightly modified to take into account simulation requirements[5].

Fragments represent a paradigm which enables to diminish the cost of method
definition by reusing existing ones. Although a couple of repositories already
exist, much work is still to be done in the field. Little experience exists on
widespread design processes composition and there is an obvious relationship
between the quality of fragment repository and the assembled process. More-
over, the opposite is true as well. The more processes will be composed by using
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fragment reuse, the more experience will be available on the field thus enabling
an improvement of fragment definitions and repository structures. The main
future research axis has to focus on three main elements: a language for frag-
ments description; the means to ensure the interoperability between fragments;
and tools to facilitate the fragments composition in order to produce the rele-
vant software processes. A language is needed that guarantees interoperability
of fragments developed by different designers and for different purpose. A main
obstacle towards this interoperability is the MAS meta-model. Fragments of pro-
cesses are associated with fragments of MAS specifications. Hence, a fragment
depends on a MAS meta-model. The lack of a unified MAS meta-model topic has
been long discussed in the AOSE community (just think about the debates held
during the Agentlink AOSE TFG events15) and nonetheless it is still an unsolved
issue. Besides the underlying MAS meta-model, the fragments must work with
each others and the problem here is quite closed to component architecture. In
any case, the work on languages for fragments description requires necessarily
the assistance of CAPE tools which validate the devised solutions. CAPE tools
permit designers to build the most relevant software processes regarding the ap-
plication and the designers team expertise. Several steps can be followed: from
the hand-made static built process to the self-design process; and from process
determined at the beginning of the software development to a dynamic process
adapted to the development status.

Other open research issues will briefly discussed below:

– The definition of application specific processes. Even considering the amount
of existing processes as a good starting point for several custom products,
there still is the need for specific approaches related to specific domains.

– The integration of agents with services and the related (web service) tech-
nology. Web services are nowadays widely spread and represent a good and
affordable solution for the development of highly distributed systems. Where
can agents contribute in a development scenario dominated by services?
Probably the answer lays in the essence of agency: agents are autonomous,
proactive, and social. These properties are not necessarily shared by services
and they provide an invaluable support in the creation of a new abstraction
and design layer.

– Agent reasoning techniques. They are not a new issue but they are always
an important topic. Too many times agents are realized as simple state-
charts. Introducing advanced reasoning capabilities in agents is a complex
task but this is at the same time one of the crucial factors for distinguishing
agent-oriented systems from traditional ones.

– Common pitfalls in design processes. Testing, deployment and formalized
design techniques (patterns) issues have not received, in the agent-oriented
field, the same attention they received in classic software engineering despite
they are worth to. Testing techniques are often taken from object-oriented
systems and adapted with minor changes. What about testing the success-
ful implementation of a certain degree of autonomy or self-organization? No

15 http://www.pa.icar.cnr.it/cossentino/al3tf3/
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definitive answer still exist. Deployment is totally neglected by most of agent-
oriented approaches but this should be one of the strength points of MAS
(because of their easy distribution). In the era of cloud-computing, the agent
community has a great opportunity. Agents may take profit of the elabora-
tion infrastructure proposed by this paradigm and conversely may offer to
cloud-computing new ideas for load balancing and distribution. Finally very
few agent designers accept the use of design patterns as a daily practice.
Several papers have been written on the matter and some pattern reposito-
ries exist in literature but the diffusion of them in process employment (but
also conception) is still limited.

– Agent modeling languages. This is another long lasting issue. It is strictly
related to the research about MAS meta-model but the perspective may be
different. Defining a MAS meta-model means defining what are the elements
that will be instantiated in the design of a new MAS. Defining a MAS model-
ing language means defining how the instances will be represented at design
time. The link between the two is tight but there is not (necessarily) a one
to one link.

4 Conclusion

SPE can bring a number of benefits to AOSE. One is the capability of critically
analyzing our own development process by decomposing them into fragments.
Another one is enabling the construction of new or altered development process
as our knowledge of the needs of concrete domain problems and the performance
of applied development processes grow.

While the research on SPE is lively in the general area of software engineering,
the complexity of the processes to be modeled and built make the agent-oriented
framework possibly the most suitable place for new approaches and solutions. In
the AOSE field, current research in SPE aims at providing more flexible software
processes taking into account the work already done by AOSE methodology
designers, by re-using the most relevant parts (fragments) of any methodology.

At mid-term, research on SPE will likely be concerned with the development
of tools supporting SPE, whereas the long-term perspective looks towards a
self-designed software processes. Along these lines several difficulties should be
overcome, among which the interoperability of fragments and the situational
context representation and use seem to be the main ones.
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Abstract. There is a growing interest among agent and multiagent sys-
tem developers for formal methods. Formal methods are means to define
and realize correct specifications of multiagent system. The benefits of
formal methods become clearer when we recognize the cost of developing
a defective multiagent system. This paper seeks to introduce engineers
to the possibilities of applying formal methods for multiagent systems.
To this end, it discusses selected formal methods approaches for multi-
agent systems for which there is tool support. These works have been
organized into two broad categories: those formal methods constituting
a development method in themselves and those intended to complement
an existing development method.
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1 Introduction

Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) borrows software engineering con-
cepts and techniques with the intention of enabling a controlled development of
multiagent systems (MAS). This fits software engineering goals, since software
engineering is about making software development less an art and more a disci-
pline. It requires, among others, defining engineering activities to be structured
using a method. According to the Software Engineering Book of Knowledge [38],
a method imposes structure on a software engineering activity to make the activ-
ity more systematic and therefore presumably more likely to succeed. A method
may be heuristic (structured, data-oriented, or object-oriented); prototyping-
based; or formal.

Literature in AOSE has mainly emphasized the heuristic and prototyping-
based method approaches, which can be found in reviews of agent oriented
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methodologies such as Henderson-Sellers and Giorgini [36] or Bergenti et al. [7].
This survey focuses on the third category, namely, to formal methods. A formal
method refers to the use of mathematically based methods which are typically
applied in form of specification language or notations; the transformation of
specifications; or verification [38].

Since our context is software engineering, this survey emphasizes those works
illustrating the contribution of a formal method to software development. Con-
cretely, this survey addresses those formal method solutions that serve a well-
defined, discrete function in AOSE and which are assisted by available tools.
Because existing AOSE approaches address the whole gamut of the stages of
software development, formal methods can be applied to these stages as well,
including analysis, design, implementation, testing, validation, and verification.
Formal methods also apply during the main phases of the software life cycle:
downstream, upstream, and during deployment.

Taking these ideas into account, we organize the paper as follows. Section 2
describes works that emphasize the formal representation and tooling aspects of
formal methods. This enables us to reuse the techniques in an existing AOSE
methodology. Section 3 moves up the food chain and describes works that empha-
size the methodological aspects of formal methods, i.e., the way from a specifi-
cation to the desired multiagent system. Section 4 provides additional references
to other works which can be used to complement this survey. Finally, Section 5
concludes with a summary.

2 Formal Specification and Tools

Formal specification involves the use of a formal notation to describe the system
under development. A formal specification can be as precise and complex as to
resemble an executable program, but that is not typically valuable. Specifying
is not programming, though it may be the case some specifications can be in-
terpreted and executed. Hence, we do not consider agent-oriented programming
languages unless they serve for specification purposes rather than implemen-
tation. As a consequence, we emphasize works carrying out formal derivation
or verification on the resulting specification and always with the assistance of
available software tools.

2.1 Formal Specification

The formal representation methods listed here fall into four main themes: (1)
first-order logic and one of its variants, the situation calculus; (2) temporal logics;
(3) process algebras; and (4) automata.

The first theme includes the SMART framework from D’Inverno and Luck [24]
and Cognitive Agents Specification Language (CASL) from [56]. The SMART
framework [24] is formalized using the Z specification language, and supports
the concepts of entities, objects, agents (objects with goals), and autonomous
agents (agents with motivations). The SMART framework takes advantage of
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various Z tools to perform simulations and verify properties. A MAS specified
with SMART is built using the actSMART agent implementation [6], which spe-
cializes AgentSpeak(L) to adapt to the principles of SMART. Hilaire et al. [37]
object that Z cannot be used to address reactive aspects, and propose combin-
ing statecharts (an extension of finite automata to support parallelism, nested
states, and broadcast communication for events) and Object-Z to provide MAS
specifications. The combination of statecharts and Object-Z is a multiformalism
specification called OZS. ForMAAD [34], reviewed in Section 3, offers a hybrid
approach combining Z and temporal logic that enables us to talk about dynamic
aspects of the MAS constituents.

Situation calculus gives first-class status to situations and captures the in-
tuition of transitions between situations. Cognitive Agents Specification Lan-
guage (CASL) [56] [57], based on the situation calculus, is an extension of the
well-known ConGolog. CASL provides a verification environment based on the
Prototype Verification System (PVS), called CASLve. CASL can express what
the mental states of the agents, their goals, and the effects of their actions.

In the second theme, temporal logics explicitly support the concept of time.
Fisher [26] reviews different implementations and techniques in the context of
software agents. Several works apply temporal logics as the basis for specification
languages. This is the case of Formal Tropos [47] [29] and ForMAAD [34].

Process algebras have been studied as well as formalisms for specifying MAS.
Though applied to formalize different aspects of existing MAS, as the formal-
ization of Cougaar agent architecture [33], there is a gap in the literature in
this respect [63]. Despite the gap, it is possible to find works that, rather than
declaring the semantics of an existing agent framework or language, provide an
intuitive orientation as specification languages. Specific examples are the API-
calculus [48] and CSP‖B [54].

The API-calculus, from Rahimi et al. [48], is an algebra for agents that ad-
dresses mobility, security, natural grouping, and intelligence. Visualization of
API-calculus specifications can be made with the ACVisualizer [3]. Some of
these ideas have crystallized into the CAML process algebra [4], which regards
each agent as a tuple of knowledge, conditions, capabilities, an event queue, plan,
and an intention queue.

CSP‖B [54] is a promising specification method that can be used to specify
multiagent systems, as Colin et al. [18] show for a vehicle coordination problem.
In CSP‖B, each agent is a process and it can be made of either other processes
or B machines. Hence, communication is expressed mainly with CSP, while the
internal apparatus of each agent combines CSP and the B notation. B machines
require the definition of invariants (properties that always hold) and operations
that declare how the state is modified. CSP requires us to express communica-
tion channels and the expected behavior depending on the kind of information
arriving from a channel. This notation is supported by two tools: for CSP sup-
port, FDR2 (http://www.fsel.com/) and for the B method, B4FREE http://
www.b4free.com

http://www.fsel.com/
http://www.b4free.com
http://www.b4free.com
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Aside from the algebraic and logic-based approaches, we consider transition
systems and automata-based approaches. Such approaches have been used to
describe dynamic aspects within MAS, especially communications. Automata
are of many varieties. Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) [44] are used to capture
information coming from AUML protocol diagrams. CPNs can be analyzed
with CPN tools (http://wiki.daimi.au.dk/cpntools/cpntools.wiki). The
internals of the agents can also be described with automata, as illustrated by
Fallah-Seghrouchni and colleagues [25]. They use hybrid automata (made of an
automaton and a set of variables associated with the transitions of the automa-
ton) to represent a multiagent planning framework that has been applied in an
industrial context, namely, tactical aircraft simulation at Dassault-Aviation in
France. The multiagent plan is a synchronized network of hybrid automata, each
automaton representing an individual plan of an agent. Several mechanisms of
control and validation are proposed and base on HyTech (http://embedded.
eecs.berkeley.edu/research/hytech/) model checker to verify properties.

An automata-based representation is applied in the Interpreted Systems Pro-
gramming Language (ISPL). ISPL is a language to define MAS used as input for
the MCMAS [42], a model checker tool. ISPL can capture a variety of modeling
concepts including time, knowledge, and obligations. The description resembles
an automaton, since it involves the declaration of initial states and the evolution
of the variables defining the state.

To conclude, automata can be combined with other formalisms, as shown by
Hilaire et al. [37], who combine statecharts with Z notation to specify systems.
The specification can be then processed using the STATEMATE [35] tool to
perform prototyping and simulation.

2.2 Tools for Verification

One of the advantages of having a formal specification is being able to determine
whether the specification satisfies some desired properties. In most cases, the
desirable properties of the system are determined during the system specification,
where initial requirements are identified. Examples of such properties can be
found in Brazier [13] and Singh [58]. There are few generic properties, and most
of them refer to interacting protocols and the livelocks or deadlocks among the
agents. In general, it is the developer, using as starting point the requirements of
the system, who determines what properties must be satisfied. Once a property
is identified, it must be expressed using a suitable formalism, e.g., using temporal
or epistemic logics.

Tools for verification require the object of the analysis to be declared using
a tool-specific language. The degree of compatibility between this language and
the one used for the specification varies. Sometimes, the specification itself can
be supplied as is to the tool. In other cases, a translation is required, forcing us
to ensure the correctness of the translation and that a property holding on the
translation holds in the original specification as well [17].

http://wiki.daimi.au.dk/cpntools/cpntools.wiki
http://embedded.eecs.berkeley.edu/research/hytech/
http://embedded.eecs.berkeley.edu/research/hytech/
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In general, verifying the whole specification can be expensive. This forces us
to either focus on different aspects or parts of the system and to progress in-
crementally. In this case, if a property is verified in a piece of the specification,
it is desirable that the property remains when other pieces of the specification
are included, or when the specification is refined. Some authors talk about the
compositionality of properties, something which has been specially explored in
the DESIRE framework [14]. DESIRE applies compositional verification, where
the properties of the system as a whole are derived from properties of the cor-
responding agents, and the properties of each agent are derived from its consti-
tuting components. DESIRE comes with a software environment that has been
validated via various projects.

Finally, when verifying properties in software, there is an important reminder:
some properties, such as the halting problem for Turing machines, are undecid-
able; others may be decidable but intractable. With the above ideas in mind,
we can understand the possibilities and disadvantages of the tools supporting
verification of properties in system specifications. The study of existing works
in the agent literature has motivated a division of tools into two major groups:
model checking and theorem proving tools.

Model Checking. Model checking is about verifying if a specified logical for-
mula is true in a specified model. Usually the formula is in temporal logic and
the model is presented via a finite automaton. Temporal logic formulas help
express properties that never hold, always hold, or are satisfied in some future
states. The model represents the possible evolutions of the states of a software
system such as a MAS. When representing a software system, the state space
to explore can become too large to be tractable. Current model checking works
rely on the capability of the model checker to reduce the state search space,
though, sometimes, it is required to devise new techniques [10]. As mentioned
earlier, another alternative consists in not translating the whole specification but
a part, trying to focus on specific aspects of the system whose analysis requires
less computation power. It happens that the system under study may require an
infinite search space. Those cases will require applying bounded model checking
or refer to advanced model checking works dealing with unbounded systems [45].

Existing works on model checking and MAS specifications use diverse tools.
Several works use Spin, which is a linear-time model checker, meaning that it
considers individual runs or computation paths (http://spinroot.com/). Other
works use the JavaPathFinder tool, which can be downloaded from http://
babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/trac/jpf. The uses of these tools and the kinds of
properties each work considers are reviewed below.

Lacey and DeLoach [40] illustrate the application of the Spin model check-
ing tool to MAS specifications created with agenTool. Interactions are expressed
in agenTool using UML-like statecharts. Lacey and DeLoach introduce an algo-
rithm that converts statecharts into Promela code, which is the input required by
Spin. Lacey and DeLoach use sequence diagrams to describe expected sequences of
messages. General properties verified with Spin are deadlocks (conversation ends
in other state different from one of the end states defined in the specification),

http://spinroot.com/
http://babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/trac/jpf
http://babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/trac/jpf
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liveness (looking for occurrences of all states of the conversation at least in one
execution path), and unused states or messages.

MABLE [65] is a programming language for agents enriched with constructs
for verification. It takes advantage of Spin by translating a MABLE program
into Promela. Properties regard the compliance with the semantics of commu-
nicative acts. This implies verifying the preconditions and postconditions of each
communicative act are met.

Desai et al. [23] address the problem of verifying commitment-based interac-
tion protocols by mapping commitments and protocols to Promela representa-
tions for verification using Spin. A protocol enactment is deemed noncompliant if
it terminates in a state where an unconditional commitment is still active. Also,
upon completion, there should be no pending messages to process. There are
specific properties that may need to be defined, like, in a buyer-seller scenario,
if a buyer rejects a quote, no goods should be shipped.

Dennis et al. [21] introduce a generic framework, the Agent Infrastructure
Layer AIL, aiming to check not only what an agent does, but also its intentions.
AIL captures the commonalities among some programming languages [22]. The
idea is to capture the essence of a representative collection of programming lan-
guages for agents, specifically, AgentSpeak, 3APL, Jadex, and MetateM. The
result would be transformed into a Java program, which then would be run
using the Agent Java PathFinder, an extension of Java PathFinder. This exten-
sion provides additional state reduction techniques [10]. In the example, authors
illustrate the verification of postconditions of plan execution.

Other hybrid approaches combine different tools. Spin and Java PathFinder
are used in [11] as part of the CASP (Checking AgentSpeak Programs) toolkit
[9]. The work assumes a multiagent system developed using AgentSpeakF , a
variant of AgentSpeakL [49] that represents agents using finite state automata.
This program is translated into Promela to be used as input to Spin. Also,
this work shows how Java PathFinder model checking tools can be applied to
AgentSpeak when the same AgentSpeak code is translated into Java. Verified
properties regard the beliefs of agents and their intentions along any possible
execution. These properties are specific to the case studies handled by authors
and are not intuitively reusable.

Hilaire et al. [37], in their RIO framework, apply Harels [35] STATEMATE
environment for the prototyping and the simulation of statecharts to conduct ver-
ification and prototyping. STATEMATE permits the simulation and prototyping
of the statechart specifications. Hilaire et al. report as well to have used SAL 2
[20], which provides high performance symbolic and bounded model checkers.
Hilaire et al. suggest combining bounded model checking with inductive theo-
rem proving to deal with combinatorial explosion of states, though no specific
software tools for this are mentioned. Verified properties are particular to the
problem used as case study: two robots having to explore a narrow corridor and
how they coordinate to let the other pass. In this case study, it is shown that
the least constrained robot becomes altruist.
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Some works with Hybrid automata [25] report to have used HyTech. The
properties addressed include task covering by an automaton, the availability of
resources, and multiagent plan feasibility.

NuSMV verifies formulas expressed in the well-known branching-time tempo-
ral logic called Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [16], which enables expressing
properties dealing with all or some future computations (branches) of a software
system. Telang and Singh [59] employ NuSMV as a basis for verifying whether
the sequence diagrams corresponding to a system realization satisfy the commit-
ments included in a business model.

Lomuscio et al. [42] have created MCMAS, a model checker tool which specif-
ically deals with agent-based specifications and scenarios. The MCMAS input
description language is called ISPL and was introduced above. Properties verified
in the case studies are not reusable, but are expressed using CTL and epistemic
operators, operators for reasoning about the actions of the agents, and strategies.
Hence, in MCMAS, it is possible to make references to what each agent know
or does not know along the time. MCMAS admits as well fairness formulae (to
be assumed as always true), and definition of the number of agents to be used
in the proof.

Recently, Gerard and Singh have developed a tool called Proton for reasoning
about protocol specifications [30]. Proton addresses the problem of whether a
protocol refines another, taking into account differences in roles and the specific
interactions performed in each protocol. For example, we can think of Pay as a
protocol by which a payer pays a payee, thereby discharging a suitable commit-
ment. Intuitively, the protocol PayByCheck accomplishes payment as well and
should be considered a refinement of Pay even though it involves an additional
role (the bank) and involves entirely different messages from Pay. Proton takes
two protocol specifications along with a conceptual mapping from one protocol
to another and generates suitable ISPL and CTL specifications, which when run
through MCMAS verify if the refinement holds.

Riemsdijk et al. [50] propose BUpL, the Belief Update programming Language
implemented with Maude. BUpL programs can be executed, tested, and verified.
Verification is carried out using the LTL model checker from Maude. The prop-
erties are expressed in Linear Temporal Logic and the developer must identify
the elements from the program which represents the states of the system, and
the atomic predicates that can evaluated in those states. Properties that can
be verified mainly involve the reachability of the identified states. For instance,
that a goal should be reached and that the agent never comes to believe some
information.

Automated Theorem Proving. Automated theorem proving consists in, from
a set of theories and axioms, affirming the validity of a formula. In the agent
literature, it has been applied thoroughly in works related with computational
logic, such as MetateM [28] and ConGolog [31]. Nevertheless, since their use
requires more training than the model checking alternative, it is harder to find
proposals where theorem proving tools take an active part in the development.
As an example, four works are listed below.
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The Prototype Verification System (PVS) is a theorem prover that takes as
input higher-order logic predicates and can be downloaded from http://pvs.
csl.sri.com/. It is used in the construction of the CASLve, which supports the
verification of CASL specifications [55] [41]. The verified properties concern the
desirable properties of the specification language necessary to progress in the
verification effort. Aside from these, Shapiro and colleagues provide examples
of problem specific properties related to the problem requirements, for example
that in a meeting scheduler, the participants sit together in the meeting table
at some point.

DESIRE [12] uses the Temporal Traces Language where the dynamics of the
system are represented as an evolution of states of agents and an environment
over time. It can be used to specify the system and observe its behavior prior to
execution. In general, approaches using temporal logics can take advantage on
existing theorem provers for temporal logic [26].

SOCS-SI is a tool that uses the SCIFF Proof [15] procedure to check the
compliance of an agent interaction with respect to a protocol declaration. It is
available from http://lia.deis.unibo.it/sciff. SCIFF is an abductive proof
method and is implemented using Prolog. SCIFF does the verification using
partial knowledge, something possible due to the abductive nature of the proof.
It does not declare a state machine, but indicates which actions are forbidden,
required, and possible.

Alechina et al. [5] propose a simplified version of 3APL, called SimpleAPL,
where liveness and safety properties can be proven. Programs are translated into
Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL). The properties to verify are written in PDL
as well, and then proven by means of PDL theorem provers. Alechina et al. use
MSPASS (available from http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~schmidt/mspass which
has been incorporated into SPASS http://project.kjsmith.net/) and PDL-
Tableau (http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~schmidt/pdl-tableau/). The proper-
ties verified deal with the expected state of the system, including its agents,
at some point.

3 Developing with Formal Methods

The formal development of MAS involves the definition of a methodology where
formal methods play a dominant role. Section 2 introduced several formal no-
tations and verification tools. Nevertheless, development itself, i.e., the con-
struction of a MAS has not been addressed yet. In this section, we introduce
three alternatives: formal derivation, integration with an existing methodology,
or proposing a new one.

Formal derivation is a technique wherein one would automatically realize a
system based on a given specification. Derivation can be understood as a form of
model-to-code transformations, although more systematic and less based on the
subjective judgment of a developer. An important approach is due to Vasconcelos
[61] [60], where a multiagent system, coded using logic programming, is inferred
from a specification, and then transformed using successive refinements into a

http://pvs.csl.sri.com/
http://pvs.csl.sri.com/
http://lia.deis.unibo.it/sciff
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~schmidt/mspass
http://project.kjsmith.net/
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~schmidt/pdl-tableau/
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system adapted to the user’s needs. However, by and large, formal derivation
is conceptually and technically complex. As a result, formal methods usually
involve a significant component of modeling methodologies.

The enhancement of existing development methods is easier to find. Three
important illustrations of enhancement are Formal Tropos, Gaia, and MaSE.
Formal Tropos [47] [29] combines temporal constraints into the specification of
early requirements. This extension is supported by the T-Tool (downloadable
from http://www.dit.unitn.it/~ft/ft_tool.html), which is based on the
symbolic model checking tool NuSMV. NuSMV verifies formulas expressed in
the well-known branching-time temporal logic called Computation Tree Logic
(CTL), which enables expressing properties dealing with all or some future com-
putations (branches) of a software system. Telang and Singh [59] employ NuSMV
as a basis for verifying whether the sequence diagrams corresponding to a system
realization satisfy the commitments included in a business model.

Gaia [66] was an early attempt to integrate formal methods into agent-oriented
software engineering. Although its scope is limited to analysis, Gaia combined
describing properties and modeling. Its major drawback was the lack of sup-
port tools, something addressed in part with the MADSK platform [32], which
supports verifying liveness properties.

MaSE verifies interaction protocols using Spin model checking tool, as seen in
Lacey and DeLoach [40]. Interactions are expressed in agenTool using UML-like
statecharts. Lacey and DeLoach introduce an algorithm that converts statecharts
into Promela code, which is the input required for the Spin model checker. Ex-
pected sequences of messages (obtained from current sequence diagrams), dead-
locks (if a conversation ends in other state different from one of the end states
defined in the specification), liveness (looking for occurrences of all states of
the conversation at least in one execution path), and unused states or unused
messages are detected. There are other errors that agentTool and Spin cannot
detect, like timing errors (messages taking too much time to be sent or received,
for instance), hardware failures, guard conditions of the sequences, interacting
conversations causing a deadlock,.

Instead of enhancing an existing methodology, some authors propose new ap-
proaches for the creation of MAS. This is the case of the two following works:
CASL/ConGolog [41] and ForMAAD [34]. The combination of CASL and Con-
Golog with i* leads to a formal development method [41]. Given a set of i*
diagrams that capture the system requirements, ConGolog can formally capture
information about actors, tasks, processes, and goals, using as its starting point
information from i* Strategic Rationale (SR) diagrams. Annotated SR diagrams
include additional information, which enable an executable and observable Con-
Golog program. Also, tests can be applied to an ongoing simulation to verify if
specified properties hold. Intentional Annotated SR diagrams capture the knowl-
edge and intentions of the agents. Such diagrams are transformed into CASL,
thereby enabling the CASLve tool to be used to verify properties, more thor-
oughly than with ConGolog.

http://www.dit.unitn.it/~ft/ft_tool.html
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ForMAAD, from Hadj-Kacem et al. [34], is a formal methodology based in
a combination of Z and temporal logics. It proposes a set of activities where
the specification is further refined. Each refinement is analyzed to check it still
satisfies the initial requirements. This proof is made with the aid of the tool
Z/EVES [52].

4 Related Work

In an earlier survey, Wooldridge [64] classified AOSE formal methods into three
areas: formal modeling (dealing with the use of formal methods to specify a
system); formal derivation (dealing with generating a MAS from a given specifi-
cation); and verification (dealing with the application of formal methods to the
verification of properties in MAS). We find that Wooldridge’s classification, al-
though intuitive, no longer holds up in the literature. The first reason is the low
number of works addressing formal derivation. Current research is more focused
on model transformations, as seen in Nunes et al. [46]. The second reason is
the availability of software tools for proving the satisfaction of properties. These
tools enable us to focus more on the issue of determining what has to be proven
and how to better use the available tools to do so. Addressing these problems
requires some mathematical skills but is mainly a question of engineering. The
above reasons have led us to pay attention to the method in the classification of
works in this survey and to provide hints along the survey on the way verification
is applied.

Other surveys exist that defend alternative perspectives on the application
of formal methods to MAS development [19,51]. Our present survey seeks to
motivate developers to apply formal methods, and so, we have filtered out works
that did not promote any software development tool. Dastani et al. [19] and
Rouff et al. [51] do not apply this restriction and, hence, include a wider set of
works. Agent-oriented programming languages with formal basis have not been
addressed here, except in cases where there was interest in the support tools.
The reason has been our focus on the formal method approach not on the con-
crete implementation. Thus, if a language was introduced as a programming
language and not as a specification language, such works were not included.
Nevertheless, readers interested in programming languages based on computa-
tional logic can review the following works: Sadri and Toni [53] and Bordini et
al. [8]. Sadri and Toni [53] categorize computational logic based approaches at-
tending to how they contribute to the construction of multiagent systems, e.g.,
knowledge representation or realization of the observe-think-act cycle inside an
agent. A complement to the present survey is the survey by Mascardi et al. [43],
which discusses BDI implementations based on computational logic. Fisher et al.
[27] present another survey of works related to computational logic. Since some
approaches to the implementation of MAS are not based on logics, it is worth
reviewing Bordini et al.s survey [8], which accounts for programming languages
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and framework, classifying them according to various programming paradigms,
including the imperative and object-oriented paradigms.

Several scientific events emphasize formal methods for multiagent systems.
These include the Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems (AAMAS) con-
ference and workshops on Agent Oriented Software Engineering, Declarative
Agent Languages and Technologies, From Agent Theory to Agent Implementation
(AT2AI), and International Workshop on Computational Logic in MultiAgent
Systems (CLIMA).

5 Conclusions

The history of the development of formal methods for multiagent systems mirrors
the history of multiagent systems broadly. The earliest formal methods sought
to apply well-known formal techniques from traditional software engineering,
such as temporal logic and Petri nets. These methods, exemplified by [14,24,33],
generally did not emphasize high-level abstractions specific to multiagent sys-
tems, treating them mostly as conventional distributed systems. The next broad
phase of research brought in high-level abstractions that are central to different
theories of agents and multiagent systems, such as those involving beliefs and
intentions, commitments, and communications. These methods, exemplified by
[56], tended to be custom methods. Researchers realized that the effort required
in tooling is substantial. This has led to the modern research on formal methods,
exemplified by [11], wherein multiagent abstractions are mapped to the repre-
sentations of existing tools so as to leverage them for verifying MAS. There are
notable exceptions such as MCMAS [39] and SOCS-SI [15], which are extensive
tools that are customized to common agent abstractions.

Automatic theorem proving approaches seem to have had less impact than
some predicted. Model checking is the predominant approach. A major reason
may be the availability of tools for model checking and the apparent naturalness
with respect to which models can be specified. Most often, the formalisms used
in MAS community are logic-based (e.g. temporal logic).

When we recognize that multiagent systems are often complex software sys-
tems, we can see that the need for robust methodologies including formal meth-
ods applies in multiple points in their life cycle. MAS should be verified not
only in the design phase, but also during implementation, and even during de-
ployment (MAS should be endowed with monitoring tools). In particular, when
a multiagent system consists of autonomous, heterogeneous agents, there is no
well-defined central authority that can examine the construction or run-time
state of a given agent. In such cases, we must back away from verification in
the traditional sense outlined above and consider ways to check if the behavior
of an agent is compliant with respect to high-level requirements, such as those
expressed via commitments [62]. Possible approaches would involve having each
agent or maintain logs regarding its interactions with other agents. Verification
on the fly could also be suitable for MAS systems.
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Formal methods for MAS garner a steady, though arguably limited, amount
of attention from the research community. Each year, we see new results show-
ing approaches that apply formal methods to AOSE, typically on specific case
studies. We hope that as formal methods mature, tools for them will improve,
leading to a greater interest in incorporating them in all stages of the life cycle
of the development and deployment of robust multiagent systems.
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